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Abstract
Distributed Partitioning and Processing of Large Spatial Datasets
by
Ayman Zeidan

Adviser: Professor Huy T. Vo

Data collection is one of the most common practices in today’s world. The collection rate has
rapidly increased over the past decade and is not showing any signs of decline. Data sources
are many; the Internet of Things devices, mobile gadgets, social media posts, connected
cars, and web servers constantly report users’ interactions and habits. Much of the collected
data is spatial data which contains attributes that denote the physical origin of the data.
As a result of the tremendous growth in data collection, higher demand for new techniques
emerged to efficiently process and extract valuable insights within a relatively acceptable time
frame. The current standard approach to large-scale data analysis uses distributed parallel
processing systems like Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark. However, these systems are
designed for general-purpose parallel processing and require an additional layer to recognize
and efficiently process spatial datasets. Motivated by its many applications, we examine
the several challenges facing spatial data partitioning and processing and propose solutions
customized for each task. We detail our techniques for building spatial partitioners over large
datasets for use with spatial queries like map-matching and kNN spatial join. Additionally,
we present an accuracy benchmarking framework for classifying the results of two input files
to validate the accuracy of a technique. Our proposed work targets batch processing of large
spatial datasets, including structured, unstructured, and semi-structured datasets.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Big data is a term used to describe large datasets whose origins stem from a myriad of sources.
The existence of these large datasets benefits several areas like data mining, data analysis,
sharing, visualization, and artificial intelligence [101]. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary
defines Big Data as ”An accumulation of data that is too large and complex for processing by
traditional database management tools1 ”. However, the term big data in the literature and
the industry extends to more than just large datasets and includes data scientists, solutions
developed, algorithms, and systems. A significant portion of big data sets contains spatial
characteristics that indicate the geographic location where the dataset’s records originated.
We refer to these datasets as spatial datasets. The big data ecosystem, including spatial,
consists of several layers that we can group into data collection, storage, and analysis. Each
step has its challenges, with a multitude of works performed to enhance each one. In this
work, we focus our attention on the analysis layer for large spatial datasets. For completeness,
we briefly discuss the collection and storage layers.
1

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/big%20data

1
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Data Collection and Storage

Electronic devices like smart televisions, mobile gadgets, and personal computers have become a staple in our daily lives. Many of the interactions involving electronic devices and
humans or other devices get recorded to files. As the number of devices and users grew, traditional methods no longer could handle the data’s volume, velocity, or variety. In 2019, Forbes
estimated that the world’s daily data collection rate was around 2.5 quintillion bytes [24].
Some of the largest sources for big data were emails, social media posts, government agencies,
and the Internet of Things (IoT) devices. The world also saw 3.4 billion fake daily emails that
same year, and a working professional received about 121 emails each day [32]. Currently,
there are about 21.5 billion IoT devices [92] with Intel projecting that the market size would
reach $6.2 trillion in 2025. Google, the most popular search engine, has not publicized the
size of their database but reportedly processes over 45, 000 queries every second [104]. Today,
users, on average, spend 33% of their online time on social media sites like Twitter, Facebook,
and Instagram. Facebook generates over 4 petabytes of data every day, and in 2014, their
Hive data warehouse had 300 petabytes of data [82, 95]. In 2017, Twitter users generated
hundreds of millions of tweets which Twitter stores for later access [99, 95, 68, 87, 93]. New
York City’s Open Data for All program offers 2, 465 datasets of varying sizes obtained from
different city agencies [30].
Data generation occurs rapidly without the luxury to preprocess it before being written
to permanent storage (e.g., disk, tape). Therefore, the goal is often to write the data in the
quickest possible way for later processing. During writing, data compression may occur to
optimize disk space or encrypted to enhance security. In general, there are three different
classifications of data (including spatial):
Structured: This type of data is well-formed with a clear and easy-to-understand data
model. The fields’ types are known and determine how they are stored (integral, currency,
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fixed-length characters . . . ). Structured data has the advantage of being easily generated,
saved, queried, and analyzed. It is ideal for traditional Relational Database Management
Systems (RDBMS) like MySQL, Oracle, and Microsoft SQL Server. However, even with
a clear structure, these RBDMSs are limited by the amount of data they can store and
process promptly. In essence, one can only scale up/out so much before query times become
noticeably lagging [44]. In this situation, NoSQL systems can better store and process large
datasets. Their approach is to merge RDBMS and distributed storage features into one
system but often incur processing overhead.
Unstructured: Unlike structured data, unstructured data is characterized by not having a
clear data model. Their field types are hard to discern and sometimes impossible to assign
them a type. Most of the data generated nowadays are unstructured. It is near impossible
or impractical, at best, to store documents like photos, web server logs, spreadsheets, and
PDFs in a traditional RDBMS. Instead, they remain on disk as either text or binary files
that require indexing before analysis. Often, the analysis occurs in multiple rounds with
the original files kept intact. Systems like Hadoop [45], MapReduce[31], Spark [1], and Impala [8] were designed to help with the management of unstructured data. Their techniques
differ from simple distributed storage, key-value storage, document storage, or wide-column
storage [40].
Semi-structured: A hybrid form of the two earlier types is a semi-structured dataset. It is
not as well-formed as structured data but has a partially discernible data model. Depending
on the data itself, semi-structured data management can use structured or unstructured
techniques. However, traditional RDBMS tend to lag when the size of the dataset exceeds a
certain threshold. As a result, distributed systems like the ones used for unstructured data
analysis are better suited. Examples of semi-structured data include E-mails, Metadata of
documents (word, spreadsheet, PDFs . . . ), and media-file properties (time, location, size
. . . ).
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(b) MultiPoint

(c) LineString

(d) LineString

(e) MultiLineString

(g) Rectangle

(h) Polygon

(i) Polygon

(j) MultiPolygon

r

(f) Circle

Figure 1.1: Illustrations of the most common two-dimensional geospatial shapes
Complex shapes like MultiPoint are compositions of a simpler Point shape

1.2

Spatial Data

A large portion of the collected data contains references to geographic location. This type of
data is known as spatial (or geospatial, or geographic) data. Data scientists use spatial data
to refocus their analyses process to specific geographic locations of the world. Spatial data
have different shapes, sizes, and dimensions. Each shape’s coordinates consist of a geodetic
coordinate system [27] like Global Positioning System (GPS) or planer (X, Y ). The Open
Geospatial Consortium [3] (OGC) aims at creating an open standard for geospatial content
and services and offers certification of systems. Standardizing increases a system’s interoperability, improves vendors’ confidence, and ensures that systems from different vendors work
together. Figure 1.1 depicts some of the most common spatial data shapes that a spatial
system can support for improved interoperability. Some of these shapes are complex shapes
of simpler ones. A spatial dataset does not always consist of one type and can contain a mix
of any number of spatial shapes. Therefore, a spatial system must recognize the different
spatial shapes and allow spatial queries to execute without demanding type conversion.
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Point: A Point shape (figuref 1.1a) is the simplest spatial shape and the basic building shape
to other shapes. A Point consists of two coordinates like longitude and latitude or (X, Y )
plainer coordinates; it is suitable to represent a single location on a map like a restaurant,
building, or subway station. A group of related points is known as a MultiPoint shape
(figure 1.1b) and consists of two or more points.
LineString: A LineString shape (figure 1.1c) consists of two points that mark the beginning
and end of a LineString segment. A LineString can also consist of multiple segments that
do not form a closed shape (figure 1.1d). If the shape consists of two or more unconnected
LineString objects, they form a MultiLineString (figure 1.1e) shape. A LineString shape is
suitable for representing physical roads consisting of one or more segments.
Circle: A Circle shape (figure 1.1f) consists of a center Point object and a radius represented
as a single numeric value (i.e., its radius). The circle is a uniform closed shape that is suitable
for representing circular physical objects. It is also useful for construction search regions for
finding shapes within an equal distance from the center.
Rectangle: A Rectangle shape (figure 1.1g) consists of four points that form a closed
shape. A rectangle shape is suitable for representing a city block or any four-sided shape like
rectangles, diamonds, and squares. Rectangles can represent physical objects like buildings
and city blocks. They are also useful for expressing a non-uniform spatial shape’s Minimum
Bounding Region (MBR).
Polygon: A Polygon shape (figure 1.1h) consists of multiple LineStrings that must form a
closed shape. A Polygon can also contain other Polygon shapes (figure 1.1i). If a Polygon
consists of two or more Polygon (figure 1.1j), it forms a MultiPolygon shape. Polygons are
suitable for representing countries, states, and water ponds.
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Figure 1.2: GPS point distributions of real-world datasets collected in New York City
The datasets distribution and size characteristics are described in table 5.6

1.3

Spatial Data Analysis

While storing spatial data appears to be under control with many advancements made in
areas like distributed file systems [58, 96] and cloud storage [114]; the real question remains:
What can we learn from this data? And what is the most efficient way to process it? Many
reports have extensively documented the benefits of analyzing big spatial data, making it one
of the most valuable assets for enterprises and governmental agencies. According to a report
published by MarketsandMarkets [67], the projected market value of geospatial solutions
will exceed $502 billion by the year 2024. This projection includes software, hardware, and
geospatial services with software solutions estimated to be the largest during the projection
period. Businesses rely on the analysis results to improve and drive revenue through targeted
customer ads, product development, and service improvements [89, 55, 59]. Government
agencies rely on spatial data analysis to extract valuable insights that help with improving
mobility, urban planning, and strengthening national security [113, 55, 118, 116, 109, 49].
Spatial data in its raw format is made available to data scientists for analysis, who use specialized software to mine the data and look for hidden patterns and behaviors. Spatial data
analysis employs various spatial querying techniques to extract and examine the dataset’s
spatial components and attempt to extrapolate results through computer processing in a
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relatively reasonable period. A spatial query analyzes the dataset’s spatial topological, geometric, and geographic properties to test hypotheses and discover patterns. Traditionally,
single centralized systems housed spatial data and executed spatial queries. However, as the
size of these datasets grew, traditional tools quickly became inefficient. Subsequently, the development of distributed-processing frameworks like Apache Hadoop [45], Apache Spark [1],
and NoSQL databases [47] facilitated and simplified big data processing. These platforms,
however, offer the bare necessities for generic distributed execution and do not recognize
spatial data natively. As a result, spatial query processing becomes sluggish or inaccurate
and requires a spatial extension that aids with the distributed query execution.
For efficiency, a spatial extension must exhibit the ability to generate a spatial partitioner that spatially groups records from two (or more) large spatial datasets. Using a partitioner avoids performing iterative computations against the entire dataset’s objects. Record
grouping varies by query and should adapt to the dataset’s characteristics like object type,
density, and non-spatial data. Further complications may arise from the spatial dataset’s
non-uniform distribution with certain regions containing higher point density as seen in the
datasets depicted in figure 1.2. The three sub-figures show density plots of three GPS point
datasets collected in New York City; the lighter regions indicate higher densities of points
which must be accounted for by the spatial partitioner when distributing the records.
To further illustrate the partitioning problem, consider a kNN query with k = 10 on
a query point (QP ) against the TLC dataset shown in figure 1.2c. Assuming that the
dataset consists of 2000 partitions at rest, QP must access the entire dataset and examine
all 2000 partitions to obtain the closest 10 points. Alternatively, a spatial partitioner builds
general knowledge of the dataset by spatially grouping records into equally-sized partitions.
The partitioner records information about each partition (e.g., MBR, number of points,
distribution of points). Next, using the spatial partitioner, the spatial query draws a circle
around QP such that the region intersects with partitions containing a total of at least 10
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Distributed
File System

Figure 1.3: Common setup of distributed system architecture
The master node launches tasks and monitors the worker nodes, which read and write from
a distributed file system and communicate over network resources.
points. This list of partitions is the maximum number of partitions which QP needs to select
the final 10 points and significantly less than the original 2000 partitions. As k grows, the
list of required partitions grows but remains relatively smaller than the original number.

1.4

Concepts and Definitions

Throughout this work, we refer to big spatial data processing and spatial query execution
concepts and definitions. For distributed computing, we borrow definitions from Apache
Spark’s architecture [19]. We chose Spark for our work and discussion due to its stature
r

as one of the most popular cluster computing frameworks and wide adoption for large-scale
distributed data processing [53, 36]. Spark’s API supports scripts written in Scala, Java,
Python, R, SQL, C#, and F#[69]. Figure 1.3 shows a high-level view of the Spark distributed
computing architecture.
Minimum Bounding Region (MBR): The smallest region that fully encompasses a spatial object or several related objects. The MBR can act as a quick
indicator to operations like intersects and contains. However, it may produce
false-positive results. The figure to the right shows a Polygon (solid line) and its
MBR (dotted line); a point that falls within the MBR may or may not fall within the actual
Polygon. Thus, a further refinement step is necessary to select the final accurate results.
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Spatial Partitioner: A scheme that dictates how to group the database’s spatial records
within the distributed processing system. The partitioner can group records by proximity,
size, or type; it assigns every group a unique identifier and possibly indexed to speed up
lookup operations. For efficiency during repeated uses, the partitioner is written to disk.
Partitioning: The process of mapping and migrating the dataset’s records to the proper
partition as dictated by the partitioner.
Application: A script used to start a process (e.g., spatial query) on the distributed cluster.
This script indicates various parts like the driver program, number of executors, number of
cores per executor, supporting files (e.g., .py, .egg, .zip, and .jar), and the memory assigned
to the driver node and executor nodes.
Driver: A software component that resides on the master node. It is the main program in
the distributed application and consists of various actions and transformations.
Master Node: A physical or a virtual machine on which the driver executes. It controls
the cluster resource allocation, coordinates the tasks executions, and delegates the various
tasks to the worker nodes.
Worker Node: A physical or virtual machine that executes tasks assigned by the master
node. Each worker node runs an executor and contains one or more physical or virtual cores
assigned in part or as a whole to an application.
Executor: A software process that is part of the distributed system. An executor is launched
on the worker node and executes the master node’s assigned tasks. Data that the executor
operates on may be kept in memory or on secondary storage. An executor may perform
multiple tasks; the number of concurrent tasks depends on the number of available cores.
Number of cores: The number of cores assigned to a specific executor. The core count
indicates the maximum number of concurrent tasks that can run on the executor; thus
it should not exceed the number of available CPU cores. Increasing the number of cores
improves parallelism but may degrade performance due to congestion within the executor.
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Task: A unit of work sent from the driver to an executor for processing. Each task executes
over a single partition of data. Multiple cores allow performing the task over multiple
partitions.
Partition: An atomic grouping of data. It is a logical division of the data retrieved from
the underlying file system or constructed from the output of a previous processing task.
Each partition is processed as a single task on an executor’s core. Initially, the disturbed
framework dictates the number of partitions and offers options to increase or decrease their
count. Apache Spark, for example, relies on the underlying HDFS block size [37] (e.g.,
64MB, 128MB) when determining the initial number of partitions for a dataset. Selecting
the number of partitions effects the query’s performance; if the partition’s size grows beyond
the executor’s available memory, data-spill occurs, and the executor writes the excess data
to secondary storage.
Shuffling: The process of moving data from one partition to another through operations
like join, reduce, aggregate, and repartition. Shuffling is an expensive operation as it often
involves network and disk I/O operations.
Broadcast: A technique used to share information between the master node and the worker
nodes. Broadcast is an I/O intensive operation as the broadcast object gets copied to all
processing nodes and requires memory resources on the executor. It is best to broadcast
variables only when necessary, and their size kept as small as possible.
Query Skew: A condition that occurs when a small percentage of the processing nodes
receives a workload that is greater than the rest of the nodes. This load imbalance results
in many idle nodes and slows the execution process.
Load Balance: A technique that attempts to distribute the objects amongst the partitions.
While a near-perfect balance is not always possible, the process should try to achieve a
balance as close to perfect as possible. Load misbalance can lead to query skew as well.
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Distributed Spatial Query Operations

Analyzing spatial data requires performing different operations that depend on the spatial
objects’ types (e.g., Point, Polygon) and the desired query (e.g., join, kNN). The query must
account for the different objects within the dataset and preserve any non-spatial information
as the output is often used for further non-spatial analysis.
Currently, no single system offers a complete implementation of all possible operations
for all spatial types. Implementing a spatial query requires customizing a balanced solution
to several challenges such as the ones discussed in chapter 2. Some systems design their
code such that users can extend implemented shapes and operations and introduce new
ones [108, 94, 46, 105]. Others will offer the basic Rectangle shape, which can represent all
shapes through their MBRs [5, 16, 33, 107]. The more operations a system supports, the
higher its usability. Third-party libraries like Java Topology Suite (JTS) [63], or Geometry
Engine - Open Source (GEOS) [4] are sometimes utilized to improve features. It is crucial to
find the lowest common denominator between operations to minimize code complexity and
runtime overhead. Some of the most common spatial query operations are:
Range Query (range(q, L, d, pred)): An operation that takes as input a query spatial object
q (e.g., Point, Circle, Rectangle), a spatial dataset L, r ∈ R, and a predicate (e.g., contains,
intersects). The output is a set of all objects l ∈ L such that pred(q, l) = T rue. Figure 1.4a
shows a range query with object q and a contains predicate of radius r.
Range Join Query (range(L, R, pred)): An operation similar to the range query of a single
spatial object, but performs the range operation against an entire spatial dataset L. The
output is range(l, R, pred) for all l ∈ L.
Join (join(L, R, pred)): An operation that takes as input two datasets L and R and a
spatial predicate (e.g., equals, overlap). The output is a pair of elements (l, r) such that
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of different spatial queries
A range query selects objects that fall within its search region. A join query executes a
range query on multiple objects from one or two datasets. A kNN join query is similar to a
range query; however, the extent of the regions adjusts to enclose at least k nearby objects.
pred(l, r) = T rue for l ∈ L and r ∈ R. Other join variations include outer, inner, and full
join which dictates if the output includes those objects that do not satisfy the predicate
or if the join applies to one or both datasets’ objects. Figure 1.4b shows objects from two
datasets joined by the intersection of their regions.
kNN query (knn(q, R, k)):

An operation that takes as input a query spatial object, a

spatial dataset, and a k ≥ 1 (k ∈ Z). The output is a set of the closest k objects from r ∈ R
sorted by proximity. The query is similar to the range query shown in figure 1.4a except
that the region extends as far as the k th r.
kNN Join Query (knn(L, R, k)): An operation that takes as input two spatial datasets
and a k ≥ 1 (k ∈ Z). The operation is similar to the kNN query of a single spatial object,
except that the kNN query applies to all objects l ∈ L. The region for each l extends to
include its own list of k r objects. Figure 1.4c shows several points from L and their k = 3 r
matches. Note how the distribution of both datasets dictates each region’s extent necessary
to enclose the k objects.
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All kNN join (kN Nall (L, R, k)): A special case of the kNN join query. The inputs are the
same; however, the output pairs each object l ∈ L as described earlier as well as pruning
each object r ∈ R with the k nearest objects from L. The query may be treated as two
consecutive kNN join queries. However, for efficiency, the process can account for both
datasets’ computational resource consumption for higher efficiency.

Chapter 2
Challenges
The execution of a distributed spatial query consists of running several asynchronous tasks
that operate on a relatively small portion of the data. This setup requires overcoming
several challenges to achieve accurate results within an acceptable time. Dataset traits like
storage format, the amount of non-spatial data, and the distribution of the dataset’s objects
can adversely affect the performance of the query. Proper utilization of available resources
(e.g., executors, CPU, disk, memory) requires customization based on the input datasets
and avoids problems like disk serialization and out-of-memory errors. Particular attention is
needed to minimize the number of shuffling rounds of data between available executors given
the I/O intensity of the shuffle operation [102]. The problem is made worst by boundarycrossing objects and large search regions that span beyond the bounds of their assigned
partitions. In this chapter, we detail the challenges that face spatial data partitioning and
spatial query execution. In later chapters, we devise balanced solutions that account for the
problems described here and enhance the performance of a spatial query.
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Data Storage Format

The term data at rest refers to the data in its dormant state. In other words, it is the
state of the data in permanent storage while not moving between devices or a network
medium. Big dataset storage formats vary with spatial information embedded as one of its
attributes. Variety, one of the big data’s 3Vs [61], classifies big data into either structured,
semi-structured, or unstructured. Data files may be compressed to reduce their size or
encrypted for secure storage. Accounting for all of the different formats is impractical or
tedious at best. Therefore, a processing system can either adopt one of the existing data
formats or develop a custom input format [113, 94, 105, 108, 46]. An additional layer may
be built and offered as a utility to allow for various format conversions [108]. Some of the
most common spatial data formats include:
Plain Text: a common format used when the data does not have a discernable structure.
For example, a web server may record access entries, log-in session information, or runtime
errors. Each record requires special processing that is different from other entries.
Comma Separated Value(CSV): a plain text format where each entry is separated by
a comma. The format varies, but each record may indicate the spatial object type, list of
coordinates, and non-spatial data.
Well-Known Text (WKT): a text format used for describing spatial objects. WKT is an
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard [78]; each object has its unique representation
that simplifies parsing. For example, a LineString object of three segments in WKT format
lists the three points that make up its segments’ ends (e.g., LINESTRING(X Y,W Z,A B))
Extensible Markup Language (XML): Represents spatial objects using the XML markup
language. XML is known for its accurate data representation and strict format using Document Type Definition (DTD). This format is desirable when graphically representing spatial
data [66].
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GeoJSON: an open standard format for describing spatial objects [39]. In 2016, the Internet
Engineering Task Force released GeoJSON as RFC 7946 1 . It is similar to WKT but based
on the JSON 2 . Each object has its unique representation; a LineString spatial object of
three segments in GeoJSON is described as follows:
{
"type": "Feature",
"geometry": {
"type": "LineString",
"coordinates": [
[X, Y], [W, Z], [A, B]
]
}
}

2.2

Non-spatial Data

A spatial query is often part of a series of analytical steps that rely on spatial and non-spatial
data. Although a spatial query operates over the dataset’s spatial attributes, it should not
ignore any non-spatial attributes. Consider, for instance, the case of the unmet taxi demands
problem [28] where drivers may be far away from the best potential pickup location. The
driver can make better decisions when considering weather and traffic conditions, special
events, and the frequency of past pickups. While this information may be unnecessary for
the spatial query, it is crucial for later steps in solving problems like the unmet taxi demand.
Therefore, a distributed query must preserve non-spatial data and carry them through
the computation steps while accounting for their resource overhead. If left unaccounted for,
their presence may overflow the processing node’s memory, causing it to serialize excess data
to disk or crash. Even if the memory does not overflow, non-spatial data can significantly
degrade execution during data shuffling between worker nodes or between the worker nodes
1

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7946
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is
(https://www.json.org/json-en.html)
2

a

popular

lightweight

data-interchange

format
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and the master node.

2.3

Memory Utilization

Random Access Memory (RAM) is a precious computing resource characterized by its lowlatency response compared to network and disk processing [117]. In-memory processing of
big data in distributed systems requires an accurate assessment of the available memory.
Underestimating the available RAM increases disk and network usage; overestimating can
cause data spill to disk or an out-of-memory terminal error. An accurate RAM estimate
requires knowledge of the underlying distributed processing system. The system’s documentation offers an insight into the overheads associated with job execution and the percentage
of available memory allocated for caching and processing.
Even after computing the available memory on the executor, the query must decide on
the percentage of the memory to use for data caching. Moreover, the query should set aside
a portion of the available memory for performing operations like creating temporary lists
and variables. Finally, the available memory must account for any growth in the data’s size
that may result from the different computations.

2.4

Spatial Clustering (Partitioner)

A distributed processing system requires the grouping of related objects on the same partition
before processing that data. Grouping objects is process-specific performed using different
measures like proximity or shape. Moreover, several regrouping steps may be needed if some
objects require others located on different partitions. Factors like load balancing, object
duplication, and shuffling affect the performance and may hinder execution.
The most common approach to spatial clustering is to build a clustering scheme, called
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the spatial partitioner, over one (or more) of the input datasets. Next, datasets query the
partitioner and regroup their objects. The partitioner must select the optimal number of
partitions, account for in-memory caching, and avoid query skews. The partitioner’s size
should be relatively small compared to the dataset itself and preferably short-lived.

2.5

Load Balancing

Load-balancing in a distributed processing system
refers to the fair distribution of work across the available processing nodes to lessen query skew.

Re-

q0

grouping the data for processing should occur through
an even, or near-even, distribution of the workload.
Dataset’s traits like the presence of boundary-crossing

q1

Partition0

Partition1

Partition2

objects, mixed shapes, and density affect load-balancing. Moreover, balancing must account
for any object duplication or shuffling if the distributed job requires it. The figure to the
right depicts the boundary-crossing problem and shows two search regions (dotted circles)
with centers q0 and q1 . Each region encloses its required number of objects. q0 is located
on P artition1 and requires objects present on P artition0 as well. Therefore, objects from
P artition1 may be duplicated on P artition0 or q0 maybe shuffled to P artition0 after it
finishes its computations on P artition1 . Both solutions offer advantages and disadvantages.
Load balancing with object duplication increases the size or number of partitions but
avoids shuffling. However, this may require a final consolidation step to merge the results or
filter duplicate matches. Alternatively, shuffling requires fewer partitions, does not require
a final filtering step, but increases network traffic due to object migration.
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Partitions Pruning

Partition pruning is a technique employed when the spatial query requires a subset of the
dataset. Depending on the spatial query and the querying dataset, the process may choose to
skip parts of the partitioned dataset if it concludes that those partitions do not contribute to
the output. The ability to exclude partitions is not available in all partitioning techniques as
it requires built-in knowledge of the distribution of the dataset and may affect the accuracy
of the results.

2.7

The Optimal Number of Partitions

Initially, the distributed processing framework (e.g., Spark) determines the starting number
of partitions and offers options to adjust that number during execution. Choosing the optimal
number of partitions is not a fixed process as it must account for the dataset’s characteristics.
Increasing or decreasing that number can have adverse effects on the efficiency of the process.
Too many partitions may reduce the amount of data per partition, underutilize the executor’s
memory, or increase the number of shuffle rounds. Alternatively, reducing the number of
partitions may increase the size of each partition, cause data to spill to secondary storage, or
prolong serialization. Therefore, it is essential to compute the optimal number of partitions
and ensure that each partition receives the same number of objects without exceeding the
available memory. Moreover, the partition’s size must adhere to any limitations imposed by
the distributed processing framework.
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Size of the Partitioner

The spatial partitioner offers a global view of the distribution of records in a dataset. Often,
the partitioner is constructed on the master node and distributed to the processing nodes.
Initial analysis, statistical data collection, and aggregation may occur in parallel to reduce
the workload on the master node. Furthermore, some techniques may rely on sampling to
reduce the amount of processed data. Ultimately, the information contained within the partitioner should be detailed enough to guide the correct partitioning of objects and guide the
spatial query towards correctly completing its computations. Detailed partitioners contain
precise information but require extended build times, a larger memory footprint, and extra
broadcast time. Alternatively, partitioners with fewer details provide coarse information, are
faster to build and broadcast, but may increase shuffle rounds or produce inaccurate results.
Moreover, it is preferred to limit the lifespan of the partitioner, extract its information early
in the query process, and reclaim its memory. If needed, the partitioner may be written to
disk and reused during subsequent queries over the same input datasets.

2.9

Spatial Indexing

Indexing is an optimization technique used to organize data and optimize lookup operations.
Spatial data indexing organizes objects in a specific format in the memory of the local
machine. Constructing a single spatial index for a large dataset is impractical as it may
not fit in memory or require extended lookup times. Different indexes perform better for
different spatial objects. An R-Tree [43, 22] works best for polygonal shapes and works with
their MBRs only. A k-dimensional (k-d) tree [23] organizes points in k-dimensional space.
K-d trees are balanced trees that split the dimension plane and store points in leaf nodes.
k-d trees are useful for point range and kNN quires. A Quadtree [35] is a two-dimensional
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tree that organizes objects in nodes with up to 4 child nodes. Quadtrees work best with
point objects, but other variations exist to allow for polygonal object storage [86]. Grid
indexing [83]) splits the indexed space into equal-sized regions and works best with points.
Spatial partitioning and processing often utilize one or more indexing structures with
options to select the index type at different stages of the process. Most techniques construct
two indexes during query execution. The first index acts as a global index that guides the
partitioning process for one or more input datasets and is available to all processing nodes.
The second index is a local index built on the processing node after partitioning the data.
Its mission is to expedite the local spatial query execution within the node. Once the local
query execution ends, the index is no longer needed.

Chapter 3
Related Work
The need for spatial data processing is evident from the number of developed systems. Traditional Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs) like Oracle [79], MySQL [72],
and PostGIS (a PostgreSQL extension) [76] augment their systems to include support for
spatial objects and operations. However, these systems rely heavily on disk storage and
require structured data; as a result, their performance degrades when working with large
unstructured spatial datasets.
Finding a single machine able to process today’s large datasets is challenging; finding one
to process a large dataset within an acceptable period is near impossible. The processing
performance is directly proportional to the available CPU, memory, and network resources. A
single machine can scale upwards so much before scaling out becomes necessary. Distributed
computing systems speed up the computation process by dividing the tasks across several
independent processing nodes. The idea is simple; instead of one machine sequentially
processing the data, multiple ones work in parallel to process a small portion of the dataset.
Apache Hadoop1 [45] and Apache Spark [1] are two of the most widely used distributed
computing frameworks for big data analytics. Both rely on Apache’s Hadoop Distributed
1

Hadoop commonly refers to MapReduce and the Hadoop Distributed File System
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File System [45] (HDFS) and offer operations that abstract the complex and error-prone
procedures of low-level data communications and concurrency controls. They are dataneutral and allow users to write customized tasks that automatically distribute the workload
across a cluster of machines (i.e., processing nodes). The master node is a single machine
within the cluster that manages the other nodes, decides how to distribute the workload,
and keeps track of their progress.
Both Hadoop and Spark are suitable for most datasets types and allow users to write
custom code for their operations. However, this presents a problem for spatial datasets as
the frameworks do not recognize spatial objects. Spatial extensions remedy this problem and
make these frameworks spatially aware. From an end user’s viewpoint, all spatial extensions
perform the same job; they take as input one or more datasets, perform a specific spatial
operation, and finally produce the results. Users differentiate between these extensions by
their speed, accuracy, and supported spatial objects and operations.
The differences between the spatial extensions are due to several reasons. Each extension
offers its unique approach to spatial data processing and either improves upon an existing
technique or introduces a new one. Some integrate better with the underlying structures
by working directly with the framework’s core API; others build on top of the distributed
framework and avoid the core. Spatial object and operations support is subjective and may
be due to limitations with the underlying algorithm or simply because it targets a specific
problem like map-matching, kNN, or query skews.
Due to the distribution of the spatial dataset, every spatial extension must decide how
to rearrange the dataset’s record through spatial clustering. The task of clustering rests
on the shoulders of a spatial partitioner. The spatial query uses the partitioner to guide its
computations and cluster two (or more) datasets such that objects from one dataset can query
the other. As mentioned in chapter 2, constructing the partitioner requires special attention
and overcoming several challenges. In this chapter, we review several spatial partitioning
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techniques for Hadoop and Spark spatial extensions. We also present a summary of each
extension’s supported spatial objects and operations.

3.1

Apache Hadoop Spatial Extensions

In 2003, Google published a paper with details of a new proprietary distributed file system
called Google File System (GFS) [41]. GFS offered several advantages, but two features made
it uniquely appealing. First, GFS is highly efficient and allows for fast storage and retrieval
of large files. It splits large files into segments of 64 megabytes and replicates them across
different servers (minimum of three copies). This setup eliminated single-point failures and
provided high availability and scalability. Second, GFS does not require specialized hardware
and runs on inexpensive commodities hardware. Thus users can repurpose existing resources
for GFS. Three years later, in 2006, Yahoo engineers implemented their version of GFS and
named it the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [90] and donated it to the Apache
Software Foundation. Apache released the first HDFS version in April 2006 and has released
regular updates and upgrades since then [45].
HDFS offered a tremendous improvement over traditional file storage systems. However,
a viable large-file storage solution is incomplete without an effective processing method. For
GFS, Google developed a data processing model called MapReduce (MR) [31]. MR consisted
of several layers with the ultimate goal of bringing the program to the data instead of the
traditional way of delivering the data to the program. Users of MR specify their computations
as a map and reduce functions, and the underlying system would then parallelize these
functions across the available processing nodes. In addition, the system handled various
types of failures, messaging, and multithreading. Apache followed in their footsteps and
released a similar version of MR. HDFS and MR have become the defacto standard for
distributed processing systems and inspired developers to design and build several fast and
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parallel data processing techniques. Usually, HDFS and MR operate together under the
name of Hadoop.
Hadoop has proven to be an excellent system for processing big datasets regardless of
the dataset’s type. A vast range of applications utilize Hadoop; such applications include
machine learning [56], sorting datasets [56], stock market data analysis and prediction [21],
and big data analysis [73]. Naturally, spatial data was no exception; Hadoop can process
spatial data but does not recognize them as such. As a result, the time it takes Hadoop
to process spatial data is slower than it should. A better approach is to read spatial data
from HDFS and transform them into runtime spatial objects. Next, spatial query engines
execute procedures against these objects to produce the desired results. Spatial frameworks
like Esri GIS Tools for Hadoop [5], Hadoop-GIS [16], SATO [100], and SpatialHadoop [33]
do just that and empower Hadoop to become spatially aware, improve results, and reduce
query runtimes. Table A.1 in appendix A shows a summary of the capabilities of the studied
frameworks.

3.1.1

Esri GIS Tools for Hadoop

Esri GIS tools for Hadoop is a set of tools published by the Environmental Systems Research
Institute (Esri), a software company specializing in Geographic Information System software
and services 2 . One of Esri’s most popular software products is ArcGIS [2] which allows users
to create and interact with geographical maps. ArcGIS, by design, runs on a single machine;
consequently, to harness the power of Hadoop, Esri released a set of tools for performing
spatial operations on Hadoop and importing the results into ArcGIS. These tools provide
spatial functionality that is OGC compliant similar to those found in geospatial database
systems like PostGIS and Oracle Spatial.
The Esri GIS Tools framework consists of three layers [5]. The Esri Geometry API for
2

https://www.esri.com
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Java layer allows MR jobs to become spatially aware through defining geometry objects
like Point and Polygon, spatial operations like intersect and join, and spatial indexing like
QuadTree and HashTable. The Spatial Framework for the Hadoop layer consists of a set
of Hive User Defined Functions (UDF) that enable users to write spatial queries in HQL3 .
The Geoprocessing Tools for Hadoop layer offers a set of tools for data connectivity between
Hadoop and ArcGIS, submit workflow jobs, and convert data to and from JSON4 . Unlike
the previous two layers, the Geoprocessing Tools for Hadoop are Python-based rather than
Java.
A job in Esri GIS Tools for Hadoop consists of SQL-Like queries using HQL. The tools
translate HQL into spatially aware MR tasks that extract relevant data. For example, in
the case of kNN query involving Points and Polygons datasets, a single Map and Reduce
jobs locally indexes the entire Polygon dataset in the memory of the processing nodes. Next,
each Point sequentially checks the Polygons and selects those it falls within. The reducer
can then perform an aggregation job and count the number of Points within each Polygon.
The reducer causes data shuffling to occur as Points get routed to the proper processing
node. As with any Hadoop task, Esri GIS Tools write their results back to HDFS in JSON
format. ArcGIS finally reads the JSON for parsing and processing.
The Esri GIS Tools for Hadoop can be imported as a library and included in a user’s
MR task. However, their purpose was to extend the capabilities of ArcGIS. Depending on
the MR task, the tools may or may not employ a system-wide spatial index. For example, a
kNN query involving Points and Polygons does not index the data beforehand. An aggregate
hotspot query, however, indexes the dataset through several map tasks. Esri GIS Tools for
Hadoop mainly performs geometry filtering and cannot support very large datasets (e.g.,
terabytes in size).
3
Hive is an open-source warehouse map-reduce processing system running on top of Hadoop [97]. Hive
Query Language (HiveQL or HQL) is a SQL-like language for DDL and DML support
4
JSON: JavaScritp Object Notation https://www.json.org
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Hadoop-GIS

Hadoop-GIS [16] is a framework for processing spatial datasets on Hadoop. It aims to create
a fast and scalable framework for processing spatial datasets in warehousing systems that
already run Hadoop. Its architecture consists of three layers built on top of Hadoop – Query
Language, Query Translation, and Query Engine. The Query Language layer extends the
Hadoop Hive language to introduce support for spatial objects and operations. Users can
write spatial queries directly in Hive, which simplifies the MapReduce writing process. The
Query Translation layer optimizes the Hive code and translates it into proper MapReduce
tasks to perform the spatial query. Finally, the Real-time Spatial Query Engine (RESQUE)
performs tasks like spatial indexing, query execution, and spatial boundary handling. The
source code for these layers [6] is a mixture of code written in Java, C++, and Python and
utilizes the open-source libraries LibSpatialIndex [10] and GEOS [4]. These libraries allow
Hadoop-GIS to reuse existing code written in languages other than Java (C++ and Python)
and enable users to run programs written in these languages. Running Hadoop-GIS tasks
requires some preliminary setup where all libraries have to be pre-installed and the proper
environment variables setup [7].
Hadoop-GIS works by applying a series of MapReduce jobs; each job starts by reading
a file from HDFS and ends by writing results to a new HDFS file. The reliance on these
several IO operations is due to Hadoop-GIS stream-based methods and the required fault
tolerance found in all Hadoop-based systems. Streaming is an inefficient process compared
to direct HDFS read, but Hadoop-GIS’s reliance on streams stems from allowing its users to
run non-Java tasks.
Hadoop-GIS starts by scanning all records from both datasets and applies any filtering
operations. Next, it samples the filtered records from both datasets and indexes them based
on a grid built from the sampled data. The indexes of both datasets merge to construct
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a system-wide index for spatially partitioning the datasets. This step places objects into
groups called buckets or tiles. Objects with overlapping MBRs must reside within the same
bucket, and each bucket receives a unique ID. Finally, the results get written to disk. This
step effectively groups objects from both datasets; however, it has several drawbacks. First,
as mentioned earlier, streaming is slow compared to direct HDFS reads. Second, results obtained through sampling are non-deterministic and useful for uniformly distributed datasets,
which is hardly the case with spatial data. Third, bucket assignment of objects relies on the
objects’ MBRs; this causes inaccurate grouping of objects or query skews. Finally, duplicates
can arise during this step; therefore, Hadoop-GIS remedies this through an expensive sorting
and filtering of the final results.
After the objects’ assignments, Hadoop-GIS reads the output of the previous step and
shuffles the data such that objects with the same ID get sent to the same partition. Next,
Hadoop-GIS attempts to lessen query-skews due to non-uniformly distributed datasets by
splitting large partitions into two, or more, smaller sub-partitions. The overhead associated
with this step seriously degrades the performance as it requires reading and writing files from
HDFS and data shuffling.
After shuffling, Hadoop-GIS builds a local R-Tree index on each partition to speed up
query processing performed by its query engine (RESQUE). The engine utilizes the GEOS
library to compute the actual relationship between objects (i.e., distance). Finally, the
results undergo duplicate removal before finally being written to HDFS.

3.1.3

SATO

SATO [100] is a spatial data partitioning framework designed as a generic solution for optimal
spatial partitioning on MapReduce systems. Its main objective is to target the spatial
partitioning problem responsible for query skews. SATO consists of four consecutive steps;
Sample, Analyze, Tear, and Optimize. Its design permits stand-alone use; however, it was
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integrated with Hadoop-GIS and shown to improve its runtime performance.
In the first step, SATO takes the same sampling approach seen with Hadoop frameworks.
The authors recommend a sampling rate between 1% and 3%. Through several experiments,
the authors showed that this rate was enough to capture the density distribution of their test
datasets. However, the authors emphasized that the optimal rate should reflect the dataset’s
characteristics.
During the second step, SATO’s analyzer examines the sampled spatial objects through
their MBRs. The MBRs show the spatial extent of the dataset and help locate spots with
high object density. The analyzer produces a global partitioning scheme using one of six
built-in indexes. When writing the partitioner to HDFS, SATO ensures that the size of the
partitioner conforms to HDFS’ set block size. Finally, the partitioner undergoes an analysis
process to reduce the size of any partitions that contain a large number of objects.
The Tear step attempts to reduce the partitions that the global partitioner generated.
Next, SATO partitions the data and assigns objects to several partitions. Finally, SATO
writes the output to HDFS while ensuring that each partition size conforms to the underlying
block size.
The Optimize step reads the output of the Tear step and samples each partition to
collect basic statistics like the number of objects, the partition’s boundary, and the number
of boundary objects. Next, it constructs a multi-level partition index from the partitions’
boundaries and persists them to the file system. The multi-level index contains a mapping
between the file block information and the partition’s boundary for later use by the query
processing task. Next, SATO reexamines the partitions and ensures they are balanced.
Imbalanced partitions may result from undersampling will cause SATO to repartition the
datasets. SATO will either split large partitions or merge smaller ones.
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SpatialHadoop

SpatialHadoop [9] is a spatial data processing framework for Hadoop; it relies on Hadoop’s
low-level APIs and, thus, has a tighter interaction than the previously mentioned frameworks. Tasks in SpatialHadoop recognize spatial operations directly and passes operations
to the built-in query engine. Its architecture consists of four layers – storage, MapReduce,
operations, and language. The storage layer provides a mechanism to index input files and
writes them back to HDFS. This layer is IO intensive but necessary for fault tolerance. The
MapReduce layer extends Hadoop’s MapReduce by adding two new components (SpatialFileSplitter and SpatialRecordReader ) to allow for distributed spatial query processing. The
operations layer introduces several spatial operations (i.e., Range, kNN, Join) and several
spatial objects (i.e., Point, Rectangle, Polygon). Finally, the language layer (called Pigeon)
extends Hadoop’s Pig Latin language5 . Pigeon introduces new constructs through a set of
user-defined functions that create spatial types and operations. Pigeon requires that users
have a good understanding of Pig Latin programming before learning its new constructs.
SpatialHadoop relies on configuration files and comes pre-configured to run with any
spatial dataset on all versions of Hadoop. Users may wish to change the configuration
files and fine-tune the framework depending on the task at hand. Naturally, this requires
good Hadoop experience and knowledge. It is also tedious if the configuration needs to
change depending on the task at hand. For example, the sample ratio’s configuration spatialHadoop.storage.SampleRatio has a default value of 0.01; a task involving a small dataset
may increase the value for a better analysis. The R-Tree indexing configuration spatialHadoop.storage.RTreeBuildMode has two options; fast and light. The first requires more
memory but less time; the second option uses less memory but requires longer build time.
SpatialHadoop starts by building a partitioning scheme with several considerations for
5

Apache Pig is a SQL-like high-level language intended to simplify MapReduce programming in Hadoop6
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the HDFS block size (e.g., 64MB, 128MB), the proximity of spatial objects, and the number
of objects assigned to each partition. This step ensures that nearby spatial objects reside
on the same partition. SpatialHadoop avoids large spatial indexes by relying on samples
collected from both datasets. Results are written to HDFS and read during the next phase.
After data partitioning, each partition constructs a local index. Because of the previous step,
the size of the local index will not exceed the HDFS block size when written to HDFS. If the
size is less than the block size, SpatialHadoop pads the block with 0s. All local indexes get
written to HDFS for fault tolerance. Next, the local indexes merge to build a system-wide
index called the global index. The master node loads the global index into its main memory
and index the spatial data blocks using their MBR.
After the partitioning of the data, SpatialHadoop follows a similar approach to that
of Hadoop-GIS. It builds and queries a local index on each partition to discern an initial
relationship between the objects. Finally, using the spatial library JTS [63] it computes the
actual relationship between the spatial objects. Duplicate objects may arise due to objects
overlapping multiple grid cells. To remedy this, SpatialHadoop runs a duplicate-avoidance
technique which requires the computation of the intersection between the resulting record
and the query area. Records are added to the final result only if the top-left corner of the
intersection is inside the partition boundaries.

3.1.5

Conclusion

Spatial extensions for Hadoop aim to provide spatial support to the Hadoop MapReduce
programming paradigm. Their approaches differ by the objects and operations they support,
underlying techniques, languages, and the required expertise level. Table A.1 in appendix A
shows a high-level summary of these features; however, they all suffer from the drawback of
relying on disk for fault tolerance and the limited in-memory processing.
Several experiments in multiple works compared the studied frameworks and examined
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their speed and scalability. In [107], several spatial datasets gauged the performance of
Hadoop-GIS and SpatialHadoop using several datasets with a maximum size of 6.9GB.
Hadoop-GIS was not able to process this dataset, but SpatialHadoop succeeded. In the
same experiment, the authors reduced the size of the dataset to 1/12 the size to gauge
Hadoop-GIS’s performance, but SpatialHadoop outperformed. The authors concluded that
the problem was due to Hadoop-GIS’s intensive I/O, streaming approach, and use of the
GEOS library.
A more detailed experiment was done in [105] which compared several non-Hadoopbased frameworks along with Hadoop-GIS and SpatialHadoop. The experiments showed
that SpatialHadoop is better compared to Hadoop-GIS. The first experiment focused on
the index construction time of the frameworks and showed that SpatialHadoop is faster
than Hadoop-GIS using a dataset of 4.4 billion records. A second experiment compared the
local index sizes and showed that SpatialHadoop requires slightly less memory than HadoopGIS. However, Hadoop-GIS uses somewhat less memory for its global index. Another two
experiments focused on throughput and latency when performing Range and kNN queries.
Both frameworks produced close results in the Range test, but Hadoop-GIS failed the kNN
test. The final experiment tested the Join operation, and the results showed that HadoopGIS did not complete its tasks.
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Apache Spark Spatial Extensions

Apache Hadoop gained considerable attention from users and researchers and became one
of the most popular distributed processing frameworks for large datasets. However, in 2013,
this attention began to shift when Apache released the first version of Apache Spark (Spark).
Spark is backward compatible with Hadoop, but its popularity stems from solving two of
Hadoop’s disadvantages. First, Spark builds a lineage graph7 which automatically achieves
fault tolerance without writing intermediate data to HDFS. Second, Spark enhances inmemory data processing, which was a limited feature in Hadoop.
At the core of Spark is a technology called Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) [112, 11].
RDDs are read-only collections of data distributed across different computing nodes. RDDs
live in the memory of the processing nodes in a parallel computing cluster. Each node independently processes part of the RDD and allows data to move in and out of the nodes. There
are two groups of operations on RDDs; transformations and actions. Transformations like
map, filter, and union are lazy operations that do not execute immediately; once executed,
they transform the RDD into a new RDD. Actions like foreach, count, and reduce, on the
other hand, are operations that trigger the transformations.
Spark is written using the Scala [77, 12] functional programming language, which is
ideal for parallel programming. This, along with the previously mentioned features, made
Spark one of the most popular big data processing frameworks. Naturally, spatial data
processing is one of the areas that become interested in Spark. Like Hadoop, Spark is a
generic framework that leaves the specific operations details to the user. It offers a safe
and convenient way to parallelize programs across processing nodes without worrying about
low-level communication, concurrency control, or fault tolerance. Spark can perform spatial
7

A lineage graph is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that shows the different phases of RDD transformations
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operations like join, union, and kNN but at a considerable resource and time overheads.
Therefore, specialized frameworks exist to make Spark spatially aware and ultimately achieve
quicker and accurate results.

3.2.1

Magellan

Magellan [65] was one of the first Spark spatial extensions to extent Spark SQL. Users can
write spatial queries in SQL or data frame, and Magellan optimizes them using its SQL query
optimizer. It does not offer any partitioning but does allow users to build ZOrder Curves.
Its join operation takes the inefficient Cartesian product approach. Magellan supports five
spatial objects and three spatial operations. For polygonal shapes, it relies on the MBRs of
the polygons instead of their actual geometric shapes. Join queries in Magellan receive an
updated query plan to include the Z-curve index.

3.2.2

SpatialSpark

SpatialSpark [107, 106] is one of the earliest works on spatial data processing frameworks
to take advantage of Spark’s in-memory processing. Its current code release shows that it
can perform spatial join queries on two datasets. SpatialSpark has two modes of spatial join
operations; broadcast and partitioned spatial join. Broadcast spatial join is ideal when the
first dataset is small (e.g., city or county boundaries) and the second is large (i.e., geotagged
tweets). In a partitioned spatial join, two large datasets are partitioned and individually
processed across available computing nodes.
SpatialSpark starts by sampling one of its datasets and computes the MBR of each
partition. The MBRs build a global spatial index; SpatialSpark then assigns a unique ID
to each partition and broadcasts the index to all processing nodes. Next, objects on each
partition query the index to determine to which partition they belong. For subsequent tasks,
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the user can write the index to HDFS. SpatialSpark uses the groupByKey transformation
to group objects with the same partition ID on the same partition. Then the join method
joins both datasets.
After partitioning and joining the datasets, the local join process matches objects from
both datasets. Initially, this step relies on the objects’ MBRs but can utilize the JTS library
to compute an accurate relationship between the spatial objects (i.e., Euclidean distance).
Depending on the user’s choice, SpatialSpark can build a local index before performing this
computation. Overall, the join step is quick since it relies on the object’s MBR for matching.
SpatialSpark bears several drawbacks, some of which are similar to those found with the
Hadoop frameworks. First, the sampling of the dataset is unreliable and only useful in the
rare case of uniform data distribution. Second, the broadcast method is network-intensive;
depending on the sample rate and the structure of the global index, the broadcast variable may significantly increase processing time. Third, SpatialSpark relies on the memoryintensive groupByKey transformation, which requires caching data in the node’s memory;
if the available memory is not large enough, Spark will resort to disk spillage or terminate
the job. Fourth, the SpatialSpark partitioner does not examine the load of each partition,
which may result in poorly balanced nodes and query skews. Finally, SpatialSpark does not
account for boundary-crossing objects, which reduces the accuracy of its matches.

3.2.3

GeoSpark

GeoSpark [108] is a Spark framework written in Java for processing large spatial datasets.
GeoSpark’s architecture consists of two layers built over Spark, Spatial RDD (SRDD) and
Spatial Query Processing. The Spark layer remains unmodified; Spark jobs running GeoSpark
must include it as a library during launch time. The SRDD layer extends Spark’s RDD class
to enable RDDs to support spatial objects (e.g., Point, Polygon, and Rectangle) and spatial
operations (e.g., Join, kNN, Range). The spatial query processing layer carries the task of
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performing spatial queries against data in SRDDs.
GeoSpark starts by creating SRDDs for its input datasets. It can automatically parse and
build the SRDDs if the datasets’ input format is one of its recognized formations (e.g., CSV,
WKT, GeoJSON). Alternatively, the user can parse their data, build the spatial objects, and
construct the SRDDs. Automatic SRDD creation might seem helpful, but we found that
it was much too restrictive for some datasets. For example, a CSV file must conform to a
specific CSV style; namely, each row should contain the spatial object’s coordinates without
any non-spatial data.
After building the SRDDs, GeoSpark samples and indexes one of the input SRDDs. The
grid relies on the sampled object’s MBRs to compute the grid’s outer bounds. Next, it
breaks the grid into several regions such that each receives a unique ID and contains about
the same number of spatial objects. Next, objects from both datasets get assigned to a
specific region within the grid; the process, again, relies on the objects’ MBRs. If an object
falls within multiple grid cells, it is duplicated and assigned to each overlapped region. This
step is computing-intensive and requires two passes over the first dataset; once to sample
and build the index and another to assign objects a grid box ID. In addition, this step
generates duplicate objects to account for an object’s MBR spanning multiple grid cells
without accounting for the available memory. Moreover, duplicating objects require filtering
before producing the final results.
Before executing the spatial query locally on each partition, GeoSpark examines the
objects and decides whether an index is needed. The decision considers the cost of building
the index (scan time and memory) and whether it improves the overall query execution
time. Afterward, the spatial query processing layer executes the required operation. For
range queries, GeoSpark computes and broadcasts the query’s MBR and chooses the parts
of the SRDD that intersect the MBR. For join queries, GeoSpark joins both SRDDs using
their grid IDs and uses the object’s MBR to decide if they overlap. For kNN queries, the
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framework computes the distance between the spatial objects and keeps the best k matches
(uses heap-based top-k algorithm). Finally, it groups the results from different nodes and
keeps the best k results. Naturally, the memory or read operations requirements will vary
depending on the executing query. Overall, GeoSpark seems memory intensive as it caches
data that it will need in future steps.

3.2.4

LocationSpark

LocationSpark [94] is a Spark framework for processing large spatial datasets and aims at
solving the query skew problem. Its architecture consists of two layers built on top of Spark
– Query Scheduler and Query Executor. The Spark layer remains unmodified; Spark jobs
running LocationSpark must include it as a library during launch time. The query scheduler
layer distributes the data across the different computing nodes in a balanced way. The query
executor selects the best execution plan based on the requested query and spatial index.
Data must be parsed and loaded into LocationSpark by creating RDDs of spatial objects
that it understands. Currently, LocationSpark supports Box and Point spatial objects with
kNN join query. The Box object is a generic object capable of representing any spatial
object through its MBR. Unfortunately, this may result in inaccurate matches and requires
additional computing steps if the process requires precise spatial object representation (e.g.,
MultiLineString).
With data loaded into RDDs, LocationSpark proceeds to collect random statistical information from each partition using the query type and data points. This information builds
a global index with equal-sized points and identifies potential problematic spots (called
hotspots) in the data partitions. Next, a cost-based model examines the hotspots and computes the overhead associated with repartitioning the hotspots. The user can specify either
a grid or a region quadtree as the global index type. While fast, the process of building
a global index from random data samples has the same drawbacks found in other similar
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approaches.
LocationSpark allows the writing of the grid index to HDFS for future reuse. With the
global index built, LocationSpark partitions the entire dataset equally between the available
processing nodes. This step examines each object in the dataset and redirects them to the
proper processing node. Spatial join queries in LocationSpark duplicate the outer dataset
and send it across to the processing nodes. The assumption here is that the outer dataset is
smaller and contains the query objects, and the inner dataset is the queried dataset. Because
this is a memory and communication-intensive step, LocationSpark embeds into the global
index a spatial bloom-filter (sFilter ). The sFilter allows Points to test whether they fall
within a given Box.
Due to these optimizations, LocationSpark requires a large amount of memory to work
and store its spatial data and indexes. To reduce memory usage, LocationSpark monitors
access frequencies for each object (time and number of hits). It evicts objects with low
frequencies from memory to disk and may bring them back when needed. While this step
attempts to reduce memory, it may result in excessive disk IO operations. LocationSpark [94]
is a Spark framework for processing large spatial datasets and aims at solving the query skew
problem. Its architecture consists of two layers built on top of Spark – Query Scheduler and
Query Executor. The Spark layer remains unmodified; Spark jobs running LocationSpark
must include it as a library during launch time. The query scheduler layer distributes the
data across the different computing nodes in a balanced way. The query executor selects the
best execution plan based on the request query and spatial index.
Data must be parsed and loaded into LocationSpark by creating RDDs of spatial objects
that it understands. Currently, LocationSpark supports Box and Point spatial objects with
kNN join query. The Box object is a generic object capable of representing any spatial
object through its MBR. Unfortunately, this may result in inaccurate results or require
additional computing steps if the process requires precise spatial object representation (e.g.,
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MultiLineString).
With data loaded into RDDs, LocationSpark proceeds to collect random statistical information from each partition using the query type and data points. This information builds
a global index with equal-sized points and identifies potential problematic spots (called
hotspots) in the data partitions. Next, a cost-based model examines the hotspots and computes the overhead associated with repartitioning the hotspots. The user can specify either
a grid or a region quadtree as the global index type. While fast, the process of building
a global index from random data samples has the same drawbacks found in other similar
approaches.
LocationSpark allows the writing of the grid index to HDFS for future reuse. With the
global index built, LocationSpark partitions the entire dataset equally between the available
processing nodes. This step examines each object in the dataset and redirects them to the
proper processing node. Spatial join queries in LocationSpark duplicate the outer dataset
and sends it across to the processing nodes. The assumption here is that the outer dataset is
smaller and contains the query objects, and the inner dataset is the larger queried dataset.
Because this is a memory and communication-intensive step, LocationSpark embeds into the
global index a spatial bloom-filter (sFilter ). The sFilter allows Points to test whether they
fall within a given partition.
Due to these optimizations, LocationSpark requires a large amount of memory to work
and store its spatial data and indexes. To reduce memory usage, LocationSpark monitors
access frequencies for each object (time and number of hits). It evicts objects with low
frequencies from memory to disk and may bring them back when needed. While this step
attempts to reduce memory, it may result in excessive disk IO operations.
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STARK

STARK differs slightly from the previously mentioned Spark frameworks in two distinctive
features. First, it considers the temporal attribute of spatial data and describes itself as a
spatio-temporal framework. Second, it offers tighter integration with the Spark API and
automatically transforms RDDs into spatially aware RDDs. It does this through Scala’s
implicit conversions and allows new methods to extend existing types seamlessly.
STARK’s architecture consists of four layers built on top of Spark – spatial RDD, predicates, distance functions, language. The Spatial RDD layer adds spatial functionality to
Spark’s RDDs. At the core of these RDDs is STARK’s STObject which contains the spatiotemporal information of a spatial object. The time attribute in STObject is optional; when
left blank, STARK will only perform non-temporal operations. The predicates layer adds
several predicates (i.e., distance, intersects) to the spatial operations join and filter. The
distance functions provide a set of pre-programmed distance functions for use with the predicate operations. The idea behind this approach is to provide support to different coordinate
systems (i.e., Cartesian and geodetic) that require different distance metrics. The spatial
partitioner layer decides on the best way to partition objects across the different computing nodes. Currently, STARK works with the spatial attribute and ignores the temporal
attribute when partitioning or indexing the datasets. Finally, a new language integration
called Piglet extends Pig Latin to add support to spatial data programming. Piglet adds a
new geometry data type and new filter, join, and indexing operators.
A job in STARK starts by accepting an RDD of tuples (STObject, Object). The first
element (STObject) holds the spatio-temporal information; the second element (Object) does
not affect STARK’s operations and gets redirected to the output (i.e., non-spatial data). The
RDD tuple format is necessary for Scala’s implicit conversions and transforms it into a spatial
RDD. With the Spatial RDDs built, STARK builds a global index using the spatial attribute
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stored in STObject. STARK offers two types of global indexing structures; a grid that divides
the dataset into equally-sized without any partition skew optimization. For query skews,
STARK offers Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) as defined by [48]. BSP requires as input
the maximum number of objects to assign to a partition. It divides the dataset into boxes
of equal number objects and produces balanced partitions skews mitigation. The user can
select which technique to use, but that would require ample knowledge about the dataset’s
density.
STARK does not duplicate objects that span multiple partitions. A boundary-crossing
object like a Polygon is virtually pruned and assigned to the partition where its centroid
falls. To compensate for the pruning step, STARK will record the extent of a partition and
use it in the query execution phase.
After building the global index, objects from both datasets query it and migrate to their
respective partitions. Next, query operations commence, and the user can choose to index the
spatial data on each partition. STARK recommends running the query without in-memory
indexing if the cost of building and querying the index exceeds that of querying all items.
The user sets this option and requires sufficient knowledge of the datasets.

3.2.6

Simba

Simba [105] is a Spark framework for large spatial data analysis. The framework strives
to add spatial capabilities to Spark with a simple programming interface, low latency, high
throughput, and scalability. Simba does not integrate directly with Spark’s RDDs; instead,
it works with Spark DataFrame [13] and Spark SQL [20]. The current implementation of
Simba only supports spatial operations over point and rectangular objects. Its architecture
consists of several components to provide native spatial operations – SQL Parser, Spatial
Operations, Query Optimizer, and Index Manager.
Simba’s SQL Parser layer allows users to run spatial queries using SQL-like statements by
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adding support to spatial keywords and grammar to Spark SQL (i.e., Point, Polygon, Range,
kNN, Join). A similar process adds grammar support to the DataFrame API. The Index
Manager layer provides the necessary utilities for users to build global and local indexes like
R-Tree, HashMap, and TreeMap. Index construction is independent of spatial operations;
a user can construct and drop their indexes at any time using the provided abstraction
IndexRDD. Users can write the index to disk to speed up future operations. The Spatial
Operations layer implements several spatial operations over point and rectangular objects.
The Query Optimizer layer extends Spark SQL Catalyst optimizer to provide Cost-Based
Optimization (CBO) techniques for optimizing complex spatial queries.
Simba tasks start with a relation either from an abstract syntax tree returned by the
SQL parser or the DataFrame API. Simba can assign types to a relation’s attributes without a predefined type using the Catalyst and a Catalog object which tracks tables in all
data sources. Afterward, the logical optimizer produces an optimized logical plan through
standard rule-based optimization like constant folding, predicate pushdown, spatial distance
pruning. Next, the optimized logical plan generates one, or more, physical plans based on
criteria like spatial operation support and physical operators inherited from Spark SQL. If
the logical plan produces multiple physical plans, CBO weighs each plan and selects the best
one. CBO considers each plan’s choice of indexes and scores each plan’s performance against
statistics collected from the dataset, Spark’s CacheManager, and Simba’s Index Manager.
The optimal plan selection is non-deterministic since it relies on sampled records from the
dataset; hence, subsequent runs may favor different physical plans. Finally, Simba transforms the selected physical plan into an RDD. Each entry in the RDD is of type Row since
it allows Simba to treat the RDD as a table and simplifies indexing.
Simba utilizes a 2-phase indexing approach, global and local. Table indexing occurs after
the construction of the RDD; the indexer packs the Row objects into an array. The process
simplifies sampling; however, it increases the memory requirements and overhead. Simba
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states that their experiments show the overhead is negligible. Initially, Simba partitions
tables such that close-by objects are assigned to the same partitions while balancing the
load across all partitions. Afterward, each partition builds a local index (e.g., R-Tree), loads
all rows into an array, collects statistics, calculates the partitions’ MBRs, and computes
the number of records. Finally, the master node collects statistics from all partitions and
constructs the global index. The global index is kept in the memory of the master node and
is used to prune irrelevant partitions for an input query. For reusability, the global index
may be written to disk and loaded directly for future tasks.
Spatial queries execution in Simba is type-dependent and utilizes the global and local
indexes. kNN queries utilize the global index to prune irrelevant partitions and the local
index to improve performance. For each point object, Simba draws a circle around the point,
queries the global index, and selects the partitions that cover at least the required k objects.
Next, the query point queries each partition and picks a list of potential candidates. Finally,
results from all partitions merge on the master node where the top k matches remain.
Distance join queries execute in a slightly different fashion. First, Simba uses the global
index to get an initial approximation to decide how to join the two datasets. The results of
this step is a set of possible pairs (i, j) tuples that may contribute to the solution. Next, the
process groups tuples with similar partition IDs on the same processing node and computes
the precise distance between the objects.
kNN join query uses three different approaches. The baseline method is the simplest
and the least efficient as it uses the block nested loop kNN join in Spark. The Voronoi
kNN Join and z-Value kNN Join method is faster than the baseline method but produces
approximate results. The R-Tree kNN Join method provides faster and better results. It
partitions a dataset into n partitions using a Sort-Tile-Recursive algorithm for load balancing
and preserves locality [57]. Then a distance bound is calculated for each partition to derive a
subset of the results. Distance calculation starts by finding the furthest point from the center
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of each partition’s MBR; next, it sends the results back to the master node, which builds
an R-Tree to find a subset of the results on each partition. Finally, Spark’s zipPartitions
regroups the points. Each partition builds a new R-Tree and executes a local kNN query;
the union of the results produces the query’s output.

3.2.7

GeoMatch

Our research on spatial map-matching has led to the development of a spatial extension for
Spark called GeoMatch. While our current implementation mainly targets the map-matching
problem, it offers spatial partitioning, introduces spatial object recognition, and allows for
scalable and efficient spatial query execution. The architecture of GeoMatch consists of
three layers; spatial layer, partitioner, and query executor. Chapter 5 details the design and
implementation of GeoMatch; however, for completeness, we provide a short description in
this chapter.
The spatial layer introduces spatial object support. The current version supports Point
and MultiLineString objects and allows for the addition of new objects and operations. The
spatial partitioner builds on top of the well-known clustering capabilities of the Hilbert spacefilling curves (HSFC). Unlike other Spark spatial extensions, GeoMatch does not resort to
sampling and opts for a full scan of the dataset. The partitioner starts by scanning the
second dataset and builds the HSFC. Next, each Point from the second dataset receives its
HSFC index before, finally, aggregating and collecting the results on the Master node. The
results show each index and the total number of points that fall within that index. The
Master node then constructs a load-balanced partitioner and assigns the HSFC indexes to
partitions such that each partition receives roughly the same number of points.
After building the partitioner, each object from both datasets receives a list of one or
more HSFC indexes. Point objects receive one index, while MultiLineString objects receive
multiple indexes whose count depends on their physical shape. Objects from both datasets
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regroup on their respective partitions according to their HSFC index and the partitioner.
GeoMatch may duplicate objects from the first dataset only if they cross over into neighboring
partitions. Unlike other techniques, object duplication does not require a final filter process
since the output mainly consists of all objects from the second dataset with a list of one or
more objects from the first dataset. Points from the second dataset are disjoint and may
contain copies of the same object from the first dataset.
After grouping objects on their respective partitions, GeoMatch can execute the spatial
query. Point objects from the second dataset query MultiLineString objects from the first
dataset. To improve the query performance, GeoMatch uses an R-Tree to index the first
dataset’s objects. However, adding MultiLineStrings to the R-Tree is done by breaking each
object into its line segments as described in section 5.4.1.

3.2.8

Conclusion

Much like the Hadoop-based frameworks, Spark-based frameworks aim at simplifying and
speeding up the processing of spatial data. Unlike Hadoop frameworks, Spark frameworks
rely on in-memory data processing first (RDD) then HDFS. The underlying Spark system
influences the technique’s language features and supported operations. Table A.2 shows a
high-level summary of the studies frameworks’ features.
Each proposed framework discusses why its technique outperforms others and includes
experimental results to support their claims. In [46], the STARK framework compared
itself to GeoSpark and SpatialSpark using a dataset containing 50 million polygons. The
experiment put the frameworks under different tests to examine the different indexing modes.
Results showed that STARK outperforms others when employing live indexing. SpatialSpark
had limited functionality since it only supports a limited number of operations without an
index (contains, within distance). GeoSpark was also problematic in the sense that it was
not able to process the entire dataset. The authors attributed GeoSpark’s behavior to the
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excessive caching of data that its algorithm follows.
In [105], several experiments compared Simba, GeoSpark, and SpatialSpark. The experiments used three datasets of varying sizes to compare the time and memory costs of building
the indexes (local, global), throughput, and latency. For the cost of building the indexes, the
experiment used a dataset of 1 billion records. The results showed that GeoSpark’s indexing
is slightly faster than all others, but only because it relied on a subsample of the dataset
and skipped the global index. Simba closely followed behind then by SpatialSpark. The
experiment also tested Simba’s cost of multidimensional indexing and found that the time
increases linearly as the number of dimensions increased from 2 to 6.
In the next experiment, the authors used datasets of varying sizes and tested each frameworks’ memory requirements for constructing their indexes. Results showed that local indexes consumed most of the processing nodes’ available memory. SpatialSpark’s global and
local indexes required slightly less memory than Simba’s. GeoSpark’s local indexes required
the most memory out of the tested frameworks.
The throughput and latency experiment used 500 million records to test range and kNN
queries on several frameworks. Simba finished its operations in far less time than the others.
Simba’s throughput was better, followed by SpatialSpark, followed by GeoSpark. Latency
results were similar; Simba required less time than SpatialSpark and GeoSpark. The experiment also tested Simba’s cost of multidimensional indexing and found that throughput
decreases and latency increases as the number of dimensions increased from 2 to 6 for both
query types.
In [113] several experiments examined the runtimes and accuracy of several Spark spatial extensions. The experiments performed map-matching queries with and without error
correction. LocationSpark failed to complete any of its tasks, while STARK showed the
worst performance across all tests. GeoMatch exhibited the best runtimes with 27.25-fold
performance improvements.
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The accuracy comparison experiments showed that the correct representation of spatial
objects in map-matching is important and allows precise error correction. GeoMatch showed
the best accuracy scores when compared to the baseline results obtained through an exhaustive approach. Finally, GeoMatch was the only approach that successfully processed the
largest dataset consisting of 3.78 billion points.

Chapter 4
Accuracy Classification Framework
Spatial partitioning and querying optimization techniques in the literature have predominantly focused on improving the performance of a spatial query’s execution without assessing
how the underlying optimizations affect the accuracy. This is consistently seen in proposals
for Hadoop MR [16, 100, 33, 107], Spark [46, 108, 51, 105, 94], and even NoSQL spatial
datasets [80]. In [80], the authors extended their experiments section and tested the runtime
memory consumed by the studied techniques. While the throughput and latency of a distributed spatial query are crucial, the accuracy of the produced results is equally important.
To the best of our knowledge, no published attempts exist that fully define an accuracy
benchmark process for spatial queries. In this chapter, we detail our designs for producing a
benchmark framework for spatial query output comparison. The framework requires minimal input from the user, makes no assumptions about the input files’ formats, compares the
files’ contents, and generates a detailed report.
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Introduction

Several spatial benchmark extensions exist for distributed processing systems like Apache
Hadoop and Spark, NoSQL databases, and even traditional RDBMS. Each technique performs various experiments to show that its approach offers significant scalability and runtime
improvements over others. However, neither perform accurate result comparisons that prove
that their approach’s output is, in fact, correct. Through experimental results, we have
noticed that some processing techniques incorrectly prune partitions due to performing computations over spatial objects’ MBRs. Others drop matches that fall within the same distance
from the original spatial object. Furthermore, several techniques rely on object duplication
and do not automatically filter the results and leave that step to the user’s discretion.
An accurate assessment of a technique’s output requires a comparison methodology that
certifies its results against those known or accepted as correct. Obtaining or generating the
baseline results is crucial for the comparison process. However, the process of producing
these results depends on the type of spatial query. In chapters 5 we detail the steps to
generate the baseline results for a map-matching query, and in chapter 6 we detail similar
steps but for a kNN spatial join query. If the baseline results are unavailable or unattainable,
the accuracy framework compares the outputs of two techniques and favors matches with a
shorter distance from the query object.
In this chapter, we introduce a benchmark framework for such a comparison. The benchmark offers two modes of classification, precise and approximate. Figure 4.1 shows a sample
output for a record with key q1 ; the first top portion shows the baseline matches, and the
bottom portion shows a proposed technique’s matches. Each row contains the key and followed by a list of matches sorted by distance from the key. The precise mode ensures that
the results of the proposed matches exactly match those from the baseline. If the order is
not the same (e.g., match1 6= base1 or . . . matchn 6= basen ), the proposed technique receives
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first file only

Reco
sec
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Figure 4.1: Example of accuracy classification between baseline and a tested technique
In precise mode, classification ensures that all matches agree (i.e., match1 = base1 and
. . . matchn = basen ). In approximation mode, classification ensures that a match is
amongst the first m baseline matches (i.e., for m = 3 match1 = base1 OR match2 = base2
OR match3 = base3 ).
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4.2
4.2.1

Use Cases
Classifying the Results of a k NN Query - Precise Mode

Consider the results of a kNN spatial query of n points (q1 , q2 , ..., qn ) and a large spatial
dataset of points D. The query aims to select the nearest k objects from the dataset for each
qn . The reliable method for achieving correct results is to compare all points in D against
each qn . This comprehensive scan, while slow, ensures that the process does not miss any of
the required k results for any qn . An optimization technique attempts to produce the same k
results in less time through partitioning and pruning. If the k results produced through both
approaches match, the optimization technique proves its efficiency and superiority without
compromising accuracy.
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Our proposed accuracy benchmark takes as input the outputs produced through the
baseline and the optimization technique. The format of both input files may differ; however,
they must contain information that allows the benchmark to convert them into key-value
pairs. One such format writes the query point qn followed by the list of k point matches
and sorts them by their distances from qn (e.g., Euclidean or Manhattan distance). Next,
the accuracy benchmark groups the records by their keys, sorts each record’s matches by
distance, and compares the entries. For kNN result classification, the benchmark should
operate in precise mode, where the results must match exactly. If there is at least one
mismatch, the entire record receives a mismatch classification. For example, in figure 4.1,
the record receives correct classification if match1 = base1 AND match2 = base2 AND
match3 = base3 . . . If the accuracy benchmark classifies the tested technique matches with
a 100%, we can certify the accuracy of the optimization technique.

4.2.2

Classifying the Results of a Map-Matching Query - Approximate Mode

Consider the results of a map-matching query of n MultiLineString objects (l1 , l2 , ..., ln ) and
a large spatial dataset of Point objects P. Due to imperfections in the GPS reporting process,
the map-matching query matches each point with the best m closest streets. The reliable
method for achieving correct results is to compute the distance between all points in P against
each ln and select the closest m streets. This complete scan, while slow, ensures that the
process does not miss any of the required m results for each point. An optimization technique
attempts to produce the same m results in less time through partitioning and pruning. Due
to the GPS imperfections mentioned earlier, the optimization technique matches may not
agree exactly with those obtained through the full scan approach; instead, an approximation
comparison suffices. For example, assuming m = 3, if one of the techniques matches appears
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in the first 3 matches of the baseline results, the record receives a correct classification.
Our proposed accuracy benchmark takes as input the outputs produced through the
previous two techniques. The format of both input files may differ; however, they must
contain information that allows the benchmark to convert them into key-value pairs. One
such format writes the query point pn followed by the list of m street and sorts them by their
distance from pn (e.g., Euclidean or Manhattan distance from the street centroid). Next,
the accuracy benchmark groups the records by their keys, sorts each record’s matches by
distance, and compares the entries. Due to GPS reporting inaccuracy, the benchmark should
operate in approximate mode. If there is at least one mismatch, the entire record receives a
mismatch classification. For example, assuming m = 3 in figure 4.1, a record receives correct
classification if (match1 = (base1 OR base2 OR base3 )) OR (match2 = (base1 OR base2 OR
base3 )) OR match3 = (base1 . . . ). If the accuracy benchmark classifies the tested technique
matches with a 100% (or within a user’s preference threshold), we can certify the accuracy
of the optimization technique.

4.3

Design and Implementation

We implement our proposed benchmark framework using the Scala programming language
for execution within Apache Spark. However, the design specifications are not platformdependent and applicable to other distributed and non-distributed systems. The process
starts by parsing each input file and transforming each line into a key-value pair using
parsers provided as input. Records with similar keys regroup on the same partition for
comparison. Figure 4.2 shows the flow of the process and table 4.1 summarizes the required
and optional input parameters.
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Figure 4.2: Accuracy benchmark workflow
The process starts by parsing the two input files into a key-value pair with values sorted by
proximity from the key. The filter step is optional and allows to limit the keys to a specific
subset. Finally, records are grouped by key and classified.

4.3.1

Parsing the Input Files

Total Number of
Records

The first two parameters f irstRDD and secondRDD are two Spark RDDs representing the
files to compare. The Records
benchmark
does not make any assumptions about the format
each
correctly
Recordsofincorrectly
matched

matched

file and requires parsers to transform the entries into key-value pairs. The input parameters
f irstP arser and secondP arser specify the full qualifying name of the Scala classes containRecords match 1st
l
l

Records with no
h (b h)

Records second file
h d

# Matches better in
fi fil

# Matches better in
d fil

ing the parser for each file. The benchmark automatically instantiates the parser classes;
therefore, each class must extend the BenchmarkInputFileParser interface and implement
its sole method parseLine. Figure B.1 in appendix B shows the BenchmarkInputFileParser
interface and figure B.2 shows an example implementation.

The classif yCount parameter limits the classification to a specific number of matches. In
precise mode, this parameter sets the number of matches to compare between the two input
files. The number of correct matches must equal to classif yCount to classify the record as
correct. The parameter m is for use with approximate mode. It adjusts the flexibility match
such that if the second file’s first m matches appear anywhere in the first file’s m matches,
the record receives a correct classification.
After parsing, each RDD row consists of a key and value pair. The key is case-insensitive
and must uniquely identify the record; the value is a list of tuples sorted automatically by
the first entry of the tuple. If the input parameter keyF ilter value is provided, both RDDs
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Description

RDD[String]

A Spark RDD containing the compare-to results. Setting this RDD to the baseline results improves output
readability.
secondRDD∗
RDD[String]
A Spark RDD containing the compared results.
∗
f irstP arser
String
The full qualifying name of a Scala class of the baseline file’s entry parser.
∗
testP arser
String
The full qualifying name of a Scala class of the test
file’s entry parser.
classif yCount∗
Int
The number of matches to use during accuracy classification
m
Int
classif y The minimum number of matches that must agree
Count with classif yCount. This is useful for approximate
accuracy classification.
keyF ilter
String
null
A String regular expression for key filtering.
debugM ode
Boolean
False True to produce debug message during runtime
*Required parameter

Table 4.1: The accuracy benchmark input parameters
undergo a filtering process to keep rows with keys that match the value of keyF ilter. The
filter step offers flexibility and allows the refocus of the classification to a subset of the
keys without having to produce separate input files. Currently, sorting the list of tuples
assumes that the tuple’s first entry is a numeric value. We plan to change this feature in
future updates and add a new input parameter that allows users to provide their comparator
implementation.

4.3.2

Partitioning and Grouping

The partitioning and grouping of records aims to group records from the baseline and test
RDDs on the same partition. First, we utilize Spark’s Union transformation, which merges
the RDDs into one. Next, a reduceByKey transformation repartitions the RDD and merges
records that have the same key. The resulting RDD rows consist of the key, the first file’s
list, and the second file’s list (i.e., RDD[(key, listf irst , listsecond )]).
The tuple format of the RDD allows the classification process to compare each row
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Figure 4.3: Record accuracy classification hierarchy
Each record from the test file receives either a correct or incorrect classification. Each
Baseline Matches
classification has subclassifications that further detail
the decision.
…
q1

base1

base2

base3

basen

independent of the others. We should note that if either file (baseline or test) contains
keys that do not show in the other file, each key receives a separate entry in the RDD
(e.g., RDD[(key, listf irst , null)] or RDD[(key, null, listsecond )]). Therefore, the number and
size of partitions depend on the number of unique keys within the RDD. Currently, the
group process relies on Spark’s hash partitioner. For future releases, we plan to update the
partitioner module to account for the avaialable computing resources.

4.3.3

Record Classification

After grouping the records, the classification can commence. The classification consists of two
criteria, correctly and incorrectly matched records. However, the process further details the
two criteria to produce a report with additional details. Figures B.3 and B.4 in appendix B
show two sample reports from our tests; the first shows a 100% match between the baseline
and test files, and the second shows 80.7%.
For each row, we compare the second list (listsecond ) to the first list (listf irst ). Since each
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list consists of tuples, the classification works with the first entry of each tuple. We exclude
the second entry from the classification, but its presence serves two advantages. First, it is
essential for debugging when the row receives an incorrect classification. Second, it offers
a unique identifier when the list contains matches with the same first tuple’s value (e.g.,
kNN matches within the same distance from a point). Furthermore, if a record receives an
Incorrect Classification, the classification selects the smallest between the two and records
the results as either Better in the First File or Better in the Second File accordingly.
Depending on the mode of operations, the matches from the tested file receive one or
more of the following classifications:
• Total Number of Records: the total number of unique keys encountered from both
input files. If the first (or second) file contains records that do not appear in the other
file, these records count as one. Further classification criteria distinguish between the
two cases. Namely, the record is classified either Records Appeared in First File Only or
Records Appeared in Second File Only.
• Records Correctly Matched: the number of records with tuple entries that match
those in the baseline file. A record receives this classification if the classification mode is
precise and the number of matches from the second file that agrees with the first file’s
matches equals classif yCount, or if the classification mode is approximate and at least
m of the classif yCount matches appear in the first m matches of the first file.
• Records Incorrectly Matched: the number of records that were not classified as correct. The sum of this classification and the ”Records Correctly Matched” classification
equals the ”Total Number of Records” classification.
• Records Match 1st Tuple Entry Only: the number of records correctly matched using
the first entry of the tuple but not the second entry. While the classification mainly checks
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the first tuple entry, the accuracy classification tracks the number of tuples that match
both. The classification was useful in our research for the precise mode and helped us
enhance our proposed technique’s accuracy. The classification further refines the ”Records
Correctly Matched” classification.
• Records With No Matches (Both): the number of records that received no matches
in either the first or the second files. The classification was useful in our research as
it identified unmatchable spatial objects. The classification further refines the ”Records
Correctly Matched” classification.
• Records Second File Overmatched: the number of records in the second file with a
greater number of matches than those in the first file. This classification may indicate
that the first and second files are of different formats or indicate a poorly selected value
for classif yCount or m. This classification can also indicate poor performance of the
proposed technique that requires attention. The classification further refines the ”Records
Incorrectly Matched” classification.
• Records Second File Undermatched: the number of records in the second file with
fewer matches than those in the first file. Similar to the previous classification, this
classification results from poorly selected values for classif yCount, m, or due to a problem
with the proposed technique. The classification further refines the ”Records Incorrectly
Matched” classification.
• Records Appeared in First File Only: the number of records that appeared in the
first file but not in the second file. This classification may indicate a problem with the
file’s key values, the parsers, or a problem with the proposed technique. During our
research, we encountered techniques that excluded records that they could not match.
The classification further refines the ”Records Incorrectly Matched” classification.
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• Records Appeared in Second File Only: the number of records that appeared in the
second file but not the first. This classification may indicate a problem with the file’s key
values, the parsers, or a problem with the proposed technique. The classification further
refines the ”Records Incorrectly Matched” classification.
• Number of Matches Better in the First File (Total Occurrences): the number
of matches from the first file’s lists that ranked smaller than those in the second file.
The classification helps with debugging the proposed technique as it further refines the
”Records Incorrectly Matched” classification.
• Number of Matches Better in the Second File (Total Occurrences): the number
of matches from the second file’s lists that ranked smaller than those in the first file. This
classification may indicate a problem with the text file’s key values, the files’ parsers, or
a problem with the proposed technique. In rare cases, the classification could indicate a
problem with the first results. The classification further refines the ”Records Incorrectly
Matched” classification.

4.4

Conclusion

Examining the accuracy of a new technique is as significant as studying its scalability and
efficiency. The accuracy framework proposed in this chapter allows developers to prove that
their approach does not compromise the accuracy of the results. The framework offers multiple classifications that allow for precise and approximate classification and aids in debugging
the technique. Fundamentally, the process compares two files. We recommend setting the
first file to the baseline results, which will improve the final report readability. We define the
baseline results as those known or accepted to be accurate. It is up to the user to generate
or obtain the baseline results as those are process-specific.
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The format of the compared files must consist of identifying information such that similar records can group and undergo classification. While our design details apply to different
processing systems, our current implementation works over Apache Spark. The process
transforms each record into a key-value tuple; the key uniquely identifies each entiry. The
value is a list of matches and their distances from the key. In precise mode classification,
the matches from the second file must match the order in the first file. If there is at least
one mismatch, the record receives an incorrect classification. In approximation mode classification, the record may receive a correct classification if the first m matches in the second
file appear in the first file’s first m matches. m is a configurable parameter set by the user
as required.
We plan to refine our proposal to allow for further flexibility. For example, record classification assumes that the first entry for each match is a numeric value. This may not suit
queries that do not incorporate or allow for distances. Moreover, we plan to modify the
workflow to accept a comparator that specifies how to compare the matches between the
two files. To enhance the utilization of available computing resources within a distributed
environment, we plan to refine our workflow and study the feasibility of better record partitioning and grouping. By doing so, we can increase the scalability of the classification
process and avoid data spill to disk if the size of the partition exceeds the available memory.
Finally, we plan to enhance load balancing and lessen the skewness.

Chapter 5
Large-Scale Map-Matching
Map-matching is a central processing task crucial to all analyses of urban location data.
The analyses’ findings apply to urban infrastructure development and improvement; hence,
it is vital to obtain accurate and timely results. Collected individual location measurements
often are noisy, making it difficult to align them with physical infrastructures like buildings
or streets. Figure 5.1 illustrates this problem and shows busy intersections in Downtown New
York City (NYC) with actual location coordinates obtained from taxicabs (green circles).
Many of the locations shown lay on top of the buildings instead of their original physical
streets. An urban analysis query cannot use these measurements since it requires knowing
the exact route where the GPS originated.
Map-matching solves this problem by searching for the best candidate(s) street segment(s). Most map-matching techniques operate in two distinct phases [17, 85, 110]. The
first phase matches GPS points against road segments and assigns each road segment a score
according to criteria such as the distance between the point and street segment or the popularity of the road. The second phase combines the candidate matches produced by the first
phase and estimates the entire trajectory while accounting for factors like direction and the
continuity of measurements.
60
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GPS point with high
probability of a single-street
match.

GPS with multiple probable
street matches due to GPS
reporting errors.

Figure 5.1: Out of alignment GPS reporting
The green circles denote noisy location measurements from NYC taxis that do not align
with their original physical street locations. Thus, a realignment step is necessary before
performing any urban analysis. Map-matching attempts to realign noisy measurements by
finding one or more possible street candidates.
In this chapter, we present GeoMatch, a novel pipeline for the efficient execution of mapmatching queries. At the heart of GeoMatch, we employ a spatial partitioning technique
inspired by Hilbert Space-Filling curves. We demonstrate the effectiveness of GeoMatch
through rigorous and extensive empirical benchmarks that consider large-scale urban spatial
data sets ranging from166, 253 to 3.78 billion location measurements. Results of our evaluation show up to 27.25-fold performance improvements compared to previous works while
achieving better processing accuracy than current solutions when compared to the baseline
results. We also showcase the practical potential of GeoMatch with two urban management
applications. GeoMatch and our benchmark framework are open-source.
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Introduction

The availability of urban location data has grown exponentially due to the widespread penetration of location technologies to cars, buses, trains, and other means of transportation.
Nowadays, spatial data sets containing millions or even billions of location measurements
have become the norm. The source of this data varies and includes taxicabs, buses, and fleet
management operations. This growth of spatial data generates unprecedented opportunities
to analyze and understand mobility and its relation to urban infrastructure development.
Research has shown how spatial data can characterize urban mobility patterns, detect transportation bottlenecks, and optimize transportation infrastructure [119, 110, 60, 50]. Besides
academic interest, the increased scale of spatial data has significant commercial potential,
with many reports projecting tremendous growth at varying estimates. A 329-page report
published by MarketsandMarkets in 2021 expects the geospatial analytics market size to
grow from $59.5 billion in 2021 to $107.8 billion in 2026, at a Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) of 12.6% [62]. A PR Newswire report published in 2020 expects the geospatial
market to grow from $58.38 billion in 2019 to $158.84 billion in 2027, at a 14.2% CAGR [75].
In this chapter, we introduce GeoMatch, a novel distributed map-matching extension
pipeline for Apache Spark. The design of GeoMatch significantly improves large-scale mapmatching performance and introduces support for spatial objects and operations over Spark.
GeoMatch achieves its performance improvements through an efficient and intuitive loadbalancing scheme that evenly distributes datasets between available computing cores. The
essence of the design and its load balancing scheme is a locality preserving spatial partitioner
inspired by Hilbert space-filling curve and their well-known spatial indexing and clustering
characteristics [54]. Unlike existing frameworks which use a small sample of the overall
dataset for determining how to partition measurements, GeoMatch creates a locality preserving partitioning scheme that allows more balanced and intuitive distribution across cluster
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nodes and results in higher performance. To cope with inaccuracies resulting from positioning errors, GeoMatch integrates an error correction mechanism that dynamically adjusts the
size of the region used in map-matching. This step helps ensure that each partition covers all
spatial objects located within proximity of the partition’s points. Finally, GeoMatch offers
improved support for spatial objects and file formats, natively supports map-matching of
mixed-type data sets, and does not neglect non-spatial data. As we experimentally demonstrate, the design of GeoMatch significantly improves performance, robustness, and match
accuracy compared to existing spatial big data frameworks.
GeoMatch distinguishes itself from existing spatial extensions and offers the following
advantages to distributed map-matching partitioning and processing:
• Efficient large-scale indexing and partitioning: GeoMatch is an Apache Spark-based
map-matching pipeline for large-scale spatial data sets. GeoMatch is scalable due to its
efficient and balanced indexing and partitioning schemes. It integrates a load balancing
mechanism that improves the robustness of map-matching operations and enables it to
achieve highly stable runtimes across experiments.
• Format independent: GeoMatch can operate independently of input formats, making
it easy to integrate into real-world analysis pipelines. Supported spatial objects consist
of minimal information; adding new spatial object recognition is possible through implementing the provided interface and without modifications to the core of GeoMatch.
• Improved robustness and accuracy: GeoMatch integrates a novel error correction
technique that enables extending matching regions around an object’s minimum bounding
rectangle (MBR). Our experiments demonstrate that this extension allows us to mitigate
GPS reflections and other fluctuations, yielding more accurate and robust results than
existing competing frameworks.
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• Non-spatial data support: GeoMatch naively acknowledges and accounts for the presence of non-spatial by carrying them to the output. As discussed in section 2.2, non-spatial
data does not affect the spatial query; however, it is of great significance during subsequent
analysis steps. Many other techniques do not allow for non-spatial data and force the user
to discard them or pragmatically alter the technique’s source code to carry non-spatial
data to the output.

5.2

Use Case

Traditionally, single machines successfully executed map-matching queries. However, the
increased volume of spatial data sets demands performing map-matching operations using
big data processing frameworks. Specifically, these frameworks are necessary during the
first phase of map-matching, where each measurement requires comparison against multiple
potential road segments. For higher runtime efficiency, the process benefits from effective
indexing and parallelizing of available computing resources. Unfortunately, common big
data frameworks, such as Spark and Hadoop, are ill-suited for spatial processing as they
do not offer native support for spatial structures or operations. Several spatial extensions
proposed solutions to the distributed indexing and processing of map-matching. Primarily,
these solutions focused on enabling common spatial operations instead of delivering efficient
map-matching performance. As a result, their performance is unacceptably slow, and their
memory requirements prevent their scalability.
The main reason for the poor performance is the sub-optimal partitioning of measurements as current solutions mainly rely on a random sampling of the data and excessive
caching. Partitioning is therefore sensitive to the organization of these measurements and
their spatial distribution. Figure 1.2 illustrates this problem and shows measurements distribution for three real-world datasets. The lighter regions indicate high measurement con-
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centrations within small geographic areas. For similar data sets, the resulting partitioning is
unbalanced, and a small number of cluster nodes perform most of the processing instead of
having evenly distributed processing across the nodes. Moreover, partitioning must account
for noise and error-correct locations that require realignment (Figure 5.1). If left unaligned,
problems can arise and result in excessive computation overhead or produce inaccurate results.

5.3
5.3.1

Design
Spatial Object Support

A critical feature of big spatial data processing systems is spatial object partitioning and
recognition. GeoMatch fixes this problem and allows Spark to operate over specific spatial
data objects like Point, Polygon, and LineString. Different proposed extensions offer different ways to recognize spatial objects, and no general format exists for defining spatial
shapes due to the various reasons discussed in section 2.1. For simplicity, GeoMatch provides custom light-weight objects which users can use to preprocess and reformat the input
datasets. Moreover, we use LocationTech JTS Topology Suite [63] for already implemented
spatial operations like MBR expansion, RTRee indexing, and intersects. We chose to adopt
the custom-object approach since (1) it provides flexibility and tighter control over data
format support, and (2) we design our objects without any assumptions that could slow the
development or execution processes. Each light-weight spatial object in GeoMatch consists
of the following two attributes:
• Coordinate: a list of one or more coordinate pairs representing the spatial object (i.e.,
longitude and latitude). For example, the coordinate attributes of a Point object consist
of the point’s longitude and latitude; for a MultiLineString, the coordinates consist of the
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start, end, and intermediate points that form the MultiLineString segments.
• Payload: a simple String value that the object must carry as it passes through the
computation process. Using the payload attribute allows passing non-spatial data to the
output. For example, when working with taxi trip records, a Point object’s coordinates
represent the drop-off (or pickup) location with the payload attribute set to the remaining
trip record information. A MultiLineString object’s coordinates represent the physical
street’s points and the payload attribute set to the street’s city code or unique ID.
The current GeoMatch implementation supports four spatial objects. New spatial object
support may be added by implementing the GM GeomBase abstract class shown in figure C.1
in appendix C. Every derived class must implement two methods:
• toJTS: Returns the JTS library equivalent representation of the spatial object. This
method is necessary to utilize JTS spatial operations like MBR expand and R-Tree.
• getHilbertIndexList:

Returns a list of Hilbert indexes that an object pass through.

This method is necessary since the Hilbert index computation depends on the object’s
shape. Point objects occupy one index while line segments pass through several indexes.
The implemented four spatial object are:
• Point: represents objects with one set of coordinates
• MultiLineString:

represents objects with one more line segments that do not form a

closed shape.
• Polygon:

represents objects with a set of LineString objects that must form a closed

shape.
• Rectangle: represents a Polygon object with exactly four sides.
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Input Parameter

GeoMatch requires minimal input and does not demand extensive user knowledge about their
dataset’s distribution to achieve higher spatial query performance. GeoMatch automatically
adjusts itself by scanning the entire dataset and avoids making assumptions that may affect
the performance and accuracy of the query. Users are only required to provide the input
datasets as Spark RDDs and, may, override any of the default values for one or more of
the parameters shown in Table 5.1. The first two parameters, RDD1 and RDD2 , are two
Spark RDDs of mixed-objects. Users must ensure that their RDDs consist of objects that
GeoMatchsupports (i.e., extend GM GeomBase).
The third input parameter HilbertN represents the size of the Hilbert Space-filling curve.
We have found during our experimental tests that the optimal performance setting for
HilbertN was 256. This value divides the regions into 256 × 256 subregions with sizes
close to New York City’s average city block 1 . The fourth and fifth input parameters, m
and matchDist, affect the internal error-correction operations that GeoMatch performs. m
represents the number of matches each object from the second dataset looks for from the
first dataset. The default value of m is 3; however, we recommend changing this value to
the number that fits the query’s error-correction needs. matchDist represents the errorcorrection furthest Euclidean distance. Each object from the second dataset matches itself
with objects from the first dataset that are no further than matchDist. The default value
for matchDist reflects the characteristics of downtown New York City since all of our experiments involved datasets that originated there. In particular, the average block’s width
in NYC is about 264ft; hence a match distance threshold of 150ft ensures that at least half
of the block’s width is covered. We recommend changing this number to fit the needed
map-matching query error-correction specifications.
1

The average block in NYC is 264f t × 900f t with an average length of 582f t. Dividing the MBR into
256 boxes yields a box size that is close to the average dimension
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Description

RDD1

∗

RDD[GMGeomBase]

A Spark RDD of supported geometry
types (subclass of GMGeomBase)

RDD2

∗

RDD[GMGeomBase]

A Spark RDD of supported geometry
types (subclass of GMGeomBase)

HilbertN

Integer

256 (28 )

The size of the Hilbert Space-Filling
Curve

m

Integer

3

The maximum number of matches to
choose from the first dataset.

matchDist

Integer

150

The maximum distance for accepted
matches. After this distance, the match
is rejected.

searchMBR

Integer Tuple

(-1, -1, -1, -1)

The search Grid MBR. If not provided,
GeoMatch will compute it from RDD1 .

*Required parameter

Table 5.1: GeoMatch input parameters
Finally, the last input parameter searchM BR represents the MBR of the second input
dataset (RDD2 ). If the MBR is not known, GeoMatch scans RDD2 and computes its MBR.
This parameter enhances usability and improves the speed of execution since GeoMatch can
skip the MBR computation process. In addition, the searchM BR parameter can limit the
search region and allow for the pruning of objects from both datasets that fall outside of the
MBR’s limits.

5.3.3

Hilbert Space-Filling Curve

The basis of our map-matching approach employs the well-known spatial clustering capabilities of the Hilbert Space-filling curve (HSFC). Using an HSFC based scheme efficiently
clusters the two datasets by their spatial proximity before the matching step. HSFC indexing serves three advantages; first, indexing can be done in parallel, eliminating the need for
unnecessary data shuffling or large data collection on the master node. Second, geometrically
close objects can reside on the same partition without sorting the entire dataset. Third, we
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can devise a distribution scheme that distributes the workload across available partitions,
thus mitigating query skews. GeoMatch starts by computing the MBR for the first datasets,
RDD1 . In our experiments, RDD1 was the NYC LION Streets dataset. The MBR provides
the boundaries of the search grid and sets the HSFC bounds, and allows GeoMatch to skip
spatial objects from RDD2 that fall outside the MBR, hence providing a natural pruning
feature.
For each spatial object, we compute the Hilbert indexes that that object spans. Not
surprisingly, this process is object-specific:
• Point:

A point object has one Hilbert index representation (shaded

region in the figure to the right). Formula 5.1 computes the point’s (X, Y )
HSFC box relative coordinates. pointX and pointY are the point’s (X, Y )
coordinates respectively; HSF CW idth and HSF CHeight are the HSFC box dimensions.
M BRminX , M BRminY , M BRmaxX , and M BRmaxY are the second dataset’s MBR (X, Y )
coordinates.

HSF C(X,Y ) =

 

pointY − M BRminY
pointX − M BRminX
,
HSF CW idth
HSF CHeight

Where

• MultiLineString:

HSF CW idth =

M BRmaxX − M BRminX
HilbertN

HSF CHeight =

M BRmaxY − M BRminY
HilbertN

(5.1)

A MultiLineString object consists of multiple line

segments, each segment consisting of two points. Therefore, a MultiLineString can pass through several indexes on the Hilbert curve (shaded
regions in the figure to the right). To determine these indexes, we utilize a Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA) algorithm [26]. However, DDA in its original format approximates
its results, works best with high Hilbert resolutions (i.e., a higher value of Hilbert n), and

MB
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Hi
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does not account for a spatial data’s measurement inaccuracy. To increase the accuracy
of DDA, we first modify the algorithm to double the resolution internally. Next, we expand each line segment by matchDist and run the DDA algorithm against each of these
segments. This expansion does not guarantee perfect index findings, but it reduces the
number of missed indexes.
• Polygon:

Similar to a MultiLineString object, a Polygon consists of

several line segments that must form a closed loop. Hence, we must account for the Hilbert indexes that the segments pass through and encloses
(shaded regions in the figure to the right). To determine these indexes, we utilize a ScanLine algorithm [25]. Similar to DDA, Scan-Line is approximate; therefore, we expand the
Polygon by matchDist and modify the Scan-line algorithm to double the resolution size
and decrease the number of missed indexes.
• Rectangle: Similar to a Polygon object, a Rectangle object consists for
four line segments that form a loop. We utilize the same Scan-Line algorithm implementation and determine the Hilbert indexes that the Rectangle encloses and passes through (shaded regions in the figure to the right).

5.4

The GeoMatch Pipeline

GeoMatch is an extendable map-matching pipeline designed for scalability and accuracy; it
overcomes current spatial Spark extensions limitations on large-scale map-matching. Implemented in Scala, GeoMatch adds fast spatial processing capabilities to Apache Spark through
spatial partitioning, object recognition, and query processing without modifying the core of
Spark. Figure 5.2 shows a high-level of the workflow of GeoMatch and Table 5.2 compares
its map-matching features with existing frameworks2 .
2

; this table extends table A.2 in section 3.2
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Figure 5.2: The GeoMatch pipeline
GeoMatch examines both input datasets, constructs a locality preserving partitioner, and
executes the map-matching query. The process performs most operations in parallel,
Spatial Object
Index
RDD information
Input
collects
relevant
about theSpatial
objects’
Hilbert
index assignments, and constructs
Broadcast
(1st set)
(MultiLineString)
(R-Tree)
the partitioner on the master node. Before merging, GeoMatch independently partitions
both datasets using the same partitioner to avoid any large-scale sorting.
Spatial Object
(Point)

RDD
(2nd set)

Query Spatial
Index

Nearest m
streets

The speed of execution and high accuracy of GeoMatch stems from the correct partitionDistributed operation

Master node operation

ing (or grouping) of related objects on the same partition. Poorly grouped data increases
shuffling
require additional and expensive large-scale operations like join
⋮
⋮overhead
⋮ and could
⋮
15

12

11

10

… a novel approach that does not rely on sampling to build its
and sort. GeoMatch integrates

partitioning scheme.
First, GeoMatch computes the MBR of the first input dataset. The MBR makes the
bases of the Hilbert Space-filling curve, which gets divided into n × n boxes. Next, we
compute the optimal number of objects to assign to each partition using formula 5.2. The
value of objCountRDD2 is the total number of spatial objects in the second dataset, and
partCountRDD2 is the second dataset’s number of partitions. The partCount setting provides a quick estimate of the needed number of partitions without overusing the computing
resources (e.g., number of executors, memory).

partLoad =

objCountRDD2
partCountRDD2

(5.2)
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GeoMatch GeoSpark Location- Magellan STARK
(Proposed)
Spark

Street
MapMatching

Simba

Find
Nearest

Find
Nearest

Point in
MBR

Point in
MBR

Find
Nearest

Not Supported

Deterministic
Results

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

Map-matching
relative Performance

27.25 −
39.03

10.93 −
16.73

N/A

N/A

1.0 − 1.0

N/A

Memory
Requirements

Linear

Exponential

Exponential

Exponential

Exponential

N/A

Supported

Programming
required

Programming
required

Programming
required

Accurate
Matching

Supported Programming
required

Table 5.2: Comparison of in-memory map-matching techniques2 .

5.4.1

Hilbert Space-Filling Curve Clustering

GeoMatch clusters objects by spatial proximity through their Hilbert indexes. First, a
Hilbert index lookup operation assigns each object from the second datasets a list of indexes
that an object occupies as described in section 5.3.3. Next, GeoMatch aggregates the results
and collects and sorts the results as a list on the master node. The list consists of the Hilbert
index and the total number of spatial objects that pass through each index. Naturally, the
list only contains indexes with counts greater than 0. Table 5.3 shows an example list after
collected on the master node.
Using the list and the value of partLoad, GeoMatch constructs a scheme that maps one or
more Hilbert indexes to a single partition. Starting with the first Hilbert index in the list, we
group indexes such that the total number of objects for the group of indexes is no less than
partLoad. GeoMatch may exceed the value of partLoad in favor of spatial proximity and to
avoid splitting an index over multiple partitions, thus increasing accuracy while decreasing
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Hilbert Index Object Count
0
48
1
81
2
29
5
10
10
13
...
...
Table 5.3: Example list of indexes and
counts sorted by their Hilbert indexes

From
1
26
50
72
100
...

73
To
25
30
72
99
500
...

Assigned Partition
0
1
2
3
4
...

Table 5.4: Example assignment of partitions
to their indexes

shuffling. The process continues until every index receives a partition assignment. Table 5.4
shows an example mapping of index ranges to their partitions.
To further illustrate the efficiency of GeoMatch’s index clustering process, consider the
partial 8X8 Hilbert Space-Filling Curve shown in Figure 5.3 built around a search region.
In this example, we assume that the first dataset consists of 5 streets (S0 − S4 ), and the
second dataset consists of 36 points (P0 −P35 ). The figure shows the spatial objects and their
Hilbert index assignment. Note that the figure only shows part of the grid and therefore
does not show all objects. Assuming that there 4 available partitions (i.e., partCount = 4),
then, using equation 5.2 we set the partition load partLoad =

36
4

= 9. Grouping starts

with the first Hilbert indexes and assigns indexes 0 − 2 to partition0 even when their total
point count is 11. GeoMatch allows this to increase accuracy and prevent an index from
spanning multiple partitions. Subsequently, indexes 3 − 7 get assigned to partition1 , 9 − 15
to partition2 . . . .

5.4.2

Data Shuffling and Clustering

Using the partitioning scheme, GeoMatch transforms both input RDDs into a key-value pair.
For each row in the RDD, the key is the partition number that houses the Hilbert index for
that row’s object. The value is the actual spatial object. Next, we independently partition
both RDDs using the same key-value partitioner. The two RDDs are then joined using
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Figure 5.3: A partial depiction of an 8 × 8 HSFC curve after spatially grouping objects
Grouping of indexes on partitions ensures that each partition has approximately the same
number of points. Street objects migrate to partitions if they pass through its indexes.
Spark’s Union transformation (i.e., RDD1 .union(RDD2 )). Because both RDDs have the
same partitioner, Spark internally invokes its private PartitionerAwareUnionRDD transformation resulting in tremendous performance gains. This transformation automatically (1)
migrates the smaller partition to the larger one, thus reducing shuffling costs, and (2) places
the left operand before the right operand, thus eliminating the need to segregate and sort
the objects.
GeoMatch eliminates the need for shuffling through object duplication. If an object from
the first dataset passes span multiple partitions, then we create a copy of that object. Since
our technique aims to produce an output that contains all objects from the second dataset
with each object containing a list from the first dataset, object duplication does not require
any further processing to eliminate duplicates. If any of the second dataset’s objects span
multiple partitions, the process will require shuffling. We chose not to duplicate objects from
the second dataset since that will require a final filtering step.
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Original MBR
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Expanded MBR (error correction)

Figure 5.4: MultiLineString segmentation and MBR expansion for R-Tree insert
To reduce the number of false-positive matches resulting form an R-Tree MBR inserts, the
street is segmented. Each street segment’s MBR is expanded to account for GPS
misalignment before it is inserted in the R-Tree.

5.4.3

Accurate Distributed Map Matching

Map matching requires precise computation steps to ensure accuracy. The actual distance
between the two geometries determines if the match is kept or discarded. The aim is to
achieve results as close to those achieved via the full map search technique (i.e., repeatedly
test each point against all available streets). Map matching in GeoMatch starts immediately
after the PartitionerAwareUnionRDD transformation. First, we build a local R-Tree from
the objects of the first dataset. Because PartitionerAwareUnionRDD ensures that the first
dataset’s objects always appear before the second dataset’s objects, it is easy to determine
the last object to enter the R-Trees. During our test experiments, we noticed that MultiLineStrings produces many false-positive matches due to their large MBRs. Therefore, we
split the MultiLineStrings into segments and expanded each segment’s MBR by matchDist
before finally inserting it into the R-Tree as illustrated in figure 5.4.
Next, each entry in the second dataset query the R-Tree and select a list of m nearby
candidate objects. For each candidate object, we compute the distance and reject further
ones. Finally, the closest m streets (if available) remain for each object in the second dataset.
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Performance and Accuracy Evaluation

We performed extensive map-matching benchmarks over real-world datasets using the five
Spark spatial frameworks compared in Table 5.2. Of the five mentioned techniques, we
exclude results for (1) Simba since it lacks the support of the necessary spatial structures
and (2) Magellan since all of its experiments timed out.

5.5.1

Setup

Each experiment matches several GPS points with their respective streets using proper spatial objects. We perform our tests using the latest source code obtained from the GIT
repository for each studied framework. We should also note that none of the studied frameworks, including GeoMatch, take into consideration the trajectory path, which is outside the
scope of our work on developing support for large-scale map matching. However, since the
output of GeoMatch realigns points and streets, its result may be used as the input to other
path trajectory inference techniques. We conduct our experiments at the operational data
facility of our research center. Our cluster consists of 20 high-end nodes, each with 24TB of
disk space, 256GB of RAM, and 64 AMD cores (total 1, 200+ cores) running Cloudera Data
Hub 6.1.0 with Apache Spark 2.4.0.

5.5.2

Measurements

Each experiment measures the scalability, execution times, and accuracy of frameworks under operational constraints. We repeat each experiment three times to accurately measure
the behavior and observe runtime stability. There are two types of scalability to consider.
In weak scalability testing, we gradually increase the size of the input dataset along with
the number of processing cores. Table 5.5 shows the weak scalability configurations for all
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Dataset Points (Million)
Test

Number of Cores

SMALL

LARGE

BUS

1

50

26.85 (Jan-Feb)

28.33

27.1

2

100

56.89 (Jan-Apr)

57.32

56.31

3

150

85.48 (Jan-Jun)

86.83

85.63

4

200

111.28 (Jan-Aug)

114.63

111.69

5

250

138.88 (Jan-Oct)

142.09

142.29

Table 5.5: Weak scalability experiment configurations
three test datasets. These experiments aim to observe if the framework utilizes the additional processing power under the constraint of additional inputs. In strong scalability, each
framework processes the entire dataset (Table 5.6) while gradually increasing the number of
processing cores by 50 (i.e. 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250). These experiments aim to observe
the framework’s scalability and how efficiently it utilizes the additional processing power.

5.5.3

Accuracy Benchmark

Accuracy evaluation of each technique requires that the output consists of the tuple (Point,
List of street matches and their distances). The distance is the Euclidean distance between
the point and its street matches. Techniques that exclude unmatched points undergo an
additional resource-expensive step to reintroduce the missing points. GeoMatch does not
suffer from this limitation since its pipeline naturally passes objects from input to output
without caching and does not exclude points that it cannot match.
Using our Accuracy Benchmark framework detailed in chapter 4 we compare the output of selected experiments to those obtained through the baseline technique described in
section 5.5.4.

(2nd set)
Distributed operation

Master node operation

Index
-- -- Tabular Results (list)
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Figure 5.5: Workflow for generating map-matching baseline result
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To gauge the accuracy of the map-matching techniques under study, we compare their results
1

2

7

6

against those obtained through an exhaustive search process. This approach applies a standard map-matching algorithm for sparse data; it identifies the most likely street segments
based on the point’s offset from the observed position and topological constraints [64, 111].
Note that our goal is not to evaluate the underlying map-matching algorithm itself but to
assess how the distribution of operations affects its performance and precision. Indeed, estimating the accuracy of the map-matching algorithm would require precise ground truth,
which is rarely available for large-scale spatial data. Most large-scale spatial datasets, including ours, only contain the position and state of the vehicle without information about
the vehicle’s location on the road [115, 71, 81]. In some cases, it may be possible to separate
trips from other data, e.g., using passenger state information. However, the route may still
contain uncertainty as drivers may follow different paths, and roadworks or other events may
force the driver to take detours.
We establish the baseline creation method as shown in Figure 5.5. The process starts
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by parsing the entire NYC street network and building MultiLineString spatial objects.
Next, we construct an entry-optimized R-Tree containing all objects in the first dataset. By
optimizing the R-Tree, we can minimize the number of false-positive matches and account
for GPS inaccuracies. This step is object-dependent; we subdivide each MultiLineString into
its segments and expand each segment’s MBR by 150 (Figure 5.4). Finally, we broadcast
the constructed streets R-Tree to all processing nodes.
After the R-Tree broadcast, we parse the second dataset and construct point spatial
objects for its entries. Next, each object queries the R-Tree, computes the distance between
the point and each found street, and keeps matches within a predefined radius (e.g., 150).
The nearest 10 matches (if available) remain and get sorted in order of their proximity. The
final output consists of the original trip records with valid GPS coordinates and up to 10
steet matches.

5.5.5

Constraints

Real-world analyses are subject to several operational constraints; we acknowledge these
these constraints and enforce time, format, and computing resource restrictions on the test
operations:
Time: Data analyses often operates under time and budgetary constraints. Therefore, we
only consider completed jobs within an upper limit of 180 minutes and stop any experiment
if it exceeds this limit. Hence, we exclude results for Magellan as its tasks consistently ran
for more than 180 minutes.
Error-correction: To account for inaccuracies in the initial GPS reporting, we filter and
sort results obtained from each framework by proximity. We keep a street match if the
distance between the street and the point is within 150f t. For each record, we keep the
closest 10 streets in order of proximity.
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Completeness: Map matching is usually the first step in spatial-data analysis. Therefore,
the output dataset must be complete compared to the input. For example, if the input
dataset consists of N records, the output dataset should also consist of N records. LocationSpark, GeoSpark, and STARK exclude unmatched records and produce outputs with
smaller sizes compared to the original dataset. We opted to leave these outputs without
further processing since including missing points would require an additional join operation,
which would further prolong their runtimes. This does not apply to records filtered after
the spatial operation due to distances larger than 150f t. These records are redirected to
the output file and do not require additional memory for processing. GeoMatch does not
suffer from this problem since it naturally passes unmatched points through its pipeline and
produces matches in order of their proximity.
Memory requirements: Spark applications benefit from its in-memory processing; however, memory is finite and limited by the amount of assigned memory to the drivers and
executors. The map-matching process greatly benefits from efficiently using the available
memory. In the case of LocationSpark, GeoSpark, and STARK, we found out that their jobs
require the maximum allowed memory by our cluster – 8GB for the driver and 32GB for
each executor. GeoMatch, by design, requires less memory, and we set its jobs to 6GB for
the driver and only 8GB for the executor.

5.5.6

Experimental Datasets

Table 5.6 details the datasets used throughout our experiments. The first three datasets
consist of real-world trip records of varying sources, sizes, and GPS densities3,4 . All three
datasets originated in NYC with two datasets containing measurements from taxis and one
from buses. Each record has information about a single trip, including GPS locations. Due
3
4

https://www1.nyc.gov/site/tlc/about/tlc-trip-record-data.page
http://web.mta.info/developers/MTA-Bus-Time-historical-data.html
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Dataset Name

Short
Name

Summary

Observations

Baseline
Time

TLC TPEP and
LPEP

LARGE 3

• 141.99 GB
• 3.78 Bil. Points

• Non-uniform distribution
(e.g., Fig. 1.2c)
• 10.9 Mil duplicate records.
• 158.9 Mil unmatchable
records.

71.5
mins.

TLC
Record

SMALL3

• 27.738 GB
• 165, 114
Points

Mil.

• 12 files (Jan–Dec)
• Ideal for testing frameworks
that cannot handle the LARGE
dataset

3.31
mins.

• 22.147 GB
• 221, 715
Point

Mil.

• Similar format to the LARGE
dataset
• Covers half of the NYC LION
streets.
• Good for testing the technique’s behavior when some
streets are significantly overloaded than others.

5.85
mins.

• Single line base map of streets
in the greater NYC region.

−

Trip

NYC Bus Trip
Record

NYC
streets

LION

BUS4

ROADS

6

• 17.7 MB
• 166,253
• MultiLineStrings

Table 5.6: Summary of the datasets used for the runtime and accuracy evaluations
to inaccuracies in the GPS reporting mechanism5 , we aim to match each GPS location to
the nearest city street in the NYC road network dataset6 released by the NYC Department
of City Planning.

5.5.7

Runtime Evaluation

In all experiments, we match points from the three datasets LARGE, SMALL, and BUS
with the closest 3 streets from the ROADS dataset. Weak scalability experiments follow the
configurations shown in table 5.5. We repeat each experiment three times with the same
5
6

GPS inaccuracies are caused by several reasons including signal delays, interference, and signal blocking
www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data-maps/open-data/dwn-lion.page
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Figure 5.6: SMALL dataset, Weak scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as MultiLineString objects (GeoMatch Error-Correction only))
Runtimes for LocationSpark omitted due to lack of MultiLineString object support.
GeoSpark and STARK do not allow for performing Error-Correction over MultiLineString
objects as allowed by GeoMatch. Overall, GeoMatch runtimes were 1.54 − 2.31 times faster
than GeoMatch and 18.47 − 22.34 times faster than STARK.
input parameters and report the average runtimes and the standard deviation of these runs.
Furthermore, we study the effects of using different spatial object representations for
two reasons. First, the techniques under study do not support spatial objects necessary
for map-matching (e.g., LocationSpark supports Rectangle objects only). Second, the errorcorrect feature available in GeoMatch is only reproducible with Rectangle shapes in the other
techniques. Finally, we report on the accuracy of the results of successful experiments and
discuss our findings.

Small TLC Trip Record Dataset (SMALL)
In this experiment, we match points from the SMALL dataset with streets from the NYC
LION street dataset and report the average runtimes.
Weak scalability: Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the average runtimes for successful tests and
the left portion of table C.1 in appendix C shows the standard deviation of repeated tests.
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3.44
1.67

2.72
1.53
X
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25.00
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GeoMatch
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150
TOTAL # OF CORES
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Figure 5.7: SMALL dataset, Weak scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as as Rectangle objects (Error-Correction with all))
Runtimes for LocationSpark omitted due to job failure or exceeding the 180 minute
runtime limit. Error-Correction achieved through expanding Rectangles by 150. Overall,
GeoMatch runtimes were 1.78 − 16.83 times faster than GeoMatch and 13.46 − 24.08 times
faster than STARK.
Figure 5.6 shows the runtimes for MultiLineString representation of streets. GeoMatch
completed all tests first while producing a complete output dataset and accounting for measurement errors (error correction). Its runtimes remained relatively close across all five
experiments with a standard deviation of 0.11 minutes. This indicates that GeoMatch can
properly utilize the additional processing power and distribute the workload across the processing nodes. GeoSpark finished second with runtimes slightly less close to each other and
a standard deviation of 0.52 minutes. STARK finished last with runtimes varying greatly
across the experiments and scored a standard deviation of 3.60 minutes. Runtimes for LocationSpark are not provided since the framework lacks support for LineString objects.
Figure 5.7 shows the runtimes for Rectangle representation of streets. All tests employed
error-correction through expanding the MBR by 150f t before the start of the query. GeoMatch completed all tests first while, again, producing a complete output dataset. Its
runtimes remained relatively close across the experiments with a standard deviation of 0.14
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Figure 5.8: SMALL dataset, Strong scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as MultiLineString objects (GeoMatch Error-Correction only))
Runtimes for LocationSpark omitted due to lack of MultiLineString object support.
GeoSpark and STARK do not allow for performing error-correction over MultiLineString
objects as allowed by GeoMatch. Overall, GeoMatch runtimes were 1.92 − 2.39 times faster
than GeoMatch and 19.08 − 39.30 times faster than STARK.
minutes. GeoSpark finished second across all experiments except for the last one with 250
cores. The standard deviation for its runtimes was 10.38 minutes. STARK finished last with
varying runtimes and standard deviation of 6.89 minutes. Runtimes for LocationSpark are
not provided because its tests either failed or were stopped for exceeding the 180 minute
limit.
Upon examining the standard deviation of repeated experiments for both representations, we
notice that GeoMatch exhibited the smallest variation of runtimes with a range of 0.00−0.03
minutes and 0.00−0.01 minutes using LineString and Rectangle respectively. The small variation indicates good stability and reproducibility in performance for repeated experiments.
GeoSpark exhibited higher runtime variation with a standard deviation range of 0.02 − 0.44
minutes and 0.08 − 19.01 minutes respectively. STARK performed worst with a standard
deviation range of 0.14 − 9.39 minutes and 0.09 − 9.86 minutes.
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Figure 5.9: SMALL dataset, Strong scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as as Rectangle objects (Error-Correction with all))
Runtimes for LocationSpark omitted due to job failure or exceeding the 180 minute
runtime limit. Error-Correction achieved through expanding Rectangles by 150. Overall,
GeoMatch runtimes were 2.12 − 2.44 times faster than GeoMatch and 18.17 − 33.52 times
faster than STARK.
Strong scalability: The input size is fixed to the entire SMALL dataset (12 months) while
gradually increasing the processing cores from 50 to 250 (in steps of 50). Figures 5.8 and
5.9 show the average runtimes for successful tests and the right portion of table C.1 shows
the standard deviation of repeated tests.
Figure 5.8 shows the runtimes for LineString representation of streets. GeoMatch completed
all tests first while producing a complete output dataset. Its runtimes gradually decreased
as the number of processing cores were increased suggesting proper utilization of additional
processing power and proper workload distribution. The standard deviation of GeoMatch’s
runtimes in these experiments was 0.66 minutes. GeoSpark finished second with decreasing
runtimes that took twice as long as GeoMatch. The standard deviation of its runtimes was
1.35 minutes. STARK finished last with runtimes decreasing except for the test with 200
cores; its runtime standard deviation was 37.36 minutes.
When representing streets as Rectangle objects, the order of task completion and perfor-
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Figure 5.10: BUS dataset, Weak scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as MultiLineString objects (GeoMatch Error-Correction only))
Runtimes for LocationSpark omitted due to lack of MultiLineString object support.
GeoSpark and STARK do not allow for performing error-correction over MultiLineString
objects as allowed by GeoMatch. Overall, GeoMatch runtimes were 1.12 − 1.81 times faster
than GeoMatch and 12.63 − 23.09 times faster than STARK.
mance were similar. GeoMatch’s standard deviation was 0.81 minutes; GeoSpark’s standard
deviation was 1.71 minutes. STARK’s standard deviation was 38.33 minutes. Runtimes for
LocationSpark are not provided either due to failure or termination.
The standard deviation of repeated experiments for the different representations were similar
to the those of the weak scalability. GeoMatch runtimes ranges were 0.01 − 0.03 minutes
and 0.02 − 0.11 minutes. For GeoSpark ranges were 0.24 − 0.85 and 0.50 − 1.34. For STARK
the ranges were 0.30 − 17.12 and 2.21 − 11.03.

Bust Trip Record Dataset (BUS)
In this experiment, we match points from the BUS dataset with streets from the NYC LION
street dataset and report the average runtimes. The BUS dataset is close in size to the
TAXI dataset but denser as it covers half of the streets in the ROADS dataset. Tests give an
insight as to how the framework handles query skews when certain indexes have significantly
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Figure 5.11: BUS dataset, Weak scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as as Rectangle objects (Error-Correction with all))
Runtimes for LocationSpark omitted due to job failure or exceeding the 180 minute
runtime limit. Error-Correction achieved through expanding Rectangles by 150. Overall,
GeoMatch runtimes were 1.05 − 1.41 times faster than GeoMatch and 8.86 − 15.19 times
faster than STARK.
higher number of points than others.
Weak Scalability: Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the average runtimes for successful tests
and the left portion of table C.2 in appendix C shows the standard deviation of repeated
tests.
Figure 5.10 shows the runtimes for LineString representation of streets. GeoMatch completed
all tests first while producing a complete output dataset and accounting for GPS errors. Its
runtimes remained relatively close across all experiments with a standard deviation of 0.08
minutes. GeoSpark finished second with runtimes slightly less close to each other and a
standard deviation of 0.43 minutes. STARK finished last with runtimes increasing over the
first three experiments, then decreasing for the final two. Its runtimes standard deviation
was 5.16 minutes. Runtimes for LocationSpark are not presented for lack of support for
LineString objects.
Figure 5.11 shows the runtimes for Rectangle representation of streets. GeoMatch completed
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Figure 5.12: BUS dataset, Strong scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as MultiLineString objects (GeoMatch Error-Correction only))
Runtimes for LocationSpark omitted due to lack of MultiLineString object support.
GeoSpark and STARK do not allow for performing error-correction over MultiLineString
objects as allowed by GeoMatch. Overall, GeoMatch runtimes were 2.19 − 2.74 times faster
than GeoMatch and 27.30 − 39.06 times faster than STARK.
all tests first while, again, producing a complete output dataset. Its runtimes remained
relatively close across the experiments with a standard deviation of 0.12 minutes. GeoSpark
finished second with standard deviation for its runtimes was 0.29 minutes. STARK finished
last with runtimes slightly increasing except for the last experiment with 250 cores. This
suggests poor scalability when managing highly skewed datasets. Its standard deviation for
these experiments was 3.75 minutes. Runtimes for LocationSpark are not provided because
its tests either failed or were stopped for exceeding the 180 minute limit.
The standard deviation ranges of repeated experiments for both representations for this
experiment were 0.01 − 0.02 minutes and 0.01 − 0.03 minutes for GeoMatch, 0.03 − 0.37
minutes and 0.08 − 0.20 minutes for GeoSpark, and 0.09 − 6.08 minutes and 0.12 − 0.92
minutes for STARK.
Strong scalability: The input size is fixed to the entire BUS dataset while gradually
increasing the processing cores from 50 to 250 (in steps of 50). Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show
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Figure 5.13: BUS dataset, Strong scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as as Rectangle objects (Error-Correction with all))
Runtimes for LocationSpark omitted due to job failure or exceeding the 180 minute
runtime limit. Error-Correction achieved through expanding Rectangles by 150. Overall,
GeoMatch runtimes were 1.96 − 2.69 times faster than GeoMatch and 17.78 − 32.31 times
faster than STARK.
the average runtimes for successful tests and the right portion of the table C.2 shows the
standard deviation of repeated tests.
Figure 5.12 shows the runtimes for LineString representation of streets. GeoMatch completed
all tests first while producing a complete output dataset. Its runtimes gradually decreased
as the number of processing cores were increased indicating proper utilization of available
resources. The standard deviation of GeoMatch’s runtimes in these experiments were 0.71
minutes. GeoSpark finished second with decreasing runtimes that took more than twice
as long as GeoMatch. The standard deviation of its runtimes was 1.64 minutes. STARK
finished last with runtimes decreasing and the standard deviation was 34.86 minutes.
Figure 5.13 shows the runtimes for Rectangle representation of streets. GeoMatch’s standard
deviation was 0.88 minutes; GeoSpark’s standard deviation was 1.72 minutes. STARK’s
standard deviation was 36.72 minutes. Runtimes for LocationSpark are not provided either
due to failure or termination.
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Figure 5.14: LARGE dataset, Weak scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as MultiLineString objects (GeoMatch Error-Correction only))
Runtimes for LocationSpark omitted due to lack of MultiLineString object support.
GeoSpark and STARK do not allow for performing error-correction over MultiLineString
objects as allowed by GeoMatch. Overall, GeoMatch runtimes were 1.04 − 1.09 times
slower than GeoMatch in the tests with 50 and 100 cores, but 1.22 − 1.47 times faster in
the remaining 3. GeoMatch runtimes were 6.91 − 7.91 times faster than STARK.
The standard deviation ranges of repeated experiments for both representations for this
experiment were 0.03 − 0.04 minutes and 0.01 − 0.05 minutes for GeoMatch, 0.11 − 1.18
minutes and 0.19 − 1.50 minutes for GeoSpark, and 1.52 − 19.62 minutes and 0.20 − 21.14
minutes for STARK.

Large TLC Trip Record Dataset (LARGE)
In this experiment, we match points from the LARGE dataset with streets from the NYC
LION street dataset and report the average runtimes. As this dataset is the largest, it
requires better scalability than the previous datasets.
Weak scalability: Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the average runtimes for successful tests
and the left portion of table C.3 in appendix C shows the standard deviation of repeated
tests.
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Figure 5.15: LARGE dataset, Weak scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as as Rectangle objects (Error-Correction with all))
Runtimes for LocationSpark omitted due to job failure or exceeding the 180 minute
runtime limit. Error-Correction achieved through expanding Rectangles by 150. Overall,
GeoMatch runtimes were 2.30 − 7.67 times faster than GeoMatch and 4.91 − 7.49 times
faster than STARK. For the successful LocationSpark tests, GeoMatch was 21.07 − 72.09
times faster
Figure 5.14 shows the runtimes for LineString representation of streets. GeoMatch in the
first two experiments only, and was ourperformed by GeoMatch when the number of cores increased. GeoMatch’s runtimes were relatively closer to one another than those of GeoSpark;
the standard deviation was 0.06 minutes for GeoMatch and 0.42 minutes for GeoSpark.
STARK finished last with varying runtimes and standard deviation of 1.12 minutes. Runtimes for LocationSpark are not presented for lack of support for LineString objects.
Figure 5.15 shows the runtimes for Rectangle representation of streets. GeoMatch completed
all tests first while, again, producing a complete output dataset and accounting for GPS errors. Its runtimes remained relatively close across the experiments with a standard deviation
of 0.18 minutes. STARK finished second in the second (100 cores) and third (150 cores) experiments; GeoSpark finished second in the remaining experiments. The standard deviation
was 3.30 minutes for STARK’s experiments and 5.97 minutes for GeoSpark. LocationSpark
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Figure 5.16: LARGE dataset, Strong scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as MultiLineString objects (GeoMatch Error-Correction only))
Runtimes for GeoSpark, LocationSpark, and STARK omitted due to either lack of
MultiLineString object support or due to exceeding the 180 minute runtime limit.
was able to finish the first three experiments (50 − 150 cores) and failed the last two. Its
runtimes standard deviation was very high at 49.42 minutes.
The standard deviation ranges of repeated experiments for both representations for this
experiment were 0.01 − 0.02 minutes and 0.01 − 0.04 minutes for GeoMatch, 0.05 − 0.4
minutes and 0.07 − 4.46 minutes for GeoSpark, and 0.14 − 1.38 minutes and 0.12 − 5.02
minutes for STARK.
Strong Scalability: The input size is fixed to the entire LARGE dataset while gradually
increasing the processing cores from 50 to 250 (in steps of 50). Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show
the average runtimes in minutes for all experiments using two street representations and
Table C.3 shows their standard deviation.
Figure 5.16 shows the runtimes for LineString representation of streets. GeoMatch was the
only technique that successfully processed the dataset while the other frameworks consistently failed or were stopped once exceeding the 180 minute limit.
Figure 5.17 shows the runtimes for Rectangle representation of streets. The runtime results
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Figure 5.17: LARGE dataset, Strong scalability test (logarithmic scale)
(Streets represented as as Rectangle objects (Error-Correction with all))
Runtimes for GeoSpark, LocationSpark, and STARK omitted due to either lack of
MultiLineString object support or due to exceeding the 180 minute runtime limit.
were higher than those of the weak scalability due to the larger size of the rectangle object.
However, the behavior was the same; runtimes decreased as the number of processing cores
were increased. The standard deviation was 11.79 minutes.
The standard deviation ranges of repeated experiments for GeoMatch using the two different
representations of LineString and Rectangle were 0.12−0.63 minutes and 0.16−0.45 minutes
respectively.

5.5.8

Output Accuracy Evaluation

We define accuracy of map-matching as the number of correctly matched records. A techniques record receives an accurate score if at least one match of its matches agrees with the
baseline’s first three picks. For example, if the technique’s output for a record with key P oint1
is (P oint1 , (distT1 , Street1 ), (distT2 , Street2 ), (distT3 , Street3 ), ...) and the baseline’s output
for the same record is (P oint1 , (distB1 , Street1 ), (distB2 , Street2 ), (distB3 , Street3 ), ...), then
the technique correctly matches P oint1 if
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distT1 = distB1 OR distB2 OR distB3
OR
distT2 = distB1 OR distB2 OR distB3
OR
distT3 = distB1 OR distB2 OR distB3

Using our accuracy benchmark framework described in chapter 4, we compared the output results of GeoSpark, STARK, and GeoMatch to those of the baseline method. We set the
parameter m = 3 which classifies a record as Correctly Matched if at least one of the technique’s first 3 matches agrees with one of baseline’s first 3 matches. To achieve a meaningful
comparison, we report on map-matching results for techniques that complete the strong
scalability test (i.e. the entire input dataset). For each dataset we report on the accuracy
when using LineString street representations then using Rectangles street representation.
The results show that GeoMatch produces matches with highest accuracy due to its ability
to natively take error correction measures using LineString and Rectangle representations.
Even when expanding the Rectangle objects for other techniques, their outputs were less
accurate.

Small TLC Trip Record Dataset (SMALL)
Table C.4 shows the accuracy comparison results using LineString and Rectangle objects
street representations. The top portion of the table shows the accuracy results for using
LineString object representation. GeoMatch ranked best with error correction and agreed
with the baseline results 99.96% of the time. There were 0.00% invalid and overmatched
records; GeoMatch produced complete dataset as indicated by the 0.00% Excluded Records
classification. STARK and GeoSpark completed their map-matching tasks but failed to
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match any records correctly due to their inability to account for GPS errors.
The bottom portion of the table shows the results for using Rectangle object representation. GeoMatch ranked best with 87.95% correct matches, 0.91% invalid matches, 14.50%
overmatched records, and a complete dataset. We attribute the lower accuracy to the inaccurate representation of streets (Rectangle vs LineString) and the distance computation
which uses the Rectangle’s centroid. STARK ranked second with 80.10% correct matches,
0.48% invalid matches, 13.91% overmatched records, and 1.89% excluded records. GeoSpark
ranked last with 42.39% correct matches, 0.22% invalid matches, 9.74% overmatched records,
and excluded more than half of the input dataset. These accuracy results show (1) the importance of error-correction for measurement realignment and (2) the advantage of correct
representation of spatial objects.

Bus Trip Record Dataset (BUS)
Table C.5 shows the accuracy comparison results using LineString and Rectangle objects
street representations. The top portion of the table shows the accuracy results for using
LineString object representation. GeoMatch ranked best with 99.99% correct matches, 0.00%
invalid matches, 1.28% overmatched records, and a complete dataset. STARK and GeoSpark
completed their map-matching tasks but failed to match any records correctly due to their
inability to account for GPS errors.
The bottom portion of the table shows the results for using Rectangle object representation. GeoMatch ranked best with 82.37% correct matches, 0.15% invalid matches, 9.46%
overmatched records, and a complete dataset. The lower accuracy is, again, attributed to the
inaccurate representation of streets. STARK ranked second with 75.31% correct matches,
0.05% invalid matches, 7.32% overmatched records, and 0.53% excluded records. GeoSpark
ranked last with 2.66% correct matches, 0.00% invalid matches, 0.31% overmatched records,
and excluded almost the whole input dataset (96.73%).
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Large Trip Record Dataset (LARGE)
Table C.6 shows the accuracy comparison results using LineString and Rectangle objects
street representations. The top portion of the table shows the accuracy results for using
LineString object representation. GeoMatch produced a complete dataset with 99.66% correctly matched records as compared to the baseline results. Unlike the previous datasets,
it showed 0.32% invalid record matches and 5.23% undermatched records which will require
further improvements to the matching process mainly with the line rasterization algorithm
which fails to account for points located at the edge of the Hilbert cell. GeoSpark, LocationSpark, and STARK results are not available since neither one was able to process the entire
dataset.
The bottom portion of the table shows the results for using Rectangle object representation. GeoMatch produced a complete dataset with 80.23% correct matches, 1.98% invalid
matches, 15.68% overmatched records, and a complete dataset. The lower accuracy is, again,
attributed to the improper representation of streets as Rectangles and hence the inaccurate
distance calculation.

5.6
5.6.1

Applications
Use Case: Unmet Taxi Demand

Unmet trip demand is defined as a situation where passengers fail to find a taxi or find one
but after a long wait time. In collaborations with New York Taxi and Limousine Commission,
NYU-CUSP has helped the city with three types of analyses to infer unmet taxi demand: (i)
identify the most under-served locations; (ii) explore contributing factors; (iii) and develop a
model to predict demand in under-served areas across NYC [15]. The analysis used 4 billion
high-frequency GPS locations of the taxis. GeoMatch enabled the matching of the GPS data
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with street segments in a timely fashion before proceeding with the pipeline below.
MapReduce on taxi record counts using GeoMatch: Unmet taxi demand operates
using the yellow and green taxi TLC TPEP and LPEP data (Large) described in Sec. 5.5.6.
This data includes geographic coordinates of taxis that report their GPS location and occupancy state every two minutes. We stored the large volume of generated data on a Hadoop
Distributed File System, and GeoMatch was used to preprocess the data as shown in Section 5.5.7. Next, for the analysis timeslot, we implemented several map-reduce jobs to infer
pickups, dropoffs, and vacancies as follows:
• We count pickup records if the number of passengers is greater than 0.
• We count dropoff records if the number of passengers is 0.
• We count vacant taxi records if the number of passengers is 0.
The output of the map-reduce jobs transforms the dataset such that each record consists
of the street ID and the closest targeted counts for each of the three previous jobs. Next, we
merge the transformed dataset with the streets dataset using the records’ street IDs.
Demand inference:

At any specific period, a region exhibits an unmet taxi demand

problem if that region has few or no unoccupied taxicabs roaming that region at that time.
We perform these computations against the TPEP and LPEP datasets for January 2015.
Each dataset contains ping records from all taxis every 2 minutes. Working with these
premises, we evaluate the frequencies of vacant taxis passing through each census tract for
a given evaluation duration. Assuming optimal and evenly distributed conditions, a ping
record with 0 passengers can indicate that the cab has been available for up to 2 minutes.
We distribute the counts into 11 batches that show the number of records with free status
across NYC census tracts in each evaluation duration.
We count free status report independent of the associated taxi ID; in other words, we
assume that every record represented a different taxi. Therefore, the corresponding total
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(b) Average taxi availability rates during January 2015

Figure 5.18: Unmet taxi demand inferences in NYC [15]
Light regions (e.g., midtown and downtown Manhattan) were places with at least one
vacant taxi during every minute of the evaluation period. Dark areas showed fewer vacant
taxis
free minutes is equal to the recorded intervals as shown in formula 5.3. In this formula, T
represents the duration of the evaluation period. t is the pinned record’s duration with T .
The RecordIntervalt is the 2 minute constant recording interval.

T otal F ree T axi M inutes =

X
(F reeCountt × RecordIntervalt )

(5.3)

t∈T

Next, we compute the average free taxi availability rate using formula 5.4. If the availability rate during the valuation period is ≥ 1, then at least 1 vacant taxi roamed the streets
every minute. Regions with low availability rates have high unmet trip demands.

F ree T axi Availability Rate =

T otal T axi F ree M inutes
Evaluation Duration

(5.4)

We examine the unmet taxi demand through both the busy/free taxi ratio and the
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taxi availability rates. Figure 5.18a depicts the busy/free ratio for a 10 minute period
(8 : 20 − 8 : 30 AM) during peak times in NYC during January 2015. The figure shows that
Manhattan exhibited the highest busy/free ratio and indicates that the majority of taxicabs
there had passengers. Subsequently, this indicates that there was a high unmet taxi demand.
When we expanded the period and examined the entire dataset, the busy/free ration
changed. The new rates showed the taxi demand were fully served in the center of the
city, but demand increased in the outer boroughs of NYC. Figure 5.18b depicts the taxi
availability rates for each census tract for the entire month of January 2015. Regions in light
colors like midtown and downtown Manhattan, were places with at least one vacant taxi
during every minute of the evaluation period. Areas in dark colors had fewer vacant taxis
roaming, so unmet trip demands are more likely to exist in these regions. Our unmet taxi
demand analysis helped the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission ”fill in the gaps
left by taxi records” and potentially improve their taxi services to citizens living in NYC
outer boroughs [74].

5.6.2

Bus Service Reliability Analysis

Bus ridership in New York City (NYC) has declined even as the population increased. Partially this decline was due to perceived unreliability, slow travel times, and an increase in
other means of transportation. Advocacy groups such as the TransitCenter7 have pushed for
a public-facing dashboard that reports objectively and transparently on performance trends.
The NYC Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA)8 collects and publishes raw data
with bus locations. In collaboration with the TransitCenter, NYU-CUSP has examined the
possibility of transforming the raw data to evaluate long-term bus reliability performance.
For this performance evaluation, we identified a set of metrics that would matter to
7
8

https://transitcenter.org/
https://new.mta.info/
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travelers and visualized the results in an accessible dashboard[29]. However, the proofof-concept dashboard9 can only handle a limited amount of data (1 month) due to the
map matching performance. GeoMatch has allowed the framework to scale and expand its
data source to include the full historical dataset when holistically analyzing the city bus
performance.
Reliability analysis: We define bus service reliability as the invariability of service attributes that influence the decisions of travelers and transportation providers [14]. For our
analysis, we expand the definition to include bus schedule adherence such that the increased
deviation between scheduled and actual bus arrival times indicates poorer adherence. Given
the expanded definition, we evaluate bus reliability in NYC using Excess Wait Time (EWT)
at the route and borough levels in line with the recommendations defined by Trompet et
al. [98]. Given a random distribution of bus arrivals, we redefine EWT as the difference
between scheduled wait times (SWT) and actual wait times (AWT). The average wait time
for the random distribution of arrivals equals half of the headway between buses:

EW T = SW T − AW T

(5.5)

where
PN
AW T =

2∗

i=1
P
N

AHwayi2

i=1

AHwayi

(5.6)

PN
WT =

2∗

2
i=1 SHwayi
PN
i=1 SHwayi

(5.7)

Hwayi represents the ith headway between buses, and N is the total number of headways
on a single route.
Using GeoMatch, we execute a map-matching query over the bus location data against
9

http://www.busstat.nyc/
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(a) Distribution of Excess Wait Time (EWT) in
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(b) Visualization of bus service reliability for
one route

Figure 5.19: Bus reliability analysis in NYC [29]
The average excess wait time was 1.76; Manhattan busses performed worst at 1.93 minutes,
and Staten Island busses performed best at 1.53 minutes and had the fastest buses at an
average speed of 8.38mph; Manhattan buses were slowest with an average of 5.62mph
the NYC street map for route RBT analysis. The query’s results show the bus locations
and street matches suitable for large-scale timetable comparison and reliability visualization
shown in figure 5.19a. We found that the average excess wait time was 1.76; Manhattan
busses performed worst at 1.93 minutes, and Staten Island busses performed best at 1.53
minutes. Staten Island also had the fastest buses with an average speed of 8.38 mph; Manhattan buses were slowest with an average of 5.62 mph. To further investigate the increase
in wait times, we calculated the average speed in NYC and compared it to our findings. We
observed that the average speed varies between different routes and route segments, with
buses in Manhattan yielding the slowest speeds, and bus segments on arterial streets in the
outer boroughs moving much more quickly. Overall, the average speed was 7.41 mph, which
is consistent with TransitCenter’s findings published in 201410
10

http://transitcenter.org/publications/whos-on-board-2014/
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Conclusion

Urban data analysis is a critical step that makes use of urban location data. A significant
portion of location data comes from various sources and may contain misalignment measurements due to physical structure interference during the reporting process. These inaccuracies
make the data unrelatable and hard to analyze. Map-matching solves the misalignment of
location data by matching each point to one (or more) physical locations like streets. Due
to the size of the data, map-matching requires distributed processing through spatial object
recognition and partitioning.
GeoMatch is an accurate, scalable, and fast map-matching framework for very large
spatial datasets. Its current implementation runs over Apache Spark, takes advantage of its
in-memory processing, and introduces spatial object recognition and partitioning on top of
Spark. We demonstrated the performance and accuracy of GeoMatch through rigorous and
extensive benchmarks that considered data sets containing large-scale urban spatial data sets
ranging from 166, 253 to 3.78 billion location measurements. In our benchmark experiments,
GeoMatch had up to 27.25-fold runtime improvement compared to state-of-the-art large-scale
spatial data processing frameworks.

Chapter 6
Efficient Spatial Data Partitioning
Due to the enormous increase of collected spatial datasets, spatial query execution over
distributed processing systems has become the defacto standard. Big data processing frameworks like Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark work well for non-spatial data; however, they
are inefficient at spatial data partitioning and query execution. By design, these frameworks
do not distinguish between spatial and non-spatial data. Spatial extensions supplement big
data frameworks by adding spatial data recognition, partitioning, and query execution. Existing spatial extensions build a spatial index from samples extracted from the input datasets
and distribute the index to the processing nodes. Some extensions fail to account for available
computing resources and the impact of non-spatial data on these resources. Some proposed
works either overlook the memory requirements or exclude non-spatial attributes from the
process entirely, thus resulting in poor execution or inaccurate or incomplete results. In
this work, we propose a new resource-aware spatial partitioner for effectively processing spatial queries over truly large spatial datasets. We test our proposed technique and apply it
to the well-known k-Nearest Neighbor join query (kNN) over datasets of varying sources,
sizes, and distributions. Our approach differs from other techniques by (1) accounting for
the dataset’s unique spatial traits, (2) accounting for the presence of non-spatial data, (3)
103
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minimizing partition shuffles, (4) efficiently utilizing memory, CPU, and network resources,
and (5) achieving accurate results compared to the baseline technique. Our contributions in
this work are (1) the development of a novel spatial partitioning technique for use with various types of spatial datasets and queries, (2) a load balancing technique that reduces query
skews, and (3) a Spark-based implementation of the proposed partitioner with an accurate
kNN join query. Experimental results show improved accuracy results over existing kNN
spatial join query implementations as well as up to 1.48 times faster execution time.

6.1

Introduction

Big data collection is a common practice followed by nearly all service providers. According
to Forbes, the world’s daily data collection in 2019 was estimated at around 2.5 quintillion
bytes [24] and by 2025 over 150 zettabytes of data will need analysis with 95% of businesses
currently facing challenges [84]. An important attribute in most of the collected data is a
spatial attribute that indicates the physical source of the data (e.g., latitude and longitude).
With spatial datasets accumulating in various public and private data centers, analysts
face the troublesome task of how and what to extract from the data. Several reports have
documented the benefits of analyzing spatial data, making it one of the most valuable assets
for enterprises and governmental agencies. MarketsandMarkets [67] projects that by the end
of 2024, the geospatial solutions marked will exceed $502. This projection includes software,
hardware, and geospatial services with software solutions estimated to be the largest during
the projection period. Businesses rely on the analysis results to improve and drive revenue
through targeted customer ads, product development, and service improvements [89, 55, 59].
Government agencies rely on spatial data analysis to extract valuable insights that help with
improving mobility, urban planning and strengthening national security [55, 118, 116, 109,
49].
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Spatial data in its raw format is made available to data scientists for analysis, who, in
turn, use specialized software to mine the data and look for hidden patterns and behaviors.
Spatial data analysis employs various spatial querying techniques to extract and examine
the dataset’s spatial components and attempts to extrapolate results through computer
processing in a relatively reasonable period. The analysis usually occurs through one or more
spatial queries, which analyze the dataset’s spatial topological, geometric, and geographic
properties for hypothesis testing and pattern discovery. Traditionally, single centralized
systems housed spatial data and executed spatial queries within. However, as the size of these
datasets grew, traditional tools quickly became inefficient. Subsequently, the development of
distributed-processing frameworks like Apache Hadoop [45], Apache Spark [1], and NoSQL
databases [47] facilitated and simplified big data processing. These platforms, however,
offer the bare necessities for generic distributed execution and do not recognize spatial data
natively. As a result, spatial query processing becomes sluggish or inaccurate and requires
a spatial extension that aids the distributed query.
For efficiency, a spatial extension must exhibit the ability to generate a spatial partitioner
that spatially groups records from two (or more) large spatial datasets and avoid performing
iterative computations against the entire dataset’s records. Record grouping varies by query
and must comply with the dataset’s characteristics like object type, density, and non-spatial
data. Further complications may arise from the spatial dataset’s non-uniform distribution
with certain regions containing higher point density as seen in figure 1.2. The three subfigures depict density plots of GPS points collected in New York City; the lighter regions
indicate higher densities of GPS points which must be accounted for by the spatial partitioner
when distributing the records.
In this chapter, we aim at designing a scalable spatial partitioning technique for distributed spatial queries. The proposed partitioner requires minimal input from the user,
automatically adapts itself to input datasets of mixed spatial objects, accounts for non-
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spatial data, preserves spatial locality, and mitigates query skews without compromising the
accuracy of results. The partitioner improves the spatial query’s scalability and aids in navigating hundreds or even thousands of partitions. Only relevant information is stored in the
partitioner to reduce the overhead associated with its construction, distribution, and querying. The process never samples the dataset; instead, it scans the entire dataset and retrieves
relevant information such as the impact of non-spatial data, number of records, and density
distribution. Subsequently, this information produces the partitioner and groups records
into partitions without boundary overlap. The partitioner operates over the first dataset
only and allows the building of local spatial indexes afterward. Finally, each record from
the second dataset utilizes the partitioner and computes the list of partitions it must visit
to complete its computations.
The simplicity, accuracy, and scalability of our proposed partitioner make it suitable to
augment various distributed spatial query processing algorithms like spatial range, kNN,
join queries [108, 51, 94, 46, 52], and spatial data visualization [88, 34]. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of our design and apply it to the kNN spatial join query. We perform several
experiments and compare their runtimes and the accuracy of their results. Our work is
publicly available on GitHub

1

and supports Apache Spark [1]. Our major contributions in

this work are:
• Devise a balanced solution which overcomes the spatial partitioning and query design challenges and develops a novel pipeline that produces a scalable spatial partitioner. Overall,
the partitioner ensures:
X Maximum memory and CPU utilization.
X Low reliance on network resources.
X Minimal and relevant information stored within the partitioner.
X Short-lived and removed once the query extracts the needed information.
1

https://github.com/bdilab/Spark-knn
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X Reusable; saved to disk and loaded during later use over the same input dataset.
X Load-balanced where each partition has approximately the same number size.

• A working kNN spatial join query for execution on Apache Spark. The Scala code, in
addition to the test code for the tested works, is made available on our GitHub repository 1.

6.2

Use Case

Interactive and batch processing are two styles of spatial queries. An interactive query
executes over a system that organizes data such that a user can issue multiple requests and
receives results quickly for each one. A batch query often involves longer-running operations
that usually reads, parses, and queries the data from permanent storage. To further illustrate
how both query styles can benefit from spatial data partitioning, let’s consider large spatial
datasets of several gigabytes or terabytes. The datasets cannot fit in the memory of a single
machine; thus, it is crucial to process queries in a distributed fashion.

6.2.1

Interactive Query Example

A user wishes to query a large dataset of photos taken at different locations from around
the world. Each photo’s metadata shows the latitude and longitude of the photo’s physical location. Given the size of the dataset, a user would like to look up photos taken
within 1, 000f t of New York City’s Times Square. Instead of examining all photos, a spatial
partitioner spatially regroups photos by proximity and assigns them to partitions. Next,
a range query executes with search radius of 1, 000f t and center at Times Square (e.g.
215, 763.338, 988, 369.523 Lat/Lon 2 ). The range query would then utilize the spatial partitioner and select the partitions that it knows would contribute to the solution of the query.
2

Based on NAD83 Datum converted from WGS84 (40.758896, -73.98513) using http://www.ngs.noaa.
gov/NCAT/
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Surely, if a partition does not intersect with the query’s region, that partition can not contain
photos of interest. Next, the query runs in parallel and refines the results by selecting those
photos that fall within its search region. Finally, the distributed results merge to produce
the final set of photos.

6.2.2

Batch Query Example

A kNN spatial query operating over two large trip record datasets attempts to select k
objects from the second dataset for each object in the first dataset. Both datasets contain
information about the dropoff and pickup locations and detailed information about the trip
(e.g., distance, fair, speed, current date and time, trip duration, passengers). Both datasets
are too large to fit in memory, and a complete pass over the datasets is impractical or timeconsuming at best. Moreover, as the value of k increases, the memory usage increases and
could result in writing intermediate results to disk and prolong the execution, or, worst,
cause a failure due to out-of-memory error.
A spatial partitioner starts by regrouping the first dataset’s records by their spatial proximity while accounting for the available computing resources. Next, using the partitioner,
the second dataset joins with the first dataset. Afterward, a join query executes, in parallel, against the newly merged partitions. Boundary-crossing objects that span multiple
partitions can utilize the spatial partitioner and select the next processing partition if it
contributes to its results. The process continues until all objects process the needed partitions. Compared to an exhaustive search process, which would run in polynomial time,
the partitioner considerably speeds up the process by reducing the required computations.
Points exclude computation on partitions they know will not contribute to their results.
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Design
Spatial Object Support

A spatial extension introduces spatial object recognition to the underlying distributed processing systems. Without this feature, objects like Point and Polygon bear no meaning
other than simple objects. Spatial extensions mostly prefer to customize their spatial object
definitions to gain complete control over the efficiency and type of operations they support
and limit their size during runtime. Other spatial extensions utilize third-party spatial libraries like LocationTech JTS Topology Suite [63] and reuse their object definitions (e.g.,
Point, Polygon), indexing (e.g., RTRee, Quadtree), and operations (e.g., kNN, intersects).
Our proposed partitioner adopts the custom approach and operates over custom objects,
indexing, and operations. Unlike reusing third-party libraries, customization allows us full
control over the objects and optimization of the indexing structures and their operations.
Either way, the user must preprocess and reformat the input datasets to match the supported
spatial objects. Our proposal defined spatial object that consists of the following attributes
only:
• Dimensions: Each spatial object must specify its extent. For example, a Point object
consists of its (X, Y ) coordinates, a Circle consists of a center point and a radius. A
Rectangle object consists of a width and a height . . .
• Userdata: this is a simple generic-type value (e.g., Java Object) that the spatial object
must carry as it passes through the computation process. Using the user data attribute
allows passing non-spatial data to the output. For example, when working with taxi
trip records, a Point object’s coordinates represent the drop-off (or pickup) location with
the payload attribute set to the remaining trip record information. A MultiLineString
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object’s coordinates represent a physical street’s points and the payload attribute set to
the street’s city code or unique ID.
Our current implementation defines three spatial objects necessary for our Spark kNN
spatial join query. Each object contains operations relevant to its geometric shape:
• Point: Each Point objects consists of its (X, Y ) coordinates and an attribute for carrying
non-spatial data. We do not define any operations in this object. A Point object is one
of the building blocks of our Quadtree and K-d Tree implementations.
• Circle:

Each Circle object consists of a Point center and a radius. The object de-

fines contains and intersects operations useful with spatial index operations like range,
contains, and intersects.
• Rectangle:

Each Rectangle object consists of its width and height dimentions. The

object defines contains, intersects, and merge operations useful with spatial index operations like range, contains, and intersects. Moreover, the Rectangle object is one of the
building blocks of our Quadtree and K-d Tree implementations.

6.3.2

Spatial Indexing Support

Spatial indexing is an operational enhancement structure that aids in various spatial operations like kNN, contains, and range (section 2.9). Our proposed partitioner utilizes spatial
indexing to expedite record mapping from the input datasets to their partitions. Our implementation offers two spatial indexing definitions, Quadtree and K-d Tree.
We opted to implement our indexes over reusing those available with third-party libraries
for three reasons. First, these implementations require their Point and Rectangle objects
implementations, and conversion between objects is time and resource-intensive. Second, our
defined indexes contain only the bare minimum requirements to achieve operations related
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Description

RDD[Point]

A Spark RDD of Point spatial objects.

RDD[Point]

A Spark RDD of Point spatial objects.

maxP artSize

Integer

0

The partition’s maximum memory size in Bytes.
If set to 0, the process uses the entire available
memory.

gridDim

Integer

100

The side dimension of the grid spatial index used
to summarize the first dataset (RDDRight ).

spatialIndexT ype∗

SpatialIndexes

other

The type of spatial index to use.
Supported types must extend the common interface SupportedSpatialIndexes (e.g., Quadtree or
Kd Tree).
Any other parameters specific to the spatial
query (e.g. k for kNN, range for range query)

*Required parameter

Table 6.1: Input parameters to the spatial partitioner and the distributed query
to partitioning. Third, our implementation is self-contained and does not require additional
interfaces or programming as required by JTS’ STRtree kNN operation.

6.3.3

Input Parameters

One of our principal goals is to increase the automation of the partition building process.
Hence, we minimize the required input from the user and limit the interaction to the parameters shown in table 6.1. Currently, our implementation only supports Point spatial
objects. The first two input parameters, RDDRight and RDDLef tt , are two Spark RDDs of
type Point. The third input parameter maxP artSize sets the absolute maximum amount
of memory that a partition can reach. This value is crucial in some parallel processing
frameworks (e.g., Spark versions before 2.4.0) and could prevent memory and serialization
issues that may halt execution. If not specified, the partitioner will compute the partition’s
optimal byte size based on the executor’s available memory.
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0
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Master node operation

Figure 6.1: Proposed partitioner steps (Stage 1&2) including the spatial query (Stage 3&4)
Analyze
Stage 1 analyzes both input datasets and estimates the partition’s object count. Stage 2
Grid index
constructs the spatial
partitioner (indexed). Stage 3 computes the number of
computational rounds. Stage 4 executes the spatial query a number of times equal to that
Right
produced during Stage
3.
Aggregate

dataset

Job Specifications
(executors, cores, memory)

The parameterSummary
spatialIndexT ype indicates the type of spatial indexing structure to use
(size, count, density)

Compute Partition Size

Output

for partitioning and local indexing. Currently,
there are two types(MBR,
of supported
indexing
(memory, object capacity)
partition capacity, grid dim)

Analyze
structures, Quadtree
and K-d Tree. Newly added structures must extend the SpatialIndex
Summary

interface and implement
its concrete methods (figure D.1). The last input parameter other
(size, count)

Left

represents 0 or more input parameters necessary for the integrated spatial query (e.g., the
value of k in a kNN query or the value of range in a range query). We provide this option
for completeness since usually spatial partitioners are integrated with the spatial query.

6.4

Spatial Partitioning and Query Execution

In this section, we detail a novel approach for constructing an efficient and scalable spatial
partitioner. Moreover, we show how the partitioner integrates with a kNN spatial query.
The partitioner accounts for the challenges detailed in section 2 and allows spatial queries
to maximize memory utilization, decrease data shuffling, and reduce query execution time
without compromising accuracy. The partitioner works with the custom spatial objects
detailed earlier in section 6.3.1.
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SpPart kNN GeoSpark Location- Magel- STARK
(Proposed)

kNN
Spatial
Query Type

Spark

lan

Simba

Join Query

Point
Query

Join
Query

n/a

Join
Query

Join Query

Yes

Yes

Yes

n/a

Yes

Yes

Available Memory Utilization

Computed
(spatial &
non-spatial
data)

Ignored

Ignored

n/a

Ignored

Computed
(spatial
data only)

Accurate
Matching

Supported

Supported

Partial

n/a

Partial

Supported

Deterministic
Results

Table 6.2: Comparison of in-memory kNN query techniques2
Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the steps followed by the proposed petitioner embedded
with a spatial query and table 6.2. The process consists of four consecutive phases. Stage 1
scans the input datasets and estimates the optimal size of each partition without exceeding
the available memory. Stage 2 builds and indexes the partitioner based on the computations
of Stage 1. Stage 3 relates to the spatial query and determines the precise number of shuffle
rounds required while accounting for boundary-crossing objects. Finally, stage 4 executes
the required shuffle, union, and spatial operations. The number of times the final stage
repeats its steps equals the number of shuffle rounds computed in stage 3.

6.4.1

Stage 1: Analyzing the Input Datasets

The first stage in constructing the spatial partitioner aims at examining the characteristics
of both input datasets. Namely, we examine the non-spatial component, inspect the concentration regions, estimate the cost of in-memory processing, and compute the total number of
objects. Figure 6.2 depicts the steps taken during this stage; the right dataset’s objects are,

Stage 1

Stage 2

Number of rounds
(Right dataset only)
Stage 3

Shuffle
(Left dataset)
Stage 4
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Spatial operation
(kNN, Join, Range …)

Shuffle
rounds?

0

>0
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Job Specifications
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Summary
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Compute Partition Size
(memory, object capacity)

Output
(MBR, partition capacity, grid dim)

Analyze
Left
dataset

Summary
(size, count)
Summary
(size, count)

Distributed operation

Master node operation

Figure 6.2: Stage 1 - Analyzing the input datasets
Summary
analyzes
both input datasets. The stage produces
information
pertaining to
(MBR, capacity, record
Spatial
Partitioner
gridDim) partitioning of the right dataset while accounting for the merge step of the lef t
the size,
proper
Grid index
Index
dataset during later stages.
Stagefirst
1 Output
The
stage

Right
dataset

Aggregate

Group grid cells
(observes partition object count)

(Quadtree, K-d Tree …)

Broadcast
(Spatial Index)

first, placed into a grid index with dimensions equal to the input parameter gridDim3 . The
grid assignment works in parallel with the final aggregated results collected on the master
node. Each grid cell records the cell’s (X, Y ) coordinates and the total number of objects
that fall within that cell. Using a grid index during this stage serves three major advantages.
First, it reduces the amount of shuffled data during the broadcast and aggregate operations.
Second, by knowing the number of objects that fall within a specific cell, we can make decisions relating to the density of the dataset in fewer computations. Third, the grid produces
a summary that fits into the master node’s memory.
Next, the lef t dataset undergoes a similar but less detailed analysis. We do not gridindex the lef t dataset since we are only interested in its memory requirements and how it
affects the memory usage when joined with the right dataset. The first step of this stage
produces the following information:
3

For our experiments, we set gridDim = 100 and merged objects within 100f t of each other into one
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Minimum Bounding Region (right dataset only): The MBR of the right (referred
to as mbrRight hereafter) shows the extreme end limits of the dataset’s reach. The MBR is
necessary for the construction of spatial indexes like the Quadtrees and K-d Trees. Only the
right’s MBR is relevant since the lef t dataset is not indexed.
Maximum Concentrations of Objects (right dataset only): As described in the challenges section, query-skews may occur when ignoring the dataset’s density. We recognize
that users do not always know the exact distribution of their datasets; hence, the initial
value of the grid dimension (gridDim) may produce grid regions with high object density. By knowing the maximum number of objects within a specific grid cell (referred to as
maxObjCountRight hereafter), we can reduce the value of gridDim for use in the next stage
and improve the partition-object assignment.
Byte Size of the Largest Record (both datasets): In-memory spatial indexes like
Quadtrees and K-d trees work by structuring objects in the processing node’s memory. After
partitioning the right dataset, a local spatial index is built for each partition to expedite
the query’s operations. Hence, the index’s size must not exceed the available memory; for
simplicity, we assume that each record occupies memory as much as the largest record in
the dataset (referred to as memM axObjRight hereafter). Similarly, we find the size of the
largest record in the lef t dataset (referred to as memM axObjLef t hereafter) and use it to
estimate the memory requirements of the lef t dataset.
Total Number of Objects (both dataset): This value indicates the total number of
objects in the right and lef t datasets (referred to as countObjRight and countObjLef t respectively). Knowing the exact number of objects aids in computing the memory requirements
and the maximum object capacity for each partition.
After analyzing both datasets, we compute the optimal number of records for each partition without exceeding the Byte size limit of available memory (or by the input param-
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eter maxP artSize if set by the user). First, we estimate the maximum memory size using formula 6.1, where memExec is the distributed job’s assigned memory to the executor,
memOverheadExec is the executor’s overhead memory necessary for its operations (e.g., Java
VM and the framework’s reserved memory), and countCoresExec is the number of processing cores available for each executor. We account for the number of cores per executor
(countCoresExec ) considering that each partition executes on one of the cores assigned to
the executor. The value is finally divided by 2 to account for the merging of the right and
lef t datasets partitions.
memM axP art =

−memOverheadExec
, maxP artSize)
min( memExec
countCoresExec

(6.1)

2

Next, using formulas 6.2 and 6.3, we estimate the number of partitions that the right
and lef t datasets require (countP artRight , countP artLef t ). countObjRight , countObjLef t ,
memM axObjRight , and memM axObjLef t are the values produced from the previous step.
memOverheadSI is the overhead associated with constructing the spatial index (e.g., internal
nodes, lists, and pointers). The value is specific to the spatial index used (e.g., Quadtree or
K-d Tree); if indexing is not required, then memOverheadSI is 0.the cost lef t dataset.


countP artRight

(countObjRight × memM axObjRight ) + memOverheadSI
=
memM axpart


countP artLef t

(countObjLef t × memM axObjLef t ) + memOverheadSI
=
memM axpart


(6.2)


(6.3)

Next, we compute the minimum and the maximum number of partitions for the right
dataset using formula 6.5. The minimum number of partitions (formula 6.4) represents the
smallest number of partitions for the right dataset and set as the maximum number of
partitions needed by either datasets. The maximum number of partitions (formula 6.5) is
the minimum number adjusted to occupy all processing cores. This value may increase the
number of partitions in favor of higher concurrency using all available cores.
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countP artitionM inRight = max(countP artRight , countP artLef t )


countP artitionM axRight


countP artitionM inRight
× countCoresall
=
countCoresall

(6.4)

countCoresall = coutCoresexec × countexec

(6.5)
(6.6)

Finally, this stage outputs the following:
• MBR of the right Dataset (M BRRight ): This is the same value computed earlier.
• Minimum and Maximum number of right dataset objects per partition
(countP artObjM inRight and countP artObjM axRight ): The range is produced based on the
minimum and the maximum number of partitions computed earlier and allows for clustering
of objects during the next phase.


countObjM inRight

countObjRight
=
countP artitionM axRight


countObjM axRight

countObjRight
=
countP artitionM inRight


(6.7)


(6.8)

• Adjusted Grid Dimension gridDim: If the maximum concentration of objects within a
single grid square (maxObjCountRight ) is larger than the computed minimum number of objects (countObjM inRight ), the number of partitions may increase beyond countP artitionM axRight
and underutilize partitions. Thus, we reduce the value of the input parameter gridDim:
rate ← maxObjCountRight /countObjM inRight
if rate > 1 then
gridDim ← gridDim/ceil(sqrt(rate))
end if

. Note: the value of gridDim is divided by

√

rate since a single division of

a square’s sides splits that square into 4. Two splits result in 9 squares . . .

Analyze
Summary
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Figure 6.3: Stage 2 - Constructing and indexing the partitioner
The second stage builds a spatial
partitioner to distribute the right dataset using the
Partitions
computationsStage
of the
first stage.
The stage indexes and broadcasts the partitioner, which
Lookup
1&2 Output
(Partitioner, gridDim)
expedites querying
on all processing
Lookup nodes
Number of rounds

Left
dataset

6.4.2

Grid Cell

Unique set of

Prune partitions
(MBR to partition map)

partions
Broadcast
Stage 2: Constructing
and Indexing the Partitioner

(MBR to partition map)

Summaryof the first stage and builds the partitioner over the right
The second stage utilizes the output
DistributedThe
operation
Master node
operation of two major parts, a spatial index for simplified lookup
dataset.
partitioner
consists

and a map that shows the partitions and their unique IDs. Each partition must receive a
number of objects between the computed limits (countObjM inRight and countObjM axRight ).
Figure 6.3 shows an overview of the steps taken during this stage and starts by placing the
right dataset’s objects into a grid with cell dimensions equal to the value of gridDim as
produced from stage 1. Next, a summary of the grid index shows the (X, Y ) coordinates
and the total number of objects that fall within each cell. The results are then sorted by
their coordinates, collected on the master node, and incrementally assigned to partitions.
To illustrate the grouping of cells to partitions, consider figure 6.4 which shows a sample
grid of 5 rows and 8 columns. Each grid cell shows the number of objects within that cell;
the white cells contain no objects and do not affect the grouping. Assuming the computed
object capacity is between 8 and 10, the first partition (green squares) receives a total of 9
objects since adding cell (1, 4) increases the sum to 11, which is greater than the maximum
allowed (i.e., 10). The subsequent two partitions receive the maximum 10 objects each, and
the final partition takes the remaining 8 objects.
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Figure 6.4: Grid cell grouping illustration for object counts range 8 − 10
The first partition receives the green highlighted cells with a total of 9 objects since adding
the next cell would exceed the upper limit of 10. The next three partitions receive the
maximum allowed number of 10 objects, and the final partition receives the remaining
objects.
To facilitate future lookup operations involving partitions and their MBRs, we simultaneously build a map of the partitions’ MBRs and their unique IDs. The MBR of each partition

Persist

is useful to local spatial index construction after partitioning. Moreover, the information
stored within the map allows the spatial query to prune partitions not required by its operations. Table 6.3 shows a sample map for the example in figure fig:spatialpartitionergridgroup.
Finally, to facilitate querying the grid cells, we convert the grid’s summary into a spatial
index (e.g., Quadtree, K-d Tree). Indexing is a crucial step that helps with lookup operations
of boundary-crossing objects. Each entry in the spatial index records the grid cell’s (X, Y )
coordinates, the total number of spatial objects assigned to the cell, and the partition number
where the cell resides. The stage outputs the following:

• Indexed Spatial Partitioner: The partitioner specifies how to group objects from the
right dataset. The indexing of the partitioner (e.g., Quadtree, K-d Tree) allowed for faster
range lookup operations. The indexed partitioner is broadcast to all processing nodes.
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Partition ID

MBR Ends (X,Y)

Object Count

0

(0, 0) − (1, 3)

9

1

(1, 4) − (3, 3)

10

2

(3, 4) − (5, 4)

10

3

(6, 2) − (7, 4)

10

4

(8, 0) − (9, 3)

7

Table 6.3: Result of mapping partition MBRs to a unique partition ID (Figure 6.4)
• Partition’s MBR and ID Map: The map allows for partition pruning by the query and
quickly reports the MBR of a partition. We do not broadcast the map at this stage to allow
the spatial query to prune the partitions.
After the end of the second stage, the partitioner may be written to disk for use with the
same datasets and job specifications.

6.4.3

Stage 3: Computing the Number of Processing Rounds

With the partitioner built over the right dataset’s objects, the spatial query can commence
execution. Depending on the query’s type, objects from the lef t may require objects from
the right dataset that reside on multiple partitions. As mentioned earlier, we do not rely on
object duplication; therefore, it is necessary to determine the maximum number of shuffle
rounds that the process requires. For instance, in a kNN join query, each object requires its
search region to extend and enclose the k required objects (Figure 6.5). Therefore, the lef t
object with the maximum number of partitions to visit dictates the overall number of shuffle
rounds.
Figure 6.6 shows an overview of the steps taken during stage 3. For each object in the
lef t dataset, we compute the grid cell that contains the object. The process does not require
aggregating or collection of results on the master node. Instead, we are only interested in
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of a spatial kNN join query
Each point from the lef t dataset expands its search region to enclose the required 3 points
from the right. Boundary-crossing regions require computations on multiple partitions.
Unshaded partitions like P2 and P7 can be pruned and excluded from the query.
finding (1) the maximum number of partitions to visit by any of the lef t objects and (2) the
actual list of the partitions required by all objects. Since we are only interested in aggregated
results, we perform the computations in parallel and without repetition. Finally, the master
node receives the two results (numRounds and setN eededP artitions respectively).
The value of numRounds indicates the number of shuffle rounds and passes on to the next
stage. On the master node, we also compare the value of setN eededP artitions to the actual
number of partitions stored in the map produced during stage 2. If setN eededP artitions
contains fewer partitions, we remove the unneeded partitions from the map. It is worth
noting that the partitioner is never updated as the costs of unpersisting, rebuilding, and
rebroadcasting outweigh the cost of keeping the information about the pruned partitions.
Finally, the master node broadcasts the map of MBR to partition IDs to all processing nodes.
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Figure 6.6: Stage 3 - Computing the number of processing rounds
The third stage concerns the spatial query under execution. For a kNN spatial join query,
boundary-crossing objects from the lef t dataset require computations on several partitions.
The object with the most partitions to visit dictates the number of computation rounds.
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After building the partitioner, we can properly group objects from both datasets and execute
the spatial query. Figure 6.7 shows an overview of the steps taken during this stage. First,
the right dataset objects look up their destination partition from the indexed partitioner.
Next, the right dataset objects migrate to their perspective partitions, where they may be
indexed or cached within the executors’ memory. Indexing is optional and can enhance
local spatial operations. Likewise, caching within the executor’s memory may be skipped if
numRounds = 1. If cached, the computations of stage 1 guarantee that the cached data
does not exceed the available memory.
Once the right dataset’s objects migrate to their partitions, each lef t dataset object
utilizes the partitioner and selects a list of partitions that it needs. The lookup step is similar
to the one performed during Stage 3 but preserves the actual list of partitions instead of just
the count. We should note that we opted to recompute the list of partitions in this stage
since persisting these computations during Stage 3 is memory intensive and could cause data
spill to disk during the earlier indexing step of the right dataset.
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Figure 6.7: Stage 4 - Executing the spatial query
The final stage independently partitions both datasets through querying the spatial
partitioner. Optionally, each partition can build a local spatial index. If the number of
rounds (Stage 3) is more than 1, the right dataset caches its data in memory. Objects from
the lef t dataset select 1 (or more) partitions, merge with the right dataset, and execute
the spatial query locally on each partition. The process repeats a number of times equal to
the number of rounds.
Due to the distribution of the lef t dataset’s objects, the shuffle process may suffer skewness where a large number of lef t objects may wish to visit the same partition during a
specific round. Depending on the distributed computing framework, the process may not
exclude completed objects from the shuffle process. To remedy this, we ensure that the
size of the partition list for each object in the lef t dataset is equal to the number of shuffle
rounds (i.e., numRounds). To pad short lists, we use a uniformly distributed random number
generator that randomly selects partitions and randomly inserts them within the list. The
padding process preserves the original order of the partitions since the first partition is the
closest one to the object. The algorithm next shows the padding process, and appendix D.2
further illustrates list padding with an example.
rand ← newRandomN umberGenerator()
listP arts ← lookup f rom partitioner()
while listP arts.length < numRounds do
randIdx = rand.nextInt(numP arts)
. numP arts is the number of partitions (Stage 3 map)
listP arts.insert(rand.nextInt(listP arts.length + 1), −randIdx)
. Padding partition have negative ID. Query operations are skipped there.
end while
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Figure 6.8: The input and output of the kNN spatial join query
The input RDDs consist of Point spatial object with non-spatial data. The query pairs and
outputs each lef t dataset object with the closest k objects from the right.
With the list for each object built, the lef t dataset is repartitioned and each object is
sent to the first partition on its list. Next, both datasets group and each lef t dataset object
queries that partition’s right dataset objects (spatial index if present). Finally, the steps of
repartition, group, and query repeat a number of times equal to numRounds.

6.5

Apache Spark Implementation

In this section, we detail the implementation steps of the proposed partitioner for executing
a spatial kNN join query of 2 − dimensionalP oint spatial object. The details provided in
the previous sections apply to other various computing paradigms like Hadoop MapReduce.
However, we chose Spark to demonstrate the efficiency and scalability of our proposed work
and evaluate it against existing spatial partitioners. For spatial indexing, we offer built-in
support for Quadtree and K-d Tree implementations. Our implementation provides interfaces

(300MB)
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that allow developers to add new spatial objects and indexes (e.g., Polygon, LineString,
Rtree, BSP). We perform several experiments against real-world datasets and report our
findings in the Scalability and Accuracy Evaluations section.
Figure 6.8 shows the input and output of the kNN spatial join query. The input RDDs
lef tRDD and rightRDD consist of P oint objects. Each P oint object contains its (X, Y )
coordinates and an optional non-spatial data component. k is an integer > 1. The output
is a Spark RDD of tuples for all points from the lef tRDD dataset. The first element in the
tuple is the lef tRDD point object, and the second element is a list of k points from the
rightRDD sorted by proximity.

6.5.1

Stage 1 Implementation: Analyzing the Input Datasets

Following the steps of stage 1 (section 6.4.1), we compute M BRRight , countP artObjM inRight ,
countP artObjM axRight , and gridDim. The computation is a parallel process with summaries collected on the master node. The executor’s memory overhead (M emOverheadExec )
computation follows Spark’s configuration [91, 37] which recommends reserving only part of
the executor’s memory for caching. Figure 6.9 depicts the recommended memory distribution; hence, we set M emOverheadExec = 300, 000, 000 and adjust the value of memExec to
reflect the recommend size for storage and execution as shown in formula 6.9. memJobExec
is the amount of memory assigned to the Spark job, 0.60 is Spark’s configuration parameter
for the fraction of memory used for execution and storage, and 0.50 is Spark’s configuration
parameter for the amount of storage memory immune to eviction [91].

memExec = (memJobExec − 300, 000, 000) × 0.60 × 0.50

(6.9)

To compute the amount of memory occupied by the RDDs spatial objects, we utilize
Spark’s SizeEstimator [38] utility. However, due to some limitations encountered with

n(L, R, k)
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Figure 6.9: Spark’s memory
The Apache Spark memory division as recommended Spark version 2.4.0 [38] specifies that
Reserved
Memory
each executor requires 300M
B of reserved
memory. 40% of the remaining memory is for
(300MB)
the job’s program, and the rest is split evenly between cache and runtime memory.

{ } List of Matches

SizeEstimator when attempting to estimate the size of deeply nested objects (i.e., composition), we opted to utilize SizeEstimator to estimate an object’s shells and aggregate
the results to account for any nested objects. Formula 6.10 shows the memory estimate for
indexing the entire right objects. memEstSI is an estimate of the memory required to index
the entire dataset. This value is specific to the type and implementation of the spatial index;
for Quadtree indexes, memEstSI includes the cost of storing the quadrant’s boundaries, the
internal nodes, and lists (or arrays) for point storage in each node.

memEstRight = countP artObjRight × memM axObjRight + memEstSI

6.5.2

(6.10)

Stage 2 Implementation: Constructing and Indexing the
Partitioner

Algorithm 1 in the appendix details the steps followed for building and indexing the partitioner as described in section 6.4.1. The inputs to the algorithm are the right RDD
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(rightRDD), the adjusted grid dimension (gridDim), the spatial index (partitionerSI), and
the computed partition’s point limits (countP artObjM inRight and countP artObjM axRight ).
Each point in the right is mapped to a grid cell. The results are summarized such that every cell contains its (X, Y ) coordinates and the total number of points that fall within that
cell. Next, the cells are sorted by their (X, Y ) coordinates and collected on the master
node. Starting with the smallest X, the cells are grouped together on the first partition
such that the total number of points in the grouped cells is between countP artObjM inRight
and countP artObjM axRight . During the process of cell-to-partition mapping, an entry for
that cell is inserted into a spatial index partitionerSI. listM BR records each partition’s
MBR and ID. After constructing the spatial index, it is broadcast to all processing nodes
via Spark’s broadcast operation.

6.5.3

Stage 3 Implementation: Computing the Number of Processing Rounds

The kNN join query requires that some points perform operations on multiple partitions.
The number of partitions to visit depends on factors like the distribution of the datasets,
k, and the closeness of a point to the edge of its partition. Computing this number is a
precise step; underestimating the number of partitions results in inaccurate matches while
overestimating increases Spark’s execution time. Algorithm 3 describes the computation
process which starts by mapping every point in the lef t dataset to a grid cell. Next, without
repetition, each selected grid cell finds the closest k grid cells from the partitioner and
extracts the number of unique partitions associated with these cells. Simultaneously, we
maintain a unique list of the required partitions for use during the pruning step.
The kNN lookup process within the spatial index is depicted in figure 6.10 and shown in
algorithm 2. The process starts by finding the best region in the partitioner that contains at
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Figure 6.10: Illustration of the kNN lookup process (Assuming k = 5)
The kNN search region starts by finding the smallest region which encloses at least k
objects from the closest partition of the point. When the search finds closer matches, it
shrinks the search regions.
least k points. For example, if the partitioner was indexed using a Quadtree, the best region
in the Quadtree is the quadrant which contains the point and has a total number of points
not less than k. Using the best region, a search region is constructed with the search point
as its center and dimensions which contain the best region. Next, the partitioner is queried
starting from the best region, then back from the root element. This process helps shrink
the search region’s dimensions early since the best region contains k points. For every region
that the search region intersects, the contained points are checked and added to the list of k
matches.

6.5.4

Stage 4 Implementation: Spatial Query Execution

Using the partitioner, the right points are grouped on their respective partitions. Each point
performs a lookup operation from the partitioner which guarantees a one-to-one mapping
between the right dataset points and their partitions. Next, each partition builds a local
spatial index which will aid the lef t dataset points during the kNN lookup process. To avoid
recomputing the right dataset spatial index construction for subsequent shuffle rounds, the
indexes are cached to memory. The size of the spatial index is guaranteed to fit in the
executor’s memory since its size conforms to that computed with formula 6.1.
The lef t points undergo a similar process to that described in algorithm 3. However,
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instead of recording the number of partitions, the actual partitions are returned in order
of proximity (i.e., List instead of Set). The feature is especially important for boundarycrossing points with multiple partitions to visit. Finally, the list is randomly padded as
described earlier.
Next, the process starts the processing rounds. First, the lef t dataset is repartitioned
using the cached right dataset’s partitioner. Each lef t point migrates to the first partition
on its list. Next, both datasets are joined via Spark’s union operation which, due to the use
of the same partitioner, causes Spark to internally perform a P artitionerAwareU nionRDD
operation. This operation is very efficient, migrates the smaller partition towards the larger
one, always places the left operand before the right one, and maintains the number of partitions without the need to coalesce or repartition. After the union operation, each point
in the lef t dataset performs a kNN lookup operation against the local spatial index. After
all of the lef t points finish their kNN lookup, the process repartitions the lef t dataset and
sends each point to the next partition on its list. Next, the lef t dataset is joined with the
cached right dataset and performs a kNN lookup. The steps continue a number of times
equal to the number of processing rounds computed during stage 3 (Algorithm 3. Finally,
the output consists of all the lef t points with each point containing a list of points from the
right dataset sorted by proximity (Euclidean distance).

6.6

Performance and Accuracy Evaluation

We perform extensive kNN spatial queries using real-world datasets using the five Spark
spatial frameworks compared in Table 6.2. We exclude results for Magellan since all of its
experiments timed out. GeoSpark lacks support for kNN spatial join over two datasets;
therefore, the experiments we performed used its single point kNN query.
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Setup

Our experiments compared the runtimes and precision of our results to those found in the
literature. Furthermore, we study the effect of the presence of non-spatial data by repeating
tests with and without non-spatial data. We repeat each test three times and observe the
standard deviation of the runtimes under the same input parameters. For the remainder of
this section, we refer to our implementation as SpP art kN N .
We conduct our tests at the operational data facility of our research center. The cluster
consists of 20 high-end nodes; each node has 24T B of disk space, 256GB of RAM, and 64
AMD cores (total 1, 200+ cores) running Cloudera Data Hub 6.1.0 with Apache Spark 2.4.0.
Each job may use up to 250 cores and 1.6T B of RAM.

6.6.2

Accuracy Benchmark

The scalability and accuracy of a spatial partitioner are equally important. A technique’s
value diminishes if it cannot handle large datasets within an acceptable period or its accuracy
is weak. For accuracy evaluation, we utilize our accuracy benchmark framework discussed
in Chapter 4 and classify the results into several categories that compare the outputs for
similarity and missing records. We set the benchmark to precision mode classification. For
this section, we limit our discussion of the accuracy report to a subset of the criteria shown
in figure 4.3. We offer a quick review of these next.


Total Records: Indicates the total number of records found in both compared files.
Similar records from both files count as one record. Records with keys present in one file
count as one. For instance, if the first file contains 10 unique keys and the second contains
5 unique keys that are different than the first file’s, Total Records shows 15 records. If
both files contain 10 unique keys present in both files, Total Records shows 10 records.
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Exact Match Record: The number of records with exact matches in both input files.
The number of matches from the second file matching those from the first file must equal
the input parameter classif icationCount. If there is at least one mismatch, the record
cannot receive an Exact Match Record classification.



Mismatch Records: The number of records from the second file that were not classified as Exact Match Record. The sum of this classification and the Exact Match Record
classification equals to Total Records.



Missing Records: The number of records that were present in the first input file but
were missing from the second input file. This classification usually indicates that the
technique that generated the second file omitted record it could not match.

6.6.3

Generating the Baseline Results

To gauge the accuracy of the kNN techniques under study, we compare the results of each
technique against a baseline obtained through an exhaustive search process. During accuracy
testing, our goal is not to evaluate the underlying kNN algorithm itself but to assess how
the distribution of operations affects its accuracy. Therefore, we attempt to generate kNN
results using a subset of our datasets. We could not process the entirety of any of the datasets
since the process is time-consuming and requires unavailable computing resources.
To evaluate the accuracy on a larger scale, we compare the tested techniques’ outputs
against each other. Each technique produced its output such that it shows the point and
its k nearest matches and their distances. The accuracy benchmark described in section 4.1
compares the matches and favors those with shorter distances. The results show which
output contains better matches. We perform the process against all tested techniques.
Furthermore, we opted to produce a baseline method for a small subset of one of the
datasets using the exhaustive approach. We extracted two result files from the POI dataset;
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Figure 6.11: Workflow for producing the kNN baseline result
Producing the baseline results follows an exhaustive search process. The process distributes
the right objects into several equal-sized partitions, indexed, and persisted in memory. The
lef t objects query each right spatial index and records the closest k objects.
the first consisted of 100 points while the second had 200. We perform a kNN query such
that each point from the POI sub-datasets examines each point from the entire BUS dataset.
The task with 100 points finished in 6.55 hours while the second task finished in 11.34 hours.
We utilized the LocationTech JTS library [63] for indexing and kNN lookup operations.
Figure 6.11 shows the workflow for generating the baseline results for the kNN spatial
join query. First, we redistribute the right dataset evenly amongst several partitions. We experimented with different partitions counts and chose the one that offered the best execution
results. Next, on each partition, we used the JTS library and constructed a local ST Rtree.
Finally, we persist the right dataset partitions (and ST Rtree) to avoid recomputing the
preceding steps.
The lef t dataset undergoes a different set of steps and does not require indexing. For
each record, we construct a JTS P oint object and repartition such that every P oint object
query’ the first ST Rtree. Once finished, all of the P oint objects query the second ST Rtree.
The process continues until all P oints examine every ST Rtree. The final output consists of
the original trip records with valid GPS coordinates followed by 50 matches.
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Constraints

To emulate real-world analyses which are subject to operational constraints, we enforce the
following restrictions on the operations of the systems:
Time: Data analyses often operate under time and budgetary constraints. Therefore, we
only consider completed jobs within an upper limit of 180 minutes and stop any experiment
if it exceeds this limit. Hence, we exclude Magellan tasks as they consistently timed out.
Completeness: A spatial query is usually the first step in spatial data analysis. Thus, the
input and output counts must match. If the input dataset consists of N records, the output
should also contain N records. LocationSpark, GeoSpark, and STARK exclude unmatched
records; hence, their outputs have smaller sizes compared to the original dataset. We opted
to leave these outputs without further processing since including missing points would require
an additional join operation, which would further increase their runtimes.

6.6.5

Experimental Datasets

Table 6.4 summarizes four real-world datasets employed in our tests. The datasets consist
of GPS coordinates projected to NAD83 datum

4

using the coordinate projection library

PyProj5 . The table lists the datasets in ascending order of their file size. The first dataset,
referred to as POI, has 119, 319 New York City (NYC) Points-of-Interest (POI) [103] extracted from OpenStreeMap6 . The remaining three datasets were obtained from NYC Taxis7
(TAXI and TLC) and Busses8 (BUS). Each record in the later three datasets (BUS, TAXI,
and TLC) contains information about a single trip including, pick-up and drop-off locations,
date/time, trip fair, passengers, and distance traveled.
4

https://geodesy.noaa.gov/datums/horizontal/north-american-datum-1983.shtml
https://pypi.org/project/pyproj/
6
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Downloading data
7
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/tlc/about/tlc-trip-record-data.page
8
http://web.mta.info/developers/MTA-Bus-Time-historical-data.html
5
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Observations

OSM POI6 POI

• 38.814 MB
• 119, 319 Points

• Open Street Map (OSM) points of interest
• New York City (NYC) only
• GPS location of buildings, restaurants, shops . . .

NYC
BUS
Bus Trip
Records4

• 22.147 GB
• 221, 715 Mil. Point

• Similar format to the TAXI dataset but denser
(Buses run over fewer city streets)
• Covers half of the NYC streets.
• Non-uniform distribution (Fig. 1.2a)
• Good for testing the behavior with locations significantly overloaded than others.

NYC
TAXI
Taxi Trip
Records 7

• 27.738 GB
• Non-uniform distribution (Fig. 1.2b)
• 165, 114 Mil. Points • Ideal for testing techniques that cannot handle the
LARGE dataset

TLC
TLC
TPEP and
LPEP7

• 141.99 GB
• 3.78 Bil. Points

• Non-uniform distribution (Fig. 1.2c)
• 10.9 Mil duplicate records.
• 158.9 Mil unmatchable records.

Table 6.4: Experimental dataset summary sorted by the dataset’s file size

6.6.6

Runtime Evaluations

For all experiments, we execute a kNN spatial join query for each point in the POI dataset
and the GPS points datasets (LARGE, SMALL, and BUS). We repeat each experiment three
times with the same input parameter and report the average runtimes and the standard
deviation of the repeated runs.
In addition, we examine the cost of building the partitioner and the runtime of running
the spatial query under varying data loads. The tests also study the effects of including nonspatial data compared to their absence. Moreover, we conduct experiments that observe
how increasing the value of k affects the runtimes. Finally, we report on the accuracy of the
results of successful experiments and discuss our findings.
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Figure 6.12: Cost of building the partitioner with and without non-spatial data
(1. Does not sample data. 2. Simba TLC tests failed or stopped after 180 minutes)
Each technique builds its spatial partitioner over the entire dataset. The runtimes for all
tests decreased with the addition of computing resources. Simba showed the slowest
runtimes immediately behind LocationSpark. For the tests with spatial data, SpPart kNN
was 1.01 − 1.15 times faster during 9 of the 15 tests and 1.00 − 1.50 times slower during the
remaining 6. For the tests without non-spatial data, SpPart kNN was 1.02 − 1.17 times
faster during 5 of the 15 tests and 1.03 − 1.45 slower during the other 10.
Spatial Partitioner Construction Time Evaluation
Our first round of scalability evaluations examines the time needed to construct the spatial
partitioner with and without non-spatial data. In this test, we terminate the query after the
technique reads and indexes the right dataset. The tests observe the time each technique
needs to analyze the dataset under different computing resources. We fix the size of the
input dataset and vary the number of executors for each subsequent test by adding 10 new
executors (i.e., 10, 20, 30, 40, to 50). The number of cores per executor for all tests remains
fixed at 5; this allows each executor to perform up to 5 parallel tasks. When we increased this
number, we noticed degraded performance due to resource congestion within the executors.
Figure 6.12 shows the times that each technique needed to build its partitioner for the
three datasets with and without non-spatial data. Each value is the average of three repeated
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tests. Table D.1 in appendix D.3 shows the standard deviation for the repeated experiments.
The ”X” values indicate that the test either failed or terminated for executing 180 minutes.
All techniques showed proper use of the available executors with runtimes decreasing or
remaining close as the number of executors increased. Simba’s runtimes were slowest across
all tests and failed to build its spatial index over the TLC dataset. Simba’s ST RP artitioner
needs additional computing resources to sample, sort, and construct its partitioner over larger
datasets. LocationSpark runtimes were second-worst and were able to index the TLC dataset.
The remaining techniques SpPart kNN, GeoSpark, and STARK finished with runtimes close
to each other. Overall our approach (SpPart kNN) was 1.01 − 1.17 times faster than the
following quickest technique (varies per test) during 14 of the 30 tests and 1.00 − 1.50 times
slower during the remaining tests. We should reemphasize that our approach does not rely
on sampling as seen with the other techniques. Our technique scans both datasets in parallel
and only collects relevant information on the master node.
When comparing the runtimes with and without non-spatial data, we notice that they
were close, which suggests consistency during the construction of the spatial partitioner. For
the BUS dataset, SpPart kNN showed the least average runtime difference (1.6%) followed
by Simba, STARK, GeoSpark, and LocationSpark (1.8%, 3.3%, 3.4%, 4.2% respectively).
For the TAXI dataset, the average differences had a similar order (2.0%, 4.6%, 9.0%, 10.4%,
and 12.4% respectively). For the TLC dataset, GeoSpark showed the least variation followed
by SpPart kNN, STARL, and LocationSpark (4.5%, 6.6%, 6.9%, and 9.0% respectively.)
During repeated tests, SpPart kNN showed the best consistency in 15 of the 30 tests
with an overall range of 0.0 − 0.637 across all tests. STARK was better in 6 of its repeated
tests with a range of 0.004 − 0.223. GeoSpark showed better variation in only 5 of its tests
with a range of 0.004 − 0.286. LocationSpark was better in 4 of the tests with a range of
0.0 − 0.974 across all tests. Simba showed the highest variation in all of its tests with a range
of 0.014 − 0.150.
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Figure 6.13: Scalability test with and without non-spatial data (k = 10)
(1. Does not sample data. 2. Unsupported operation, failed, or stopped test)
Each technique performs a kNN spatial join query over the entire dataset. Overall, the
runtimes decreased or remained close with the addition of new executors. SpPart kNN
showed a spike during the BUS and TAXI datasets tests with 20 executors, which we
attribute to a 33% increase in the number of partitions and computational rounds. While
LocationSpark showed faster runtimes, its performance advantage diminishes on account of
its poor accuracy results.
kNN join query - Scalability evaluation
During this scalability test, we aim to examine the behavior of the partitioner and the
kNN spatial join query under different processing configurations. We fix the input size to
the entire dataset (BUS, TAXI, and TLC) and gradually increase the number of executors
by 10. Test results indicate the efficiency of the technique and how it utilizes additional
computing resources. During all tests, we set k = 10 since using a smaller value does not
highlight the runtime variations for subsequent tests.
Figure 6.13 shows the average runtimes for the successful tests. The figure does not show
the runtimes for Simba, STARK, and GeoSpark since their jobs failed or terminated early for
exceeding 180 minutes; GeoSpark does not support kNN spatial join over two datasets. The
runtimes for most tests decreased with the addition of new executors. SpPart kNN showed
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a runtime spike during the BUS and TAXI tests with 20 executors. The runtime for these
tests increased between 1.18 − 1.82 times over the previous tests with 10 executors. Upon
examining the runtime logs, we noticed that during the 20 executors tests, the partitioner
increased its estimated optimal number of partitions by 33%. We attribute this increase to
the partitioner’s attempt to ensure that the number of partitions is divisible by the number
of cores. This increase, in turn, required 2 additional shuffle rounds. Adjusting the number
of partitions relative to the cores’ count increases the utilization of cores (i.e., fewer idle
cores); however, depending on the dataset’s density and size, it may slightly increase the
number of shuffle rounds. This behavior was not a factor in subsequent experiments during
the 30, 40, and 50 executors or for any of the TLC tests.
LocationSpark was 1.06 − 2.34 times faster in 21 tests while SpPart kNN was 1.05 − 1.71
times faster in the remaining 9. However, the results of all of LocationSpark’s tests are
unreliable due to their low accuracy score, as we explain below. The standard deviation for
the repeated tests shown in table D.2 in appendix D.3 show that SpPart kNN exhibited the
lowest variation in runtimes between repeated tests; its range was 0.008 − 1.48 compared to
0.06 − 6.45 for LocationSpark.

kNN join query evaluation - Varying the value of k
Our final round of scalability evaluations examines the effect of increasing the value of k for
a kNN spatial join query. We observe how the kNN query utilizes the partitioner to account
for the increase in k, which in turn expands the range needed to encapsulate the required
matches. Subsequently, the number of boundary-crossing regions increases, the chance of
partition pruning decreases, and requires additional shuffling rounds.
Figure 6.14 shows the average runtimes of several kNN queries using six different values
for k (3, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1, 000). We fix the input size to the entire dataset (i.e., BUS,
TAXI, and TLC) and fix the number of executors at 50. The BUS dataset showed the
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Figure 6.14: Varying the value of k with and without non-spatial data
(1. Does not sample data. 2. Unsupported operation, failed, or stopped test)
Each technique performs a multiple kNN spatial join query over the entire dataset with
different values of k. The expected outcome is for the runtimes to increase relative to the
increase in the value of k; however, this was only consistent with SpPart kNN; its tests
decreased or remained relatively close. LocationSpark, however, showed a drop in runtime
when it should have increased (e.g., TAXI tests with spatial data for k = 500 and
k = 1, 000. During the TLC tests, its runtimes remained relatively close. While
LocationSpark showed faster runtimes, its performance advantage diminishes on account of
its poor accuracy results.
best runtime consistency except for LocationSpark during the test with k = 1, 000 without
non-spatial data. For that test, the runtime decreased despite the doubling of the value of
k. For the TAXI dataset, both SpPart kNN and LocationSpark showed increasing runtimes
except for LocationSpark during the test with k = 1, 000 with non-spatial data. We should
reiterate that the BUS and TAXI datasets are similar in size; however, the TAXI dataset is
less dense as it spans a larger number of streets. The accuracy comparison performed later
revealed that LocationSpark produced poor matches when compared to SpPart kNN. This
may be due to its sFilter lacking additional details about the partitions and their densities or
to LocationSpark incorrectly deciding to eject points to secondary storage to reduce memory
usage.
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The most interesting results were for the largest dataset (TLC) for LocationSpark; during
these tests, the runtimes remained very close even as k reached 1, 000. We, again, attribute
this to its sFilter or premature object evection from memory. Table D.3 in appendix D.3
shows that standard deviation of repeated tests. SpPart kNN had runtime variations between
0.016 − 3.289 compared to 0.039 − 11.362 for LocationSpark.

6.6.7

Output Accuracy Evaluation

We measure the accuracy of a kNN spatial query through two different approaches. The
first compares a technique’s output to that obtained through the baseline approach. Here,
a record receives an accurate score if all matches agree with the baseline’s matches. The
second approach compares the outputs of two techniques; it is an alternative approach when
the baseline results are not attainable. Here, an output’s results receive an accurate score if
its matches are similar or closer than those in the other.
Using the accuracy benchmark framework described in chapter 4, we compared the output results of SpPart kNN, LocationSpark, Simba, STARK, and GeoSpark to those of the
baseline results when available or each other in the absence of the baseline results. We set
the parameter m to the value of k depending on the experiment at hand. Therefore, if the
first file’s m matches agree with the second file’s m matches, both receive an Exact Match
classification. If at least one of the first (or second) file’s m matches contains closer matches
(i.e., Euclidean distance), the second (or first) file receives a Mismatch Record classification.

Accuracy Evaluation - Small-Scale Query Dataset Tests
We introduce this section as part of our accuracy evaluation section only. As we have
previously mentioned in section 6.6.6, some of the studied techniques either do not support
a kNN spatial join query or their tests terminated after exceeding 180 minutes. Moreover,
due to the complexity of the kNN spatial join operation on our large datasets, we could not
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indicates that the tested matches completely agree with the baseline matches

Table 6.5: Accuracy evaluation results - Summary for small-scale query dataset
generate the baseline results needed for comparison. As a result, we explored several input
combinations and chose the combination that all techniques could complete. The small-scale
tests consist of performing a kNN query against two subsets of the POI dataset and the
entire BUS dataset. The first POI subset consisted of 100 points, and the second consisted
of 200. GeoSpark does not support kNN spatial join query; therefore, we obtained results by
iteratively invoking its single point spatial kNN method KN N Query.SpatialKnnQuery().
STARK kN N Join() method consistently failed and we were forced to iteratively invoke its
single point spatial kNN query method index.knn(). For the remaining techniques, we rely
on their respective kNN spatial join query implementation. Because we relied on different
methods between techniques, we do not report the runtimes and only capture their outputs
for accuracy comparison.
We produced the baseline kNN spatial join query results by following the steps described
in section 6.6.3. Table 6.5 summarizes the results of comparing the outputs of each of the
tested techniques and the baseline matches. Table D.4 in appendix D shows the results
of comparing the outputs of all techniques against each other. The summary table shows
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that the matches of SpPart kNN, Simba, and GeoSpark completely agree with the baseline’s
results. The matches of STARK agree with the baseline’s matches for k = 10 only, but it
mismatched one record from both POI datasets for k = 50. The single mismatched record
in STARK contained a point that was further than the one found by the baseline approach.
LocationSpark’s matches showed the worst results; they agree with the baseline matches
by 80% for k = 10 and 33%, and 29% respectively for k = 50. LocationSpark matched
points that are further than those found through the baseline approach. This observation
was consistent with LocationSpark in all comparison results against other techniques.
The appendix table, which compares the outputs of all techniques against each other,
shows similar results. SpPart kNN, Simba, and GeoSpark agreed with each other. The three
techniques agreed with STARK matches for k = 10 but disagreed with one record for k = 50.
The same three techniques agreed with LocationSpark matches by 80% for k = 10 and 33%,
and 29% respectively for k = 50. These results were in line with our findings during later
accuracy-evaluation experiments that do not have baseline results. Therefore, we consider
the output with closer matches as the better approach.

Accuracy evaluation - Scalability tests
Table D.5 in appendix D shows the results of comparing the outputs of successful tests; it
does not show comparison information for Simba, STARK, and GeoSpark as their results
were unattainable. For the tests with non-spatial data, LocationSpark and SpPart kNN
results agreed between 80.72% and 81.50% of the POI records for the BUS dataset tests,
between 81.96% and 82.01% for the TAXI dataset tests, and between 85.67% and 85.69% for
the TLC dataset tests. For the remaining portion of the results, SpPart kNN matched points
with closer matches. In other words, SpPart kNN found better matches than LocationSpark
in 18.50% of the POI records for the BUS dataset tests, 17.99% for the TAXI dataset tests,
and 14.31% for the TLC dataset tests.
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For the tests without non-spatial data, the percentages were close to those with spatial
data. LocationSpark and SpPart kNN results agreed between 80.40% and 80.67% of the POI
records for the BUS dataset tests, between 81.92% and 82.12% for the TAXI dataset tests,
and between 85.61% and 85.63% for the TLC dataset tests. Similar to the tests with spatial
data, SpPart kNN produced closer matches for the remaining portion of the POI records.

Accuracy evaluation - varying the value of k
Table D.6 in appendix D shows the outputs comparison results for the successfully completed tests. LocationSpark accuracy degraded as the value of k increased compared to
SpPart kNN. For k = 3 for the tests with non-spatial data, LocationSpark agreed with SpPart kNN by 91.19%, 95.31%, and 96.66% of the POI records for the BUS, TAXI, and TLC
datasets respectively. For k = 10, the results were close to those seen during the previous
evaluation of the scalability test. Surprisingly, the number did not match as LocationSpark
produced slightly different results. For k = 1, 000, LocationSpark agreed with SpPart kNN
by 0%, 14.31%, and 0% for the three datasets respectively. As noted in the scalability test
section, SpPart kNN found points with closer matches for the remaining portion of the POI
dataset records. For instance, for k = 1000 for the BUS tests with non-spatial data, all of
SpPart kNN matches had closer picks than LocationSpark.
For the tests without non-spatial data, the percentages were close to those with spatial
data. For k = 3, LocationSpark and SpPart kNN results agreed, at best, by 90.86% of the
POI records for the BUS dataset tests, 95.29% for the TAXI dataset tests, and 96.67% for
the TLC dataset tests. For the remaining portion, SpPart kNN produces results with closer
matches; 9.14%, 4.71%, and 3.33%. Overall, LocationSpark results contained worst matches
than SpPart kNN as the value of k increased.
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Conclusion

In the preceding chapter, we proposed a novel approach to scalable and accurate spatial
data partitioning. We detailed several issues affecting distributed spatial data partitioning
and parallel query processing and incorporated a balanced solution to all challenges. We
described our implementation steps of a distributed spatial kNN join query and integrated
it with our partitioner for execution on Apache Spark.
Using real-world datasets and several experiments, we showed that our approach is better
at handling spatial data, even in the presence of non-spatial data. Compared to existing
techniques, our approach showed better utilization of the available executors and completed
its kNN query while producing similar or better matches.
For future work, we plan to fix minor issues that we have encountered while running
the experiments. One improvement is to use the mode or median instead of the maximum
byte size of the largest object. Replacing the maximum value will reduce the estimated
partitioner size, which results in fewer partitions to shuffle and faster execution times. We
plan to investigate an issue that sometimes misestimates the number of partitions if the
number of executors is much greater than the input dataset’s size. During such a case, we
noticed an underutilization of the available executors.
The memory size estimator provided by Spark (i.e., SizeEstimator) tends to overestimate object sizes, and we plan to replace it with a more precise size estimator. We also
plan to study the feasibility of adding support for additional spatial shapes like LineStrings
and Polygons and expand the list of supported operations to include others like join and
intersect. Finally, for better usability of our spatial kNN query implementation, we plan
to offer tighter integration with Spark’s RDD through Scala’s Domain-Specific Languages
(DSL) 9 .
9

https://www.scala-lang.org/old/node/1403

Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1

Summary

Spatial datasets are one of the most valuable assets to numerous commercial and governmental organizations. What makes this data different from other datasets is the spatial
(geographic) information it contains. Thus, the information embedded within spatial data
requires specialized and spatially-aware methodologies and processing systems. The volume
and velocity of the collected spatial data further ads value but complicates analysis. Consequently, there is a constant need for innovative ways to study and process spatial data
different from those applied to non-spatial data analysis.
When applying non-spatial data analysis methodology to spatial data, the focus shifts
away from the spatial information and treats them only as another data attribute. Indeed,
in spatial data analysis, geographic information is the core aspect of the data. A spatial
technique must preserve spatial locality by considering the location and relative positioning
of the data.
Spatial data analysis consists of data collection, cleanup, transformation, and processing.
In this dissertation, we examined the challenges of spatial data processing in general. Mainly,
145
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we have focused on the problem of spatial data partitioning in parallel processing systems.
We defined spatial partitioning as the scheme that indicates how to distribute spatial records
while preserving spatial locality. Spatial partitioners are an integral part that enhances
the efficiency of a distributed spatial query. Unlike other published works, our methods
do not rely on data sampling, scan the entire dataset(s), build precise information about
the dataset(s) characteristics, maximize load balancing, and minimize query skews without
compromising accuracy.
Our research on spatial data partitioning within distributed analytics systems like Apache
Hadoop and Spark has shown that the partitioner should adapt to the dataset(s) traits and
the available processing resources. Spatial datasets rarely exhibit even object distribution
as some regions contain higher concentrations of objects compared to others. Taxi location
measurements, for example, show greater concertations in high population or business areas.
When deciding to partition such data, the partitioner must ensure that each partition receives
approximately the same number of objects. Load imbalance causes query skews and delays
execution when overloaded processing nodes continue working while others sit idle. Moreover,
the partitioner must work with the dataset’s geometric shapes; datasets with mixed objects
require more than MBR processing. MultiLineStrings, for example, represent physical street
structures and have large MBR regions that could generate a high number of false-positive
results.
In addition to examining the dataset(s) traits, the partitioner should consider the distributed system’s available computing resources. Commonly, a distributed job consists of
one master node and several processing nodes. The master node delegates tasks to the processing nodes and not should perform complex or long-running tasks. Each processing node
received a finite amount of memory and may allow for various levels of multi-core processing.
If the partition size exceeds the node’s available memory, the node will serialize excess data
to disk. Data serialization to disk considerably degrades performance overhead due to the
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serialization and write operations.
Boundary-crossing objects considerably affect a query’s throughput and latency and may
require object duplication or shuffling. Some processing systems impose a limit on the size
of an atomic shuffle. Shuffling requires serialization, network resources for transport, and
deserialization. The partitioner should minimize reliance on shuffling or object duplication.
Object duplication is beneficial if the presence of duplicate objects does not affect the output
of the process. Otherwise, removing extra copies requires a filtering round of operations.

Map-Matching:
In chapter 5 we studied map-matching, a crucial task for urban analysis and planning. It is
a task applied to out-of-alignment GPS points due to physical interference. Map-matching
realigns points to one or more physical structures in preparation for subsequent analysis.
Our evaluations of current state-of-the-art techniques revealed that these techniques failed
to scale, and some even produced unreliable results. Mainly, they relied on data sampling, did
not provide correct spatial object representation, and did not allow for GPS error correction.
Since the baseline results were unavailable and we needed to gauge the accuracy of existing
techniques, we opted to generate baseline results through the naive strategy of iterative
matching. First, the process indexed the street network dataset then each GPS point selected
the closest 3 streets. Since every GPS point examined every street object, the process
produced results as close to the baseline results as possible.
To solve the map-matching problem, we designed and developed a pipeline for distributed
query execution. At the core of our design, a scalable spatial partitioner that builds on
the clustering capabilities of the Hilbert space-filling curve. Our work performs the initial
construction of the partition in a distributed fashion and collects aggregated information on
the master. The collected information shows the concentration regions within the dataset to
aid with partition load balancing. Next, the master node incrementally assigns indexes to
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partitions such that each receives approximately the same number of points. Error correction
occurs in two steps; first, R-Tree indexes the streets on each partition by breaking each street
into its segments and expanding its MBR by 150ft. Second, each GPS point increases its
search region by 150ft. Boundary-crossing street objects needed duplication only if that
object contributed to the output and did not require a final filtering step.
Through various experiments, we showed that our proposed pipeline yielded results in
less time with higher accuracy scores when compared to the baseline technique and other
studied techniques. Moreover, our proposal solely processed our largest test dataset of 143GB
with others failing or exceeding the runtime upper limit. Finally, we showed that the correct
object representation of streets as MultiLineString achieved faster and higher accuracy when
compared to Rectangle (i.e., MBR) object representation.

Spatial Data Partitioning:
In chapter 6, we tackled the problem of spatial data partitioning with the kNN spatial join
query. We aimed to produce a spatial partitioner for use with different distributed spatial
queries. Our evaluations of existing spatial partitioning and querying techniques showed that
they exhibited poor scalability and accuracy. Mainly, these techniques opted towards data
sampling, which produced inconclusive results. Many also opted for excessive dataset scans
to lessen query skews and improve load balance. Since the baseline results were unavailable
and we needed to gauge the accuracy of existing techniques, we opted to generate baseline
results to a subset of our test dataset through the naive strategy of iterative matching.
First, the dataset objects get redistributed into partitions of equal object counts; next, each
partition builds a local spatial index and stores it in the processing node’s memory. Finally,
the second dataset objects visit and query all of the first dataset’s partitions and keep the
closest 50 objects. Since every object from the first dataset examines every object from the
second dataset, the process produced the correct baseline results.
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Our research into scalable distributed spatial data partitioning showed the importance
of building precise knowledge of the input dataset. Unlike sampling, a complete scan of the
entire input dataset identifies concentration spots. When joining this information with the
available computing resources, we can make crucial decisions about constructing the spatial
partitioner. Moreover, a spatial query can cache data and never rely on secondary storage.
The partitioner utilized a two-step indexing process; first, it uses a grid index built from
the specs extracted from the dataset’s traits. The second indexing step converts the grid
index to a Quadtree to allow for a faster inquiry. Grid indexing has low computational and
memory overhead, with most of the computations occurring in parallel. Quadtree indexing
allows for efficient range lookup operations not easily performed through a grid, especially
over different range dimensions.
Through several experiments over real-world datasets, we demonstrate the scalability and
accuracy of our approach. The construction of our partitioner was not always the quickest
compared to others with sampling approaches. However, the slight increase in construction
runtime proved beneficial in scalability results over large datasets. Moreover, the partitioner
allowed for the production of accurate results compared to the baseline.

Accuracy Classification:
Spatial data partitioning techniques primarily focus on improving the query’s latency and
throughput without analyzing the accuracy of the results. Undoubtedly, this is due to the
lack of baseline results for operations over large spatial datasets. However, the lack of
accurate evaluation leads to questionable results. We addressed this problem by designing a
set of novel processes that classifies the accuracy of the results of two output techniques.
Chapter 4 introduced our accuracy benchmark framework, which provides a novel approach to analyzing the accuracy of a technique’s output. The benchmark compares two files
and classifies their contents into several categories. The framework allows for precise and
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approximate classification styles. We employed the framework in approximate mode during
our work on map-matching to gauge the accuracy of the studied techniques. Compared to
the baseline results, we concluded that our approach produced the best matches.
Likewise, we employed the framework in the precise mode during our work on spatial
data partitioning to gauge the accuracy of the studied techniques. We determined that
some techniques failed to produce accurate results compared to those obtained through the
iterative method. Alternatively, when the baseline results were unavailable, we classified the
outputs of the techniques against each and favored the output with closer matches. Again,
we concluded that not all techniques produced accurate results, with some failing with 0
correct matches.

7.2

Future Work

In continuation of work on spatial data partitioning, we plan to extend our work on spatial
data partitioning. Different object shapes require special consideration when partitioning;
we plan to study the feasibility of developing a single partitioning technique for various
objects and operations. Moreover, we plan to extend our work to other areas that we believe
can benefit from spatial partitioning. For our future research work, we plan to examine:
• Develop a comprehensive spatial data processing framework for distributed processing systems like Apache Spark. Such a framework would allow data scientists to execute spatial
queries with minimal coding experience. The framework should also allow developers to
introduce new spatial objects and operations without modifying the framework’s core.
• Spatio-temporal data partitioning occurs over spatial or time attributes. The time attribute can represent data reported by moving objects over different times. A spatiotemporal partitioner must decide if the time (or spatial) attribute is the primary (or secondary) partitioning attribute. Thus, a significant improvement over spatial partitioners
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is their ability to partition data using both attributes. The addition of the time attribute
increases the complexity of the partitioner and may require copies of objects on different
partitions.
• Text partitioning is critical to several processes like information retrieval and text mining.
The process decides on the best approach to group texts from various documents according
to a similarity measure. Two of the most popular partitioning techniques are K-means
and K-modes. However, there is a constant need for faster partitioning over large datasets
within a distributed processing environment.
• Multi-dimension partitioning attempts to devise a technique that allows for the efficient
grouping of multi-dimensional data. Similar to spatio-temporal, the partitioner must
account for several challenges, minimize data duplication, load balancing, and resource
utilization. The partitioner’s complexity increases as the number of dimensions increases.
• Spatial datasets like PostgreSQL [76] partition structured data to increase the efficiency of
their spatial queries. Similarly, NoSQL databases like MongoDB [70], Cassandra DB [18],
and Google Cloud Firestore [42] benefit from structured and unstructured data partitioning. Each system requires fine-tuning of a technique to work with their underlying
filesystems and system structures.

Appendix A
Related Work Tables
A.1

Feature Comparison of Hadoop Frameworks

Feature

Esri GIS Tools

Date Released
Last Update
Integration
Approach
Language Integration
OGC Compliant
Geometry Library
Data
Partitioning

2013
2018
On
Top
Hadoop
HiveQL

of

Hadoop-GIS
2013
2012
On
Top
Hadoop
–

of

SATO
2014
N/A –
On
Top
Hadoop
HiveQL

SpatialHadoop

of

2014
2018
Into Hadoop

Yes

No

No

Pigeon
Latin)
Yes

Esri Geometry
API Java
Grid (Partial)

GEOS

JTS

JTS

Grid

Grid, R-Tree

Local Indexing

PMR Quadtree

R-Tree

Fixed
Grid,
Binary
Split,
Hilbert Curve,
Strip, Sort-Tile
Recursive
N/A

Index Persistence
Data Pruning
Carry
nonspatial data
Skew Handling
Level

No

Yes

Yes

R-Tree or R+Tree
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

Partition

Partition

Partition

Partition
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Feature

Esri GIS Tools

Mixed object
Query
Base Code
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Hadoop-GIS

SATO

SpatialHadoop

No

No

Yes

No

Java,
Python,
and C++

Java

Java

Allows
userdefined operations
Installation

Java,
Python
(non-spatial
tools)
No, (base-code
modifications
required)
None

No, (base-code
modifications
required)
None

No, (base-code
modifications
required)
None

Configuration

No

Configuration
Files

System environment variables

Required Expertise Level
Spatial
Objects

Regular Hive

No, (base-code
modifications
required)
GEOS,
libspatialindex
System environment variables
and Configuration Files
Regular Hadoop

Regular Hadoop

Point, Box, Polygon

Point,
Polygon

Range,
Join

N/A

Advanced
Hadoop
Point,
Circle,
Rectangle,
LineString
Range,
kNN,
Join

Spatial Operations

Point, Polygon,
Line, Envelope
(MBR)
Range,
kNN,
Join

kNN,

Box,

Table A.1: Feature comparison of Hadoop spatial extensions
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Feature Comparison of Spark Frameworks

Feature

SpatialSpark

GeoSpark LocationSpark

STARK

Simba

GeoMatch

Release Date

2015

2015

2016

2017

2016

2018

Last Update

2017

2018

2017

2018

2018

2018

Integrat-ion
Approach

On Top of
Spark

On Top of
Spark

Into Spark

Into Spark

Into Spark

On Top of
Spark

Scala
(Spatial
RDD)

Piglet and
Scala via
RDD integration

DataFrame
and Spark
SQL

Language Integration

OGC
pliant

Com-

No

No

No

No

No

No

Geometry Library

JTS

JTSPlus

JTS

JTS

Built-in

Built-in
and JTS

Data Partitioning

Grid, K-D
Tree

Grid,
R-tree,
QuadTree,
KDB-Tree

Grid,
QuadTree

Grid,
CostBased
Binary
Space

Grid,
R-Tree,
KD-tree

Hilbert
SpaceFilling
Curves

Local Indexing Options

None,
Tree

None,
R-Tree,
QuadTree

None,
Grid,
R-tree,
QuadTree,
IR-tree.

None,
Tree

Index Persistence

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Data
ing

Prun-

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Carry
nonspatial data

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Skew
Handling Level

-

Partition

Query

Partition

Partition

Partition

Mixed object
Query

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Base Code

Scala

Java

Scala

Scala

Scala

Scala

R-

R-

HashMaps, R-Tree
TreeMaps,
R-Tree
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Feature

SpatialSpark

GeoSpark LocationSpark
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STARK

Simba

GeoMatch

Allow
for
new
operations

No

Yes
(SRDD
and query
processing
layers)

Yes (Spatial Objects,
Query
Scheduler,
Query
Executor)

Yes (SpatialRDDFunctions and
Piglet)

Yes (Requires
source
code modification)

Yes
(Requires
source code
modification)

Installa-tion

None

None

None

None

None

None

Configuration

In code

In code

In code

In code

In code

In code

Required Expertise Level

Moderate
Spark

Regular
Spark

Regular
Spark

Regular
Spark

Regular
Spark

Regular
Spark

Spatial
jects

MBR

Circle,
Box and
LineString, Point
Point,
Polygon,
Rectangle

Inherited
from JTS

Point,
MBR

Point,
Rectangle,
Polygon,
MultiLineString

Range,
Join, kNN

Range,
Join, kNN

Filtering,
Join,
kNN,
Clustering

Range,
Join, kNN

MapMatching,
kNN

Ob-

Spatial Operations

Range,
kNN,
Join,
kNN-join

Table A.2: Feature comparison of Spark spatial extensions

Appendix B
Accuracy Benchmark
B.1
B.1.1

Scala Code Example
Input File Parser Interface

t r a i t B e n c h m a r k I n p u t F i l e P a r s e r extends S e r i a l i z a b l e {
def p a r s e L i n e ( l i n e : S t r i n g , keyRegex : S t r i n g ) :
( S t r i n g , Array [ ( S t r i n g , S t r i n g ) ] )
}

Figure B.1: Common interface for the accuracy benchmark input file parser

B.1.2

Example File Parser

import o r g . cusp . b d i .bm. B e n c h m a r k I n p u t F i l e P a r s e r
/∗ ∗
∗ S p l i t s l i n e s i n t o a key ( S t r i n g ) and v a l u e ( Array o f S t r i n g s ) p a i r
∗/
case c l a s s SampleParser ( ) extends B e n c h m a r k I n p u t F i l e P a r s e r {
override def p a r s e L i n e ( l i n e : S t r i n g , keyRegex : S t r i n g ) :
( S t r i n g , Array [ ( S t r i n g , S t r i n g ) ] ) = {
val p a r t s = l i n e . s p l i t ( ” , ” ) // comma s e p a r a t e s key−v a l u e
( p a r t s . head , p a r t s
. tail
. map( v a l u e => {
// semi−c o l o n s e p a r a t e s t h e e n t r y p a r t s
val a r r V a l = v a l u e . s p l i t ( ” ; ” )
( a r r V a l . head , a r r V a l ( 1 ) )
}))
}

Figure B.2: Example implementation of a benchmark parser
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Accuracy Benchmark Reports:

B.2.1

Sample Accuracy Report - 100% Accuracy

T o t a l Number o f Records :
Records c o r r e c t l y matched :
(%):
Records match 1 s t t u p l e e n t r y o n l y :
(%):
Records with no matches ( both ) :
(%):
Records s e c o n d f i l e overmatched :
(%):
Records s e c o n d f i l e undermatched :
(%):
Records appeared i n s e c o n d f i l e o n l y :
(%):
Records appeared i n f i r s t f i l e o n l y :
(%):
# Matches b e t t e r i n f i r s t f i l e ( a l l o c c u r r e n c e s ) :
# Matches b e t t e r i n s e c o n d f i l e ( a l l o c c u r r e n c e s ) :
Records s e c o n d f i l e i n c o r r e c t l y matched :
(%):
T o t a l Runtime : 2 2 4 . 6 9 0 Sec

2 ,000 ,000
2 ,000 ,000
100.0000%
1 ,620 ,000
81.0000%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0
0
0%

Figure B.3: Sample accuracy benchmark report with 100% accuracy

B.2.2

Sample Accuracy Report - Less than 100% Accuracy

T o t a l Number o f Records :
Records c o r r e c t l y matched :
(%):
Records match 1 s t t u p l e e n t r y o n l y :
(%):
Records with no matches ( both ) :
(%):
Records s e c o n d f i l e overmatched :
(%):
Records s e c o n d f i l e undermatched :
(%):
Records appeared i n s e c o n d f i l e o n l y :
(%):
Records appeared i n f i r s t f i l e o n l y :
(%):
# Matches b e t t e r i n f i r s t f i l e ( a l l o c c u r r e n c e s ) :
# Matches b e t t e r i n s e c o n d f i l e ( a l l o c c u r r e n c e s ) :
Records s e c o n d f i l e i n c o r r e c t l y matched :
(%):
T o t a l Runtime : 4 3 . 1 3 Sec

1 ,000
807
80.7000%
469
46.9000%
50
5.0000%
4
0.4000%
6
0.6000%
10
1.0000%
20
2.0000%
100
0
193
19.3000%

Figure B.4: Sample accuracy benchmark report with less than 100% accuracy

Appendix C
Map-Matching
C.1
C.1.1

Scala Code Example
GeoMatch Base Class - GMGeomBase

abstract c l a s s GMGeomBase( p a y l o a d : S t r i n g ,
c o o r d A r r : Array [ ( Double , Double ) ] )
extends S e r i a l i z a b l e with Ordered [ GMGeomBase ] {
def payload =

payload

def coordArr =

coordArr

def toJTS ( jtsGeomFact : GeometryFactory ) : Seq [ Geometry ]
def g e t H i l b e r t I n d e x L i s t ( hilbertBoxWidth : Int ,
h i l b e r t B o x H e i g h t : Int ,
gridMinXY : ( Int , I n t ) ,
hilbertN : Int ) : Set [ Int ]
protected def computeHilberXY ( hilbertBoxWidth : Int ,
h i l b e r t B o x H e i g h t : Int ,
gridMinXY : ( Int , I n t ) ,
p o i n t : ( Double , Double ) ) =
( math . f l o o r ( ( p o i n t . 1 − gridMinXY . 1 ) / hilbertBoxWidth ) . t o I n t ,
math . f l o o r ( ( p o i n t . 2 − gridMinXY . 2 ) / h i l b e r t B o x H e i g h t ) . t o I n t )
}

Figure C.1: Common class for spatial objects
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t r a i t MatchGeometry {
def p r o c e s s M a t c h e s ( jtsGeom : Geometry , l s t T r e e M a t c h e s : L i s t [ ] ,
s e t M a t c h e s : S e t [ ( Double , GMGeomBase ) ] )
def g e t M a t c h e s C o n t a i n e r ( ) : S e t [ ( Double , GMGeomBase ) ]
}

Figure C.2: Common interface for spatial operations
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Map-matching Repeated Experiments Standard Deviation Tables

C.2.1

Weak Scalability Experiments - SMALL Dataset

50

100

150

200

250

50

100

150

No Error
Corr.

Rectangle

LineString

Framework

Strong Scalability

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

0.01
0.26
0.19

0.01
0.02
0.14

0.00
0.29
7.95

0.01
0.44
0.35

0.03
0.33
9.39

0.02
0.85
2.55

0.03
0.24
9.20

0.02
0.62
5.07

0.03 0.01
0.25 0.57
17.12 0.30

With Err.
Corr.

Weak Scalability

200

250

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

0.01
0.25
0.37

0.01
0.17
0.09

0.01
0.08
0.15

0.00
0.41
9.86

0.01 0.05
19.01 1.34
1.20 4.88

0.06
0.62
2.21

0.11
0.83
8.49

0.02
0.72
2.48

0.02
0.50
11.03

A value of ’-’ indicates unsupported spatial object or a failed task.

Table C.1: Standard deviation for repeated tests - SMALL dataset (Figures 5.6–5.9)

C.2.2

Weak Scalability Experiments - BUS Dataset

50

100

150

200

250

50

100

No Error
Corr.

Rectangle

LineString

Framework

Strong Scalability

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

0.01
0.03
0.09

0.02
0.05
0.21

0.01
0.14
0.50

0.02
0.37
0.29

0.02
0.28
6.08

0.02
0.39
1.52

0.04
0.34
3.91

0.03 0.02 0.02
0.11 1.18 0.90
19.61 17.83 15.83

With Err.
Corr.

Weak Scalability

150

200

250

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

0.01
0.11
0.31

0.02
0.10
0.15

0.01
0.20
0.12

0.01
0.18
0.28

0.03
0.08
0.92

0.03
0.47
0.48

0.03
0.19
0.33

0.05
0.99
6.88

0.01 0.02
1.50 0.24
21.14 0.20

A value of ’-’ indicates unsupported spatial object or a failed task.

Table C.2: Standard deviation for repeated tests - BUS dataset (Figures 5.10–5.13)
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Weak Scalability Experiments - LARGE Dataset

50

100

150

200

250

50

100

150

200

250

No Error
Corr.

Rectangle

LineString

Framework

Strong Scalability

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

0.02
0.05
0.47

0.02
0.07
0.18

0.02
0.18
1.38

0.01
0.40
1.00

0.01
0.05
0.14

0.20
-

0.12
-

0.31
-

0.13
-

0.63
-

With Err.
Corr.

Weak Scalability

GeoMatch
0.04 0.03 0.01
GeoSpark
0.16 4.46 2.79
LocationSpark 16.20 31.89 STARK
0.33 0.12 1.06

0.03
0.07
5.02

0.04
0.75
4.22

0.32
-

0.19
-

0.45
-

0.24
-

0.16
-

A value of ’-’ indicates unsupported spatial object or a failed task.

Table C.3: Standard deviation for repeated tests - LARGE dataset (Figures 5.14–5.17)
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Accuracy Benchmark Results

C.3.1

Weak Scalability Experiments - SMALL Dataset

Neither
Match

In Tech.
Only

Failed

Overmatch

undermatch

Excluded

No Error
Corr.

LineString

Framework

Rectangle

Correct

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

99.96%
0.00%
0.00%

2.37%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.02%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

4.03%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
100.00%
100.00%

With Err.
Corr.

Percentage of records

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

87.95%
42.39%
80.10%

1.46%
0.00%
0.00%

0.91%
0.22%
0.48%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

14.50%
9.74%
13.91%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
51.36%
1.89%

A value of ’-’ indicates unsupported spatial object or a failed task.

Table C.4: Accuracy comparison results – SMALL dataset

C.3.2

Weak Scalability Experiments - BUS Dataset

Neither
Match

In Tech.
Only

Failed

Overmatch

undermatch

Excluded

No Error
Corr.

LineString

Framework

Rectangle

Correct

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

99.99%
0.00%
0.00%

0.58%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

1.28%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
100.00%
100.00%

With Err.
Corr.

Percentage of records

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

82.37%
2.66%
75.31%

0.43%
0.00%
0.00%

0.15%
0.00%
0.05%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

9.46%
0.31%
7.32%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
96.73%
0.53%

A value of ’-’ indicates unsupported spatial object or a failed task.

Table C.5: Accuracy comparison results – BUS dataset
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Weak Scalability Experiments - LARGE Dataset

Neither
Match

In Tech.
Only

Failed

Overmatch

undermatch

Excluded

No Error
Corr.

LineString

Framework

Rectangle

Correct

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

99.66%
-

4.21%
-

0.00%
-

0.32%
-

0.00%
-

5.23%
-

0.00%
-

With Err.
Corr.

Percentage of records

GeoMatch
GeoSpark
LocationSpark
STARK

80.23%
-

2.23%
-

1.98%
-

0.00%
-

15.68%
-

0.00%
-

0.00%
-

A value of ’-’ indicates unsupported spatial object or a failed task.

Table C.6: Accuracy comparison results – Large dataset

Appendix D
Spatial Partitioning
D.1
D.1.1
trait
def
def
def
def
def
def

Scala Code Example
SpatialIndex Interface
S p a t i a l I n d e x extends K r y o S e r i a l i z a b l e {
nodeCapacity : I n t
estimateNodeCount ( pointCount : Long ) : Long
estimateObjCount ( gIdxNodeCount : I n t ) : Long
getTotalPoints : Int
f i n d E x a c t ( searchXY : ( Double , Double ) ) : Po i nt
a l l P o i n t s : I t e r a t o r [ A r r a y B u f f e r [ Po in t ] ]

@throws ( c l a s s O f [ I l l e g a l S t a t e E x c e p t i o n ] )
def i n s e r t ( rectBounds : R e c t a n g l e ,
i t e r P o i n t s : I t e r a t o r [ Po in t ] ,
histogramBarWidth : I n t )
@throws ( c l a s s O f [ I l l e g a l S t a t e E x c e p t i o n ] )
def i n s e r t I t e r ( rectBounds : R e c t a n g l e ,
i t e r P o i n t s : I t e r a t o r [ T r a v e r s a b l e O n c e [ Po in t ] ] ,
histogramBarWidth : I n t )
def n e a r e s t N e i g h b o r ( s e a r c h P o i n t : Point ,
s o r t S e t S q D i s t : S o r t e d L i n k e d L i s t [ Po in t ] )
}

Figure D.1: Common interface for Spatial Indexes
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Building and Indexing the Partitioner

Algorithm 1 Constructing the Partitioner
function buildPartitioner(rightRDD, gridDim, partitionerSI, countObjM inRight ,
countObjM axRight )
currP artN um ← 0
. Partition counter.
currP artSize ← 0
. Holds the number of points assigned to the active partition
listM BR ← newList()
. Records the MBR of each of the partitions.
rightRDD
.mapP artitions(
.map(point => ((rInt(point.x/gridDim), rInt(point.y/gridDim)), 1L)))
. rInt rounds to the nearest integer
.reduceByKey( + )
. Counts the number of points in each cell
.sortByKey()
. Sorts by the cells’ (X, Y ) coordinates
.collect()
. Brings the summarized information to the master node
.map(xyCount → {
if (currP artN um == 0 OR currP artSize ≥ countObjM inRight OR
currP artSize + xyCount.count > countObjM axRight ) then
currP artN um ← currP artN um + 1
currP artSize ← xyCount.count
listM BR.add(newM BR(xyCount))
else
currP artSize
←
currP artSize + xyCount.count
listM BR.last.updateM BR(xyCount)
endif
partitionerSI.insert(xyCount, currP artN um)
})
end function
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k NN Lookup Within Spatial Index

Algorithm 2 k NN lookup
function knn(partitionerSI, gridCellXY, k)
bestLoc ← partitionerSI.bestLocation(gridCellXY, k)
. Finds the best location in the spatial index with at least k points
searchRegion ← circularRegion(gridCellXY, bestLoc)
for each cell ∈ bestLoc do
if searchRegion.intersects(cell) then
for each point ∈ cell do
if searchRegion.contains(point) then
searchRegion.addT oList(cell)
shrink region if list size reaches k
end if
end for
end if
end for
for each cell ∈ partitionerSI.root do
if cell 6= bestLoc AND searchRegion.intersects(cell) then
for each point ∈ cell do
if searchRegion.contains(point) then
searchRegion.addT oList(cell)
shrink region if list size reaches k
end if
end for
end if
end for
end function
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Computing the Number of Processing Rounds

Algorithm 3 Number of processing rounds
function computeRounds(lef tRDD, gridDim, partitionerSI)
lef tRDD
.mapP artitions(
.map(point → ((rInt(point.x/gridDim), rInt(point.y/gridDim))))
. rInt rounds to the nearest integer
.distinct()
. Avoids repetitive lookups from partitionerSI
.mapP artitions(
.map(gridCell → setP artitions ← knn(partitionerSI, gridCell, k).toSet
. Finds closest k grid cells and returns their partition assignments
(setP artitions, setP artitions.size)
))
.treeReduce((x, y) → (mergeSets(x.1 , y.1 ), max(x.2 , y.2 )))
. Merges the results on the master node
end function
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Partition Padding
Partitions to visit per round

Computation round: #1
3

Partitions to visit per round

#2

#3

#4

#5

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

5

7

1

2

3

5

7

1

2

-2

3

-1

5

-9

-9

-7

3

-10

8

7

9

-4

5

-1

7

2

3

-7

-2

5

2

Obj1 list

3

5

Obj2 list

3

8

Obj3 list

9

5

Obj4 list

3

5

Padding preserve the original list order
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Obj5 list
Required partition

Padding partition (No computations)

Figure D.1: Example illustration of partition list padding
List padding ensures that the length of each object’s list is equal to the number of rounds.
Shorter lists receive additional random partition assignments inserted at random places
within the list. The process preserves the original order of the list. Extra partitions receive
negative values, which distinguishes them.
We employ random list padding to lessen the chance of a query skew, which may occur if several
objects merge on the same partition during a specific computation round. Padding attempts to
distribute the load over the number of processing rounds without (1) violating the original order
of the list and (2) without performing calculations on the added partitions. The example shown in
figure D.1 shows lists for several objects’ lists; each list shows the partitions required to complete
that object’s calculations (e.g., kNN, range query). In this example, we assume that there are 5
objects, 10 partitions, and 5 computational rounds. The left part of the figure shows the unpadded
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lists; the right side shows the lists after randomly assigning extra partitions at random positions.
During the first round Obj1 , Obj2 , Obj3 , Obj5 must visit partition 3. Compared to the other
partitions, partition 3 has a higher load. Similarly, during the second round, partition 5 has a
higher load . . . Using a uniformly distributed random number generator, we can delay Obj2 and
Obj3 visit to partition 3 till the second and third rounds, respectively. Similarly, we can delay Obj2
and Obj4 visit to partition 5 till the fourth and third computation rounds. While this approach does
not guarantee a perfect work balance between partitions over the same round, this method does
not require any calculations overhead. Partitions added as a filling to the list have negative values,
which allow the process to skip performing any calculations on that partition. Lists with sizes equal
to the number of rounds do not require padded. For example, in figure fig:partitionlistpadding,
the yellow shaded squares for Obj2 indicate that the object will not perform any calculations on
partition 2 during the first computation round and partition 3 during the third round and partition
9 during the last round. We should also note that even if the parallel processing system can exclude
objects after they finish their calculations, padding is still necessary as query skews may still occur
during the early processing rounds.
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Standard Deviation Tables for k NN Spatial Query
Repeated Experiments

D.3.1

Partition Build Cost Experiments
With non-spatial data

Bus

Taxi

TLC

0.011
−
0.027
0.003
−
0.012
0.008
−
0.637

0.000
−
0.048
0.008
−
0.028
0.229
−
0.974

0.021
−
0.126
0.028
−
0.110
0.000
−
0.000

0.022
−
0.060
0.007
−
0.018
0.008
−
0.223

0.008
−
0.050
0.004
−
0.021
0.021
−
0.286

Without non-spatial data
0.003
−
0.018
0.000
−
0.024
0.008
−
0.488

0.014
−
0.103
0.014
−
0.017
0.342
−
0.902

0.000
−
0.000
0.014
−
0.150
0.000
−
0.000

0.008
−
0.223
0.004
−
0.027
0.008
−
0.055

0.021
−
0.286
0.004
−
0.015
0.027
−
0.049

Table D.1: Standard deviation for repeated tests - Partition build cost (Figure 6.12)

D.3.2

Scalability Experiments
With non-spatial data

Bus

Taxi

TLC

0.042
−
0.122
0.049
−
0.270
0.279
−
1.270

0.109
−
0.617
0.418
−
1.029
0.922
−
5.063

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

Without non-spatial data
0.024
−
0.146
0.008
−
0.461
0.140
−
1.481

0.055
−
0.766
0.111
−
0.599
1.681
−
6.452

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

Table D.2: Standard deviation for repeated tests - Scalability (Figure 6.13)
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Varying the Value of k Experiments
With non-spatial data

Bus

Taxi

TLC

171

0.034 0.068 0.000
−
−
−
0.083 0.818 0.000
0.016 0.082 0.000
−
−
−
0.310 11.362 0.000
0.532 0.582 0.000
−
−
−
2.453 2.117 0.000

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

Without non-spatial data
0.039
−
0.082
0.016
−
0.143
0.111
−
3.289

0.039
−
1.857
0.110
−
1.845
1.341
−
5.295

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000
0.000
−
0.000

Table D.3: Standard deviation for repeated tests - Varying the value of k (Figure 6.14)
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Accuracy Benchmark Results

D.4.1

Small-scale Dataset Tests
Percentage of records
Exact MisMatch match

200 100
Rec. Rec.

K

Missing

Exact MisMatch match

With non-spat. data

Without non-sp. data

SpPart kNN

VS

200 100
Rec. Rec.
200 100
Rec. Rec.

Missing

Exact MisMatch match

With non-sp. data

Simba

SpPart kNN

Missing

Without non-sp. data
VS

GeoSpark

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

50

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

10

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

50

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

10
50
10
50

100%

100%

99.00% 99.00%
100%

STARK

SpPart kNN VS

LocationSpark

0%

100%

0%

0%

80.00% 20.00%

0%

79.00% 21.00%

0%

99.00%

1.00%

0%

33.00% 67.00%

0%

29.00% 71.00%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

80.00% 20.00%

0%

78.50% 21.50%

0%

0.50%

99.50%

0.50%

0%

29.50% 70.50%

0%

27.50% 72.50%

0%

100%

99.50% 99.50%

VS

1.00%

GeoSpark

VS

STARK

GeoSpark VS

LocationSpark

10

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

80.00% 20.00%

0%

79.00% 21.00%

0%

50

99.00%

1.00%

0%

99.00%

1.00%

0%

33.00% 67.00%

0%

29.00% 71.00%

0%

10

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

80.00% 20.00%

0%

78.50% 21.50%

0%

50

99.50%

0.50%

0%

99.50%

0.50%

0%

29.50% 70.50%

0%

27.50% 72.50%

0%

Simba
200 100
Rec. Rec.

Exact MisMatch match

10

SpPart kNN

VS

STARK

Simba VS

LocationSpark

10

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

80.00% 80.00% 20.00% 79.00% 21.00%

0%

50

99.00%

1.00%

0%

99.00%

1.00%

0%

33.00% 33.00% 67.00% 29.00% 71.00%

0%

10

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

80.00% 80.00% 20.00% 78.50% 21.50%

0%

50

99.50%

0.50%

0%

99.50%

0.50%

0%

29.50% 29.50% 70.50% 27.50% 72.50%

0%

Simba
200 100
Rec. Rec.

Missing

VS

GeoSpark

STARK VS

LocationSpark

10

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

80.00% 20.00%

0%

79.00% 21.00%

0%

50

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

33.00% 67.00%

0%

29.00% 71.00%

0%

10

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

80.00% 20.00%

0%

78.50% 21.50%

0%

50

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

29.50% 70.50%

0%

27.50% 72.50%

0%

Table D.4: Accuracy evaluation results - Small-scale query test
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Exact
Match

Mis-match

Miss-ing

With non-spatial data*

Mis-match

Miss-ing

Without non-spatial data*

(119, 319) Records

10

80.72%

19.28%

0.01%

80.54%

19.46%

0.01%

20

81.30%

18.70%

0.01%

80.43%

19.57%

0.01%

30

81.26%

18.74%

0.01%

80.67%

19.33%

0.01%

40

81.19%

18.81%

0.01%

80.40%

19.60%

0.01%

50

81.50%

18.50%

0.01%

80.61%

19.39%

0.01%

(119, 319) Records

LocationSpark

10

81.98%

18.02%

0%

81.92%

18.08%

0%

20

81.96%

18.04%

0%

81.93%

18.07%

0%

30

82.00%

18.00%

0%

82.12%

17.88%

0%

40

82.01%

17.99%

0%

82.01%

17.99%

0%

50

81.97%

18.03%

0%

82.10%

17.90%

0%

(119, 319) Records

TLC

TAXI

BUS

SpPart kNN VS

Exact
Match

10

85.67%

14.33%

0%

85.62%

14.38%

0%

20

85.67%

14.33%

0%

85.62%

14.38%

0%

30

85.68%

14.32%

0%

85.63%

14.37%

0%

40

85.69%

14.31%

0%

85.62%

14.38%

0%

50

85.69%

14.31%

0%

85.61%

14.39%

0%

* Tests for Simba, STARK, GeoSpark not shown either because the operation is not
supported or failed to complete within 180 minutes.

Table D.5: Accuracy evaluation results - Scalability test (k = 10)
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Executors
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Exact
Match

Mis-match

Miss-ing

With non-spatial data*

Exact
Match

(119, 319) Records
(119, 319) Records
(119, 319) Records

BUS
TAXI

Miss-ing

Without non-spatial data*

SpPart kNN VS

TLC

Mis-match

LocationSpark

3

91.19%

8.81%

0.01%

90.86%

9.14%

0.01%

10

81.72%

18.28%

0.01%

80.60%

19.40%

0.01%

50

30.00%

70.00%

0.01%

25.46%

74.54%

0.01%

100

10.17%

89.83%

0.01%

5.64%

94.36%

0.01%

500

0.01%

99.99%

0.01%

0%

100.00%

0.01%

1000

0%

100.00%

0.01%

0%

100.00%

0.01%

3

95.31%

4.69%

0%

95.29%

4.71%

0%

10

81.95%

18.05%

0%

82.02%

17.98%

0%

50

49.19%

50.81%

0%

49.06%

50.94%

0%

100

38.64%

61.36%

0%

38.44%

61.56%

0%

500

26.42%

73.58%

0%

25.98%

74.02%

0%

1000

15.61%

84.39%

0%

14.31%

85.69%

0%

3

96.66%

3.34%

0%

96.67%

3.33%

0%

10

85.67%

14.33%

0%

85.61%

14.39%

0%

50

33.30%

66.70%

0%

33.00%

67.00%

0%

100

17.09%

82.91%

0%

16.85%

83.15%

0%

500

0.25%

99.75%

0%

0.18%

99.82%

0%

1000

0.01%

99.99%

0%

0.00%

100.00%

0%

* Tests for Simba, STARK, GeoSpark not shown either because the operation is not
supported or failed to complete within 180 minutes.

Table D.6: Accuracy evaluation results - Varying the value of k test
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